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(Vyasa in non-Puranic works)

I
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It is stated here that while Vyasa was residing a* ^

sages approached him about the duties (rites and custom
four varnas* Vyasa recalled the rules (concerning the d

had been originally propounded in the Vedas and asked 1

to hear those rules from him.

Vyasa's staying at Varanasi has been stated in xnore

Purana. K.urma-p, I. 29. 62-34,33 describe Vyasa's co

Varanasi, Jaimini's putting questions to him about freyas,
view (which was originally stated by &va to Devi) al

glorious position of Varanasij Vyasa* s going to curse in]

of Varanasi and Vyasa's residing near Varanasi
(f^arcfS^resN

A similar incident of Vyasa's giving curse to the 'S

ksetra (verses 19-21) has been described in Matsya
15-42. See Tirthaprakaia, pp. 153-154 on these IS/

verses. The story In an elaborated form is found \

khan4a3 cn - 96 where the exact location of Vyasa's
after- the curse incident is given in verse 201

Vyasa is said to have insta

VyasesVara linga at Varanasi (Tlrthavivecanakan.d.a of KLa

p, 85-86; see Kaslkhanda 95.71).

II

The author of the Tantrasara has quoted a passage
Svayambhuva-tantra on the Tantric rite called SSrasva
(The aforesaid two lines are from this passage). This rite

in worshipping the goddess Vagiavari in a particular wa^
result of this worship a person becomes capable of co:

literary works.

The sage Dvaipayana 1 is said to have arranged the 1

a result of performing this rite. The Mahabharata expr<
clares that the sage was called Vedavyasa on account of tl

The name Dvaipayana is based on the fact that
was born in a dvfpa (island; (Yamuna-dvlpa by
(see Mbh. Adi, p, 63,84; Devl-bhgvata-p. 2,2-37),
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arranging the Vedas
(fsfBZTH t^R z?^W ^ ^mTCcKT. *^5r:, Adi-p.

63,88). Vyasa's worshipping the goddess Vaglsvarl is however not

mentioned in the eighteen Mahapuranas.

It is remarkable to note that a few Tantric works mention

Vyasa In connection with various matters. As for example the

^rl-vidyarnava Tantra mentions Vyasa In the list of the guru-param-

para of the great ^ankaracarya. The Gadyavallar! (a Tantric

work the authority of which is accepted in the school of Sankara)

also mentions Vyasa in a similar list. It is to be noted in this

connection that the Samhitas of Pancaratra sastra also speak of

Vyasa in connection with various matters (vide Introduction to the

Pancaratra and the Ahirbudhnya-samhita, pp. 45 3 47, 48, 146

etc.).

Ill

It is the last verse of the Vyasaaiksa a work on phonetics.

The verse in its first half describes Vyasa as a person whose mind

is engrossed in (filled with) the supreme brahman.

Since Vyasa has not been mentioned anywhere as the author

of a work on phonetics and since the VyasaSiksa has not been

referred to by the earlier teachers of Vyakarana, Siksa, and the

like, the present work must be regarded as belongiug to a later

period. The work seems to have been composed by some teacher

(possessing the honorific title Vyasa) belonging to the Taittirlya

school of the Black Yajurveda. It is interesting to note that the

Taittiriya Aranyaka refers to a statement of Vyasa ParaSarya in

1.9.2.

R. S. Biiattaeharya
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NOTES ON THE STOTRA

In ancient times there lived a brahmin Vivaaara by name
on the bank of the river Narmada. After pondering over the

merits of the four airamas he thought it better to enter the house-

holder's stage and married SucismatI, As no child was born to

them for a long time SucismatI expressed her desire to get a son.

With a view to getting a son Visvanara came to Varanas! and

worshipped the Viresvara linga by practising severe penance for

twelve months. On the first day of the thirteenth month a boy of

eight years resembling $iva appeared in the Virevara Hnga.

Taking the boy as a form of Siva ViSvanara uttered this stotra

and consequently he got a son through the grace of Siva (Skanda-

p. Ka^I-khanda 10.43-151).

The stotra consisting of eight verses is called Abhilasastaka, a

wish-giving ogdoad (10.145, 150).

(Verse 131) It is firmly established that all is brahman
which is one and without a second and that there is no difference

whatsoever in brahman. Since it is Rudra who is one and with-

out a second, I seek refuge in thee, the great lord.

The verse is evidently based on the following Upanisadic
statements: 3^5 frzr....i^qTftenT (Chandogya-up. 6.2.1), q^

TOTfef fo^ (Brhadaraayaka-up. 4.4.19) and tnpt ^t ffe^WRcr^:
(vetasvatara-up. 3. 2). The word eka in Chan. 6.2.1 is explained
to mean that brahman is free from generic and intrinsic difference

and the word aduittya to mean that brahman is free from extrinsic

difference. The word iha in Br.-up, 4.4.19 refers to brahman (see

$ankara
s

s bhasya). The statement qrs^ ijgt q fg^aTFT cf% is found

in a few Vedic works (vide Viras'aivendu-sekhara > pp. 36-37)
2

; see

also Sivagita 6.38-39 with the comrn. by Laksmmrsimha. Gp.
Kasl-khanda 95.57 q^t ^ ?T

1 . For an elaborate discussion on Rudra based on the Vedic

and Puranic statments see the article 'The one Rudra
and the Many* in Purana II, pp. 211-224.
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The word prapadye suggests the doctrine of prapatti (self-

surrender).
2 At the time of showing intense devotion to the Deity

the words prapadye and prapadyate are frequently used in the

Upanisads, GIta and allied works; vide Garbha-up. 4; Mahanara-

yaaa-up. 4.11; vetalvataraup. 4.21; 6.18; Glta 15.4.

(132) O ^ambhu, thou art the only creator of ail. Thou art

formless. Thou dost remain undifferentiated in diverse entities,

as the sun, though one, becomes (i.e. is seen) many in various

sheets of water. Therefore I do not take refuge in a deity other

than thee.

The word Sarabhu is explained to mean 'one that brings
about pleasure* or 'one from which springs pleasure.

* s

The simile of the plurality of the sun (or the moon) as a
result of its being reflected in different sheets of water is often

found in philosophical as well as in Puranic works.*

Siva is called here ar^qr; cp. Kaivalya-up, 6

and Svetavatara-up. 3.10
(g-^t sffrf^* g^FP?).

(133) I seek refuge in that MaheSa, perception of whom ren-
ders the phenomenal world sublated, as the knowledge of snake,
silver and water gets sublated when the rope, mother-of-pearl and
the sun-beam are perceived.

2. Prapatti or taranagati has six aspects as has been stated

by the later teachers of Vaisnava and iaiva schools :

ferret tfft ^^f grqr \

u

The Naradapancaratra reads :

u (1.17).

3. ^f^ W3R% ^?TTa^fcf m: (Sayana); ^f fsmwr^

^; 5^|^: (Bhattabhaskara on the Rudradhyaya).
About the incorrectness of the second derivation, see

the Vyakhyasudha comm. by Bhanuji on Amarako^a
1.1.30.

4. See Sivaglta 7.34; Paramarthasara (by Sesa) 23;
Amrtabindu or Brahmabindu 12; MoksaSastra quoted in

Sarlrakabhasya 3.2.18.
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Illusory perception is usually illustrated with the help of the

above-mentioned phenomena. 5 The expression yadvat suggests
nivrtti or badha (sublation).

6

The word prapanca is derived from the root pad (in the sense

of vistara-vacana, spreading out) of the Curadi class (cp. snT^t

tcfsNfefSef'R:*.,
^arikara on Mandukya-up, 2.35). Some however

derive it from the root 'pact vyakttkarane* (to make clear or evident)

of the Bhvadi class.

Visvak sarvatah (everywhere; on all sides); indeclinable msu
with the root anc). NairaNtra (water) with the suffix anipura=^
the swelling or rising; stream, flow.

The expression 'g^ifT^ srCN^ requires some explanation.

(^ffPst
= *T

:*mft iplT^r^r 5u%RFS).
I* clearly shows that the parti-

cular kind of sunbeam, which gives rise to the illusory perception

of water in deserts, is called mrga.'* This particular sunbeam is

5.
jjif

^fak'^vsr^rp^' i&rR

(Paramarthasara 22) ;

A
(Astavakrasamhita 2.9); see also Sivaglta 7.25).

6. ^qTfefeb<?M'54[d^fcr T^^Tf^^^tcT^^T (Sankara on

Mandukya-up. 7);

(Comm. on Paramarthasara); see also Astavakrasamhita
2.7 and Mandukya-karika 2,18.

7.
This^ shows that in the word mrgairsna mrga stands for a
particular kind of rays of the sun (and not for a deer)
and that trsna (thirst) has no relevance here, though
commentators are found to explain the word as

^TFTt ^nrtfer Sfprr^. Thus it appears that the word

mrgatrsna deserves to be explained in a different way,
or that it is a corrupt form of some word which has
compatibility with the word mrga, meaning a particular
kind of rays of the SUB. , May we suppose that the
original word was

4jriferer (*|*T?rn=??t ftTOT a word of the

group) and that the word fNtTr in the sense of

light became obsolete and it was ignorantly replaced by
in later times.
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also called martcika by adding the suffix ka with the word martci

according to Panini 5.4.96 or 97, or 5.4.87. 8

(134) Thou art like the coolness in water, the burning power
in fire, the heat in the sun, the beauty or brilliance in the moon,

the fragrance in flower, and clarified butter in milk. Therefore I

seek refuge in thee.

The subtlety and omnipresence of that reality the realization

of which renders the phenomenal existence sublated is described

here. Similar ideas are found in Gfta 7.8-9. The ^ivaglta (6.32)

gives the example of the pervading of sneha (viscidity) in clarified

butter etc.; cp. the Upanisadic statement
K^ffT^ T^rfe f^5...

(Amrtabindu-up. 20).

(135) Though thou art bereft of the sense and motor capaci-
ties, namely ear, nose, feet, eyes and tongue yet thou art capable
of hearing, smelling, seeing, tasting and moving. Since nobody is

able to know thee properly I take refuge in thee.

A similar idea is found in vetaSvatara-up. 3.19 (sTqrfJm^tsr^Fft

ajffi'fff).
For the incomprehensibility of the nature of God, see

^arlrakabhasya 2. 1. 6

(136) O Lord, the Vedas fail to know thee directly. Neither
Visnu, nor Brahma, nor yogins, nor gods with their king Indra
know thee. Since it is the devotee who knows thee, I take refuge
in thee.

The expression snrg=f^ ^ shows that the Vedas describe the
Lord in the indirect way i. e. through laksana. 6

8. The phenomenon mirage has been precisely described in
Nyayabhasya 1.1.4 and in the comm. on the Amarakosa.
passage

f

^^so|T ^f%^f (1.3.35).

9. See Madhusudana*s comment on the line

(Mahimnahstotra 2). Gp. CTEF

-5T

(Raghavananda's comm. on Paramarthasara, 80). For a,

pimilar view see i^ankara's bhasya on Kena-up. 1.2.
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The exalted position of the devotees is known from the name
^TTfe': of Siva(Chap. on Sivasahasranama in Anulasana-p.

17.153).
10 Siva is called aarivaskrta (in the Rudradhyaya 11),

which means 'the lover of the devotees*.

(137) Though thou hast no gotra } birth, name, colour (or

form), characteristics or place, yet thou art the lord of the three

worlds. Since thou dost fulfil all desires, I adore thee.

It is interesting that the Mundaka-up. (I. 1. 6) uses the word
gotra while describing the absolute brahman, ^ankara explains

gotra by anvaya i. e. tnula (root). Agotra thus means eone having no
root with which it can get connected*. The birthlessness of iSiva

has beed felicitously expressed in the Upanisadic passage SK^fTcf ^H
5fif|S[5|; "Site: sf%q^f^ (Sveta^vatara 4. 21). For Siva's power of ful-

filling desires, see Svetalvatara-up. 6. 13 (q^f ^f^if sff f^^ffe

EfiWIrf ).

Triloka is explained to mean either the Bhus, Bhuvar and
Svar lokas or the PrithivT, Antariksa and Div lokas* Though
Isvara usually means one having lordship or the controller yet the

word bears a particular sense in Saiva school. 11

(138) All comes from thee. O the destroyer of Kama, thou

art the lord (husband) of Gourl. Thou art nacked and self-con-

trolled. Thou art the old man, the youth, and the child. Since

anything other than thee has no existence, I bow down to thee.

Some names of Siva namely Sarvakara, Sarvatman, Digvasas,

UnmattaveSa etc. (Anusasana-p. ch. 17) show the idea expressed

in the first half of the verse. The name Smarari (enemy of Smara,

Cupid) is based on the episode of the burning of Cupid which is

found in the Puranas.

For the idea expressed in the third line, cp. ^vetasVatara-up.

4.3 (^f *3ft & q;m?Tftr....)
and ?nrt l^FT *r in the Rudradhyaya. In

reality. He is neither female nor male etc. (Svetasvatara-up. 5.10).

R. S. Blxattadbarya
_ _^

10. For devotion to Siva, see ^iva-p. 7.1,3.29-30.

11.

^rf5? ^ atspftfterc^fr ^tc^t u

(Kurma-p. quoted in Trikandacintamani comm. on

AmarakoSa).



GLEANINGS FROM THE SlVAPURANA : II*

By

R. N DANDEKAR

The Liftga

The $P consistently emphasizes one point, namely, that

Swapuja without the linga is utterly futile. Indeed, the {^-wor-

ship is said to constitute the very essence of tiaiva theology.
1

^

Siva

alone is of the nature of brakmin(brahmarapa), without parts(m>fca/)>

and formless (nirakara\ Therefore, his symbol is K*ga which is

formless. But Siva is also some times visualized as being sakala

and sakara. Therefore, he is also worshipped in the form of bera or

anthropomorphic image. Other gods, not being identical witb

brahman, are not niskala, and hence they are not worshipped in tne

formless Ziga-symbol.
2 In the case of iva, the lingo, is primary

while the bera is secondary. A temple of Siva with the bera tml

without the linga is like a barren piece of land.8 Siva says that,

though he himself considers the linga and the bera to be equally sa-

cred, for the devotee, the worship of the linga will prove far mort

efficacious. The superiority of the linga over the bera is further in

dicated by the fact that the former is required to be installed witl

pranava while the latter is installed with the five-syllabled mantraS

It has been further pointed out that the bera is to be installed out

side the sanctum sanctorum mainly for the purpose of festivals.
8 Tn<

lingapuja is believed to have been instituted ever since the begin

ning of the world. Siva, installed and worshipped in the form o

linga, bestows worldly pleasures and spiritual emancipation.
6

* This paper forms Part II of the paper published in

XXVIII, No. 1, pp. 741.

1. AP 1. 21. 32 ff.

2. Ibid. 1. 5, 10-14.

3. Ibid. 1. 9. 46.

4. IHd. 1. 10. 37-38.

5. Ibid. 1. 11. 18.

6. Ibid. 2. 1. 10. 37-38.
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Different versions are given about the origin of the
The one that occurs at the beginning of the $P is as follows. 8 Visnu
and Brahma once got themselves locked up in a serious battle which
had originated out of a trivial personal incident. With a view to

avoiding the tragic repercussions of that battle, Jiva appeared
between those two gods in the form of a column of fire. In spite
of their strenuous efforts, Visnu and Brahma failed to find the

bottom and the top of that column and were accordingly put to

shame. 9 The column of fire subsequently became the liiiga sym-
bol of iva. {iva told Vinu and Brahma that the fiery column
which was without bottom or top would become diminutive in size

for all people to see and to worship,and that, because he had mani-

fested himself on the field of the battle in the form of linga, that

place would thenceforth become known as Lingasthana.
10 Accord-

ing to the account given in the Dharmasamhita of the &P 11
, during

the ekarnava state before creation, Brahma approached ^iva-Rudra

and beseeched him to create the universe. Siva agreed and entered

into the vast ocean in order to prepare himself for the enormous

task. However, he did not come out of the ocean for a consider-

ably long time. In the mean time, Brahma became fretful; he could

not wait any longer and therefore brought about his own creation.

When, later, iva-Rudra emerged out of the water, he found that

the creation had been already accomplished. He, therefore, cut off

his generative organ as it was no longer necessary and threw it

down on the earth. Since then the linga became the form in which

^iva came to be worshipped. Elsewhere it has been narrated that

the sages of the Pine Forest, accusing Siva, who was in disguise, of

7. The $P (Pancanana Tarkaratna ed.) gives five different

accounts : Jnana. 2. 3; Vidyetvara. 3; Sanatkumara. 18; Vayu.
uttara. 27; Dharma 10.

8. P1.5. 27-29; 2. 1. 7.

9. For more details of this episode see the First Part of this

paper. The episode reminds one of the yaksa of the Kena

Upanisad which the conceited gods were unable properly
to recognize and the mystery of which was subsequently
unravelled to them by Uma.

10. SP 1. 6. 18-19. This column of fire is sometimes inter-

preted as axis mundi, as the symbol of cosmic stability or

rta, and is identified with the Skambha of the Skambhastfkta

\AV X. 7). It is also directly connected with jyotirlitga*

11. Pancanana Tarkaratna ed., 49. 82.
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having seduced their wives, cursed him, that, as the resul* c
*^ _

curse, the generative organ of fiva dropped down, and tbna.* &*va,

revealing himself to the sages, instructed them to worship his *^S
>

en

linga.^^ It Is also pointed out that the fusion of the symbols of ^> lva

and Sakti, namely, the penis and the vagina, is called lit?ga *

Elsewhere, in accordance with its usual style of etymologizi*1 !!?' the

&P says that the linga is so called because it makes the l*n*> (or

avyakta, that is, Siva) known. 14

There are various forms of linga. The first form is called

pranava}-
5 It is of two types the subtle (saksma) pranava vvtii " is

without parts and the gross (stkula] pranava which is constituted of

five parts or ak$aras. The worship of these two forms of tbtet Linga

is called tapas, and it is believed to lead to mofc/a.
16 THes

derived from Purusa and Prakrti are, indeed, innumerable
Siva alone is said to be able to describe them adequately-
lingas made of earth are of five types, namely, svaya>hbka, bi-n-<tJ> 9

tiffhita,, cara, and guru.

Gladdened by the austerities of the gods and the sages 9 Siva,

in the form of nada, becomes a seed within the interior of iht.& earth.

In course of time, he breaks up the earth and, like a sprotzt;* amani-

fests himself outside. He is thus born of and by himself, and* -fcliere-

fore, his linga Is known as self-born or svayambhu.*'
1 WtieiaL one

draws the figure of Siva's phallus on a plate of gold or silves x- , or on

the ground, or on an altar, reciting the pure praqava-mantrct and

with the proper rites of installation and invocation, it is b i-ndt&tiada-

maya linga. It is actually conceived in one's mind (bhava.rzarn.aja},
but it is duly sanctioned by iiva. For, whenever a person sirxoerely
visualizes biva, Siva presents himself before him with his t>ooras. 18

12. ^P4. 12. 1-54.

13. Ibid. 1. 16. 107.

14. Ibid. I. 16. 106 : ltna~\-gam : llnarthagamakam cihnazxe Ungarfi
ity abhidhiyaie. Also : Imam artham hi purusam iiva,*?:? cima-

yatUy^dah{\. 16. 107).

15. A frequently recurring theme in the SP consists in. establi-
shing close association between the linga and pra%zatzrt or

ot&kara,) and between the \inga and the five-sy11 ambled
mantra.

16. Pi. 18. 27-29.

17. Ibid. 1. 18. 32-33.

18. Ibid. 1. 18. 35-37.
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The third type of lingo, is the formally installed (pratisthita) linga.

The pratistita linga is either paurusa, that is to say, installed by the

gods or the sages for the sake of the realization, of the soul; or it is

prakrta, that is to say, fashioned by artisans and installed by great

Brahmanas or kings.
19

According to the P, whatever is exalted

and permanent is pauru/a t while whatever is weak and transitory is

prakrta. The Parana then goes on to mention various objects be-

longing to the paurusa and the prakrta categories. The cara (mobile)

linga is visualized in the different human limbs, in the three bodily

regions like hips etc., namely, penis, navel, tongue, tip of the nose,

and sikha or tuft of the hair on the crown of the head. 2
Apart

from, the caralingas belonging to this adhyatmika class, there are also

caralingas made of physical materials. Among these latter, the

rasalinga is said to be the foremost. It secures the fulfilment of all

the wishes of the Brahmanas. The banalinga> the svaryalinga, and
the iilalinga prove auspicious and efficacious respectively in the

case of the Ksatriyas, the VaiSyas and the Madras. 21 The &P
further says that for women, particularly those whose husbands are

alive, the lingas made of earth are considered to be specially sacred;

the Purana recommends crystal lingas for the widows who are still

active in life ( pravrtta}> and rasalitigas for such widows as have re-

nounced life (nivrtta}.
22

The fifth type of bhuvikara linga, namely, the gurulmga, is the

body of the preceptor (guru) itself. 23 The $P explains the gum,
in its usual etymological fashion, as denoting one who wards off

(rundhe) the guaas, that is, one who is beyond the three gut/as.*
4*

The guru enlightens his disciple on the true nature of Siva. The
service (futrusa} of the guru constitutes the worship of the gurulinga.

Susrusa implies doing, by means of the body, mind and speech, what-

ever one is told by one*s preceptor to do, irrespective of whether

it is possible for one to do it or not and without any consideration

for one's life or possessions. A disciple (iisya) is defined as one

~~19. $P 1. 18. 39-42.

20. Ibid. 1. 18. 44.

21. Ibid. 1. 18. 47-49.

22. Ibid. 1. 18. 51-52.

23. Ibid. 1. 18.46.

24. Ibid. 1,18. 83-85 : gunan(gu) rundhe(ru) iti proktah guru-

iabdasya vigrahah; savikSreln rajatadfn gwian rundhe vjapohati.
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who is worthy of being instructed and directed. 25 Verily, a dis-

ciple is like a son to the preceptor. The preceptor discharges by
means of his penis In the form of the tongue the semen in the form
of mantra into the vagina in the form of the ear and thereby pro-
creates a mantraptitra (who is to be distinguished from the aurasa-

putra) in the form of the disciple. The father or the physical be-

getter drowns, as it were, his son in the ocean of worldly existence,

while the preceptor or the spiritual begetter helps him to cross

over that ocean, 26 The $P says that every limb of the guru, from
the toe to the crown of the head, is a linga and accordingly pre-
scribes various ways of worshipping the guru. It emphasizes the

point that the worship of the guru is tantamount to the worship of
the supreme lord Siva. z 7

It seems to have been suggested that the five types of the
bhiivikara linga mentioned above correspond with the five consti-

tuents of pranava (othkara). Pranava is dhvanilinga. The syllable
a in pranava corresponds with the gurulinga; the syllable u with the

caralinga, the makara with the pratisthitalinga', the bindu with the

bindulinga,', and the nada with the svayambhalinga. But there ap-
pears to be some inconsistency in this context. The $P seems to

regard the pranavalinga as an entity distinct from the five bhiivikara

liagas, for, it speaks of the worship of six lingas, that is, presuma-
bly of the pranavalinga or the dhvanilinga and the five bhiivikara

lingas.'
2

25. $P 1. 18. 87-88.

26. $P 1. 18. 90-92. One is reminded here of the story told

about Alexander the Great (History of the Early Kings oj
Persia, 1832 : David Shee's English translation of Mir
Khwand's original boofc). Alexander was once asked :

*Between your father Philipp and your teacher Aristotle,
whom do you consider to be more venerable ?' Without
a moment's hesitation, Alexander replied; 'Of course,my
teacher Aristotle. From my father I have obtained but a
perishable existence; from my teacher I shall obtain life
eternal. My father has brought me down from the hea-
ven to the earth; Aristotle will lead me from the earth to
the heaven*. Also cf. Manusmrti 2. 147-48 where the
parents are said to be responsible only for a person's
biological birth (sambhati) while the preceptor is credited
with endowing him with, social-cultural identity (fati).

27. SP U 18, 95.

28. Ibid. 1. 16. 113-14.
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In another context, the $P speaks of two varieties of the

linga stationary (stkavara) and mobile (jangama). Trees, hedges,

etc., represent the sthavara linga > while worms, insects, etc., repre-

sent the jangama linga. Service (j;uiru$a) is recommended in the

worship of the sthavara linga and propitiation (tarpana) in that of

the jangama linga.
a b In still another context, the $P says that a

devotee of iva should always have recourse to ivalinga t > and fur-

ther adds that one becomes Sthanu or Siva by resorting to the

stationary (sthanu} linga, while by worshipping the mobile linga

one becomes liberated only by stages.
80

However, it is the parthiva or earthen ivalinga which is re-

garded as the most exalted among the livgas.
8 ~

L The linga made

of gems was regarded as the best in the Krtayuga; the one made of

gold in the Tretayuga; the one made of mercury in the Dvapara-

yuga; and the one made of clay in the Kaliyuga. Among the eight

forms (murtis) of {iva32 the earthen one is far superior to the

others. Just as Siva is the most supreme among all the gods, so

too is the parthiva linga the most supreme among all the lingas.

The /P continues in a poetic vein to assert the excellence of the

parthiva ivalitiga.
&B Naturally enough, it also glorifies its worship.

It is recommended that an auspicious altar should be prepared for

the parthiva linga and that, after its ceremonial installation upon

the altar, the linga should be worshipped regularly at the three

junctures of the day with the pancasutra rite. As for the parthiva

linga itself, it thould be so made that it would look beautiful. It

should be made as a single whole (akhanda) and not by joining

parts (vikhandd}. But, later, this general rule seems to have been

amended. It is pointed out that, while the mobile linga is to be a

single whole, the stationary one is to consist of two parts. The

vedika (pedestal) is the Mahamaya and the linga itself is

29. $P 1. 11. 20-21.

30. Ibid. 1. 18. 159-60. Obviously, a pun on the word stha^u

is intended here. Similarly, mobility suggests progress

by stages.

31. Ibid. 1. 19. 4.

32. See Part One of this paper,

33. & I. 19. 7-15-
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therefore, in the case of a stationary linga, the two-part construc-

tion is regarded as the best.34

The ip sets forth a detailed procedure for the preparation
and the worship of the partkiva linga.

ss One should take bath, go
through the daily rites, apply bhasma, wear rudrakfa, and, medi-'

tating upon ^iva, get ready for the worship of the linga. The
worship should be performed on the bank of a river or by the side
of a lake or on the top of a mountain or in a forest or in a temple
of Siva. The devotee should bring over clay from a pure clean
place for the fashioning of the linga. A Brahrnana should use
white clay, a Ksatriya red clay, a Vaigya yellow clay, and a ^udra
black clay. If the specifical kind of clay is not available, one may
use whatever kind of clay is available. The clay should be washed
clean by means of water and kneaded slowly. The linga should
then be fashioned out of it according to the procedure laid down
in the Veda. This reference to the Vedic procedure is 'evidently
the result of the brahmanization of the Purana. Indeed, $P 1,20
claims to be describing the worship of the parthiva linga by Vedic
devotees in accordance with the Vedic rites. Vedic mantras (mostly
from the Vajasamyi-Samhita) are prescribed to accompany the
various details of the worship,

ae For instancej the manira, nama!}
Siv3ya (VS 16,41), is to be recited at the sprinkling of water uponthe material to be used for worship- namah kapardine (VS 16.29) at
the offering of the incense; bhur asi (VS 13.18) at the sanctifyingof the place of worship; apo 'srnan (^4.2) at the sanctifying of
water; namas te rndra (VS 16.1) at the rite of phatika-bandha; namo

*f*^
S 16 '28) at ^^tallation of the linga, the rudragayatrt

17.32) at the arghya; the tryambaka-mantra (VS 3.60) at the
of water; and deva gatu vidah (TB 3.7.4.1) at the

34. p 1. 19. 28-37.
35. Ibid. 1.20. 2-9.

36. Ibid. 1.20. ii~4l.

37. As many as fifty a*m* are mentioned in this context.Out of these one is derived from the Kathaka-Sanhita
6

t
-

Afl?X one fromthe Athar0aveda one from the TaittirJya-Brahmana (T3),"1

not tr hi
<T4t one mantranot traceable; the remaining ones are from the V$
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The P also gives a shorter version of the Vedic parthiva-linga

ptija.
38

According to it, the clay is to be brought over with the

mantra, sadyo-jato (VS 29.36), the sprinkling of water is to be done
with vamadevaya (TA 10.44.1), the linga is to be fashioned with the

aghoramantra (VS 16.2),, the invocation is to be made with tat

purusaya (KS \ 7.32; MS 2.9.3% and the linga is to be fixed upon the

vedika with the tfanamantra (VS 27.35). All other rites too are to

be considerably abbreviated.

Apart from these Vedic modes of worship, the -fP recom-

mends what it calls the common mode of worship.
38a This latter

consists mainly of the muttering of the names of Siva instead of the

reciting of the Vedic mantras mentioned above. The eight rites,

namely, the bringing over of clay, the kneading of clay, the instal-

lation, the invocation, the ablution, the worship, the asking for

pardon, and the disposal are to be performed respectively with the

eight names of Jiva, namely, Hara, Mahesvara, ^ambhu, Sulapani,

Pinakadhrt, Siva, Pasupati, and Mahadeva, each name in the

dative case being preceded by am and Followed by namah. The

common mode of worship also includes meditating on Siva,

singing hymns in his praise, murmuring the five-syllabled

mantra, offering flowers and rice-grains making the full-throated

sound39 , etc.

The number ofthe parthiva lingas to be worshipped vary in

accordance with the varying desires of the devotee. The shape of

the linga is to be the same in all the cases, but the other details of

worship, such as invocation, installation, etc., are different. The

recommended numbers of the Hugos, which range from one to one

crore, seem to be quite arbitrary. It is pointed out that one who

prepares and worships one crore of Sivalingas becomes Siva him-

self.40 The parthiva linga is of three types excellent ( uttama ),

middling ( madhyama ), and low or mean (nica) depending upon its

38^ P 1. 20. 39-44.

38a. Ibid., 1. 20. 45.

39. This is galarava. Daksa's sacrifice, while being destroyed

by the ivaganas, assumed the form a goat;^ Daksa him-

self assumed the form of a deer and escaped. A devotee

who imitates the sound of a terror-stricken goat (galarava}

in front of the lingo, becomes dear to Siva.

40. P 1.21, 5-21.
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size. A linga which is four angulas in height and is fixed upon a

charming vedika is excellent; one of half this size is middling; and
one of half the size of the middling is low. While the $P usually

~

loses no opportunity to emphasize the Vedic origin and glorifica-

tion of the lingapftja^ it also, at the same time, stoutly proclaims
the right of persons belonging to all castes and sub-castes, and also

of women, to worship the Sioalitiga.
4**

It, however, hastens to add
that only the twice-born may perform the worship according to the

Vedic procedure but not the others.43 Even gods and goddesses
are exhorted to worship the $ivalinga. The $P narrates that Visnu
and Brahma asked Visvakarman, to fashion different kinds of &iva-

lingas and give them over to different gods and goddesses. Accord-

ingly* Indra was given a linga made ofpadmaraga, Kubera one made
of gold, Dharma one of yellow stone, Laksmi one of crystal,

In another context, the fP speaks of two kinds of lingas the

exterior (bahya) linga and the interior (abhyantara) linga. The bahya
linga is gross while the abhyantara linga is subtle. It is said that
whoever is unable to visualize and meditate upon the interior subtle

linga should worship the exterior gross linga. Of course, the essen-
tial thing is to perceive Siva, whether in the form of the interior

linga or of the exterior linga t as inhering the whole universe. Indeed
the jfP asserts that persons who have realised Brahman through
pure knowledge are not required to perform any kind ofpitja or
ritual.4 5

Various details are given regarding the actual installation of
the SioaltMga.*

6 The linga should be installed, at some favourable

auspicious times at a holy place where daily worship would be
facilitated. In the case of a mobile linga, the subtle one is recom-
mended; and in, the case of a stationary one, the gross one is recom-
mended. The seat ( pJfha } should be made of the same material
as the linga. It may be circular or square or triangular in shape.

41. ^Pl. 2lT3^
42. Ibid. 1. 21. 39-40.

43. Ibid, 1. 21. 41-42.

44. I6iU2, 1. 12.27-37.

45. Ibid. 2. 1. 12. 48-55.

46. Ibid. 1., 11. 2-18.
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The lingo, should be worshipped with the mantras beginning with

sadyo (VS 29.36), and oblations should be offered into the fire, The

lingo, is to be welded to the ptfka, and the embodied image also is to

be fixed thereto. It is also enjoined that the embodied image should

be installed outside with the five-syllabled mantra for the purpose
of the festivals. In different kinds of temples, spaces of different

areas are said to be specially sacred.47 Incidentally, it is interest-

ing to note that some authorities have recommended the worship
of the linga upon the thumb, etc.48 The P also lays down that,

if a devotee does not have a linga of his owns he may use one be-

longing to another.49

A distinction has been made in the $P between the pravrtta

devotees and the nivrtta devotees, that is, between those who acti-

vely go through the various rites of worship and those who have

renounced such rites and concentrate only on meditation. 50 It has,

for instance, been prescribed that a pravrtta devotee should perform
the entire worship in a vessel (patra), At the conclusion of the

abhiseka, he should offer cooked &ali rice as naivedya. After the

worship, he should deposit the linga in a casket and keep that casket

in some isolated place within the house. For a nivrtta devotee, the

subtle linga is recommended. In his case, the worship consists of

besmearing himself with the sacred ashes. After the worship, the

linga is to be held by means of the head.

As pointed out above, Siva is often represented in the form

of the united yoni (vagina) and linga (penis). These two latter are

correlared with the two constituents of pranava t namely, the bindu

and the nada. The whole universe consisting of the movable and

the immovable is of the nature of the bindu and the nada. The
bindu is identified with ^akti and the nada with Siva. Thus, the

whole universe is believed to have been dominated and supported

by ^iva and $akti. When the bindu and the nada, that is, Sakti and

Siva, are united, there occurs the birth of the universe. The

47. $P 1.11. 55-56.

48. Ibid. \ . 1 1 .34. The thumb was regarded as a phallic emblem
even in Vedic ritual, and was associated with the fertility

god Visnu. See : Dandekar, "Visnu in the Veda'*, Vedic

Mythological Tracts, pp. 68-90.

9. <? 1. 18. 50.

0. Ibid. 1. 18.53-57.
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linga by itself is also laid to represent the unification of the bindu

and the nada or !akti and 6iva. The great goddess forms the

pedestal for the littga, while the linga is $iva himself. 51 The Siva-

liiiga is thus the cause of the birth of the universe. Therefore,

through a queer logical extension, the SP lays down that, in order

to ward off future births, a person should worship the Sivaliaga.

Further, according to the i^P it is the linga itself into which the

whole universe ultimately merges. The Pwana connects the word

linga etymologically with the word layana meaning absorption.
512

Elsewhere, it is pointed out that Sakti or the bindu is the mother

and ^iva or the nada. is the father. The worship of the Sivalinga is

accordingly equivalent to the worship of one's parents and con-

duces to great bliss.
58

However, it is generally stated that the

wo rship of the fivalifiga (as also of the other gods) leads to the

warding off of all kinds of affliction and hindrance (badha) of the

adhyatmika badha consisting of bodily ailment, of the adhibhautika

badha consisting of the visitation by the pilacas >
ill omens, etc., and

of the adhidaivika badha consisting of epidemics, lightning, etc. 54

Pranava

It will have become clear from what has been said above

that, according to the P, the Sivalinga and pranava are closely

related to each other. 56 In the episode of the fiery column, which,

as pointed out above, later came to be worshipped as Sivalinga,

Visnu and Brahma showed themselves as having been under great

delusion. The delusion was the result of their not having medita-

ted upon !iva properly, In the absence of the true knowledge of

^iva, they had imbibed the false pride of themselves being Mahea.

Siva, therefore, imparted to them the omkara-manlra by repeating

which their false pride was to have been quelled and they were to

have acquired true knowledge of him.50 Expounding the impor-

51. P 2. 1. 10.38.

52. Ibid. 2, 1. 10.38.

53. Ibid. 1, 16. 86-92.

54. Ibid. 1. 18, 100-105.

55. 3?or the correspondence between the five bhavikam litigas

on the one hand and the five phonetic elements ofpranava
on the other, see above.

56. $P K 10. 1445.
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tance of the omkara-mantra, ^Iva said : "The omkara~mantra Is gene-
rated from my mouth. It is the signifier and I am the signified.

Verily, it is identical with me. Repeating the omkara-mantra ,

therefore, amounts to meditating upon me. First, the phonetic
element a emerged from the northern mouth of ^iva, then the

phonetic element u from the western mouth, then m from the

southern mouth; the bindu from the eastern mouth, and the nada

from the middle mouth. Though they had come out of Siva's five

mouths separately, the five phonetic elements were ultimately
united to form one single syllable om. The entire universe made
up of names (nama) and forms (rtipa) is pervaded by the omkara-

mantra. Indeed, this mantra signifies both oiva and ^akti. Again,
it was from the orhkara-mantra that the five-syllabled mantra, namah

$ivaya> wae born. The five syllables beginning with na correspond
with the five phonetic elements beginning with a. Like the omkara-

mantra, the pancaksara mantra also is indicative of all knowledge and
existence. The five matrkas are born from the five-syllabled

mantra. In fact, the omkara, through the five-syllabled mantra, is

the ultimate source of the firomantra and the gayatrimantra, indeed

of the entire complex of the Veda and ofthecrores of mantras.

Therefore, whatever is achieved severally by these latter can be

achieved concurrently by the single omkara-mantra. The &P descri-

bes how Visnu and Brahma received the omkara-mantra, together
with the relevant yantra and tantra, as taught by ^iva. The proper
time and manner of repeating the mantra are also explained by
Siva who concludes by pointing out specifically that the omkara is

associated with his linga-form. while the pancaksara mantra is associ-

ated with his embodied form (fora).
57

Elsewhere, the P narrates that, when Visnu and Brahrna

were unable to discover the bottom and the top respectively of the

fiery column (which was in reality the Sivalinga}* they bowed down

before it with their pride fully curbed. They worshipped Siva for

a hundred autumns and prayed to him that he reveal to them his

true form. 68 6iva, with his natural compassion, relented. There-

upon there arose the sound om quite distinct and prolated (pluta}.

Brahrna stood perplexed, but Visnu perceived the first phonetic

57. &>! 10. 15-39.

58. Ibid. 2. 1.7.64-69,
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element a towards the southern side of the liaga, u towards the nor-

thern side, m in the middle, and the entire mystical sound orh at

the end. A looked like the orb of the sun, u like the blazing fire,

and m like the full moon. Above the fiery column or the Sivalinga,

Visnu saw the supreme Brahman itself. While Visnu stood contem-

plating upon the source and nature of that Being, which was

devoid of beginning, end, and middle, there appeared before him

a seer who revealed to him the most essential reality embodied in

the Sabdabrakman, that ispranava.lt is iva, who cannot be compre-

hended by means of speech or mind69 but who can be adequately

expressed through the single mystical syllable orh. The SP then

goes on to point out, rather ia a mystic vein, that a is the source

of Brahma, of Visnu, and m of NUalohita (Rudra); that a repre-

sents the creator, u the enchanter, and m the one who blesses; and

that, when a which is the 6ff& is deposited in which is the yoni, it

grows on all sides and ultimately becomes the golden egg
80 out

of which there emerges, in course of time, the entire universe. 61

The $P thus invests pranava with cosmological significance.

In this very context, the f>P further adds that Siva revealed

himself before Visnu and Brahma in the form of sabda-brahman

with the different letters as his limbs. The letter a was his head,
62

a his forehead, i his right eye, f his left eye
63

, u his right ear,

his left ear, r his right cheek, =^his left cheek, 1 and 555
64 his nostrils

e his tipper lip, ai his lower Up, o and au the two rows of his teeth,

ana (anusoara) and as (visarga) his two palates, the five letters begin-

ning with A65 his five right hands, the five letters beginning with

c his five left hands, the five letters beginning with / and the five

letters beginning with t his legs,
68

p his abdomen, ph his right side,

59. Of. the upanisadic phrase, yato vaco nivartante aprapya
manasa saha-

60. For the splitting up of the golden egg (hiranyagarbha) and
the emergence of ka> see Part One of this paper.

61. S> 2.1.8. 1-22.

62. Actually, Siva is paficavaktra.

63 Actually Siva is frinefra.

64. The vowel ^ is not recognised by Sanskrit grammar.
13

65. That is, the five consonants hi the ka-varga. So too, ca-

vargat fa-varga, etc.

66. The reference to ten hands and ten legs is strange.
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b his left side, bh his shoulder, m his heart, the seven letters begin-

ning withjp and ending with .y
67 his seven primary fluids or secre-

tions (dhatus} t
h his navel, and ks68 his nose. 69

It may be incidentally pointed out that, in another context,

the $P says that the repetition of the orhkara-mantra a thousand

times each at the morning and the evening twilights purifies the

mind and conduces to the attainment of the abode of !iva. 70 It

adds that, at the time of samddhi, the repetition of pranava has to

be mental. However, the muttering of om inaudibly may be prac-

tised at all times. The Purana then goes on to lay down rules

regarding the repetition of the five-syllabled mantra. A Brahmana
should prefix orh, to the five-syllabled mantra in order to render it

specially efficacious, 71 Elsewhere, the $P mentions various mantras

related to iva and the fruits obtained through the repetition of

those mantras- It mentions, for instance, the mantra beginning

with o?tr, which consists of five kalas and thirty-eight auspicious

letters. This mantra increases intelligence and effectively helps

the accomplishment of sacred rites. Then there are mentioned I

the mantra in the Gayatrl metre with twenty-foxir syllables and four

kalas, which is conducive to control over others; the fivefold mantra

with thirty syllables and eight kalas. , which is employed in impre-

catory rites (abhicara]i the Tajurveda-mantra with twenty-five sylla-

bles and eight fcalas, which is employed in conciliatory rites (JantiJ;

and the mantra with sixty-one syllables and thirteen kalas which

presages origin, growth, and destruction. 73 The $P specifically

states that Visnu acquired the five mantras, namely, the mrtytiihjaya

mantra, the five-syllabled mantra^ the clntamani mantra,, the daksina-

mtirti mantra, and tat tvam asi which is the mdhavakya of Siva, and

practised japa of those mantras.

67. The four semivowels and three sibilants.

68. It may be noted that the consonant 35- is * mentioned,

while the conjunct consonant ks is mentioned.

69. ^P2.1.8. 32-39.

70. Ibid. 1.11.37.

71. Ibid. 1.11. 38-40.

72. Ibid. 2.1.8. 42-49. These mantras have not been distinctly

specified.
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Now to revert to pranava. Prayava is said to be of two types
subtle (sifkfma] and gross (sthnia) The saksma pranava is consti-

tuted of one single sound in which the five phonetic elements are
not differentiated; in the sthula pranava these five phonetic ele-
ments become clearly manifest. The subtle pratjava is intended for
the liberated living being (Jtoanmukta). The liberated living being
continues to realise the ultimate reality through the mantra until
the dissolution of his physical body. When the body disintegrates
completely, he enters into iva. Even a person who merely repeats
the m-mtra can attain yogic communion with Siva. The stigma
pranava, again, is of two kinds short (hrasva) and long (dtrgha).
The long subtle pranava arises in the heart of a Yogin in the form
of a, u, m y the bindu, and the nada, and is endowed with ail the

digits of the sound-time. The short subtle pran&va is constituted of
the sound m which represents the three principles, namely,
Siva, Sakti, and their union. It destroys all sins. The five cosmic
elements earth, water, fire, wind and ether and the correspon-
ding five tanmatrassmQll, taste, form, touch, and soundbasically
make up the mundane existece. Those who are interested in the
continuance of the mundane existence are called pravrttas and
those who are averse to it are called mvrttas. The $P says that the
short subtle prayava is intended for the pravrttas and the long sub-
tle pranava for the nivrttas,

In this very context, the $P further lays down that pranava
is to be uttered at the beginning of each of the vyahrtisS* of the
other mantras, and of the study of the Veda, as also at the two
twilights. The Purana also points out that each successive repe-
tition of pragma nine crores of times renders a devotee pure and
enables him successively to win over the five cosmic elements,
namely, earth, water, etc., and the five tanmstras. A devotee, who
completes the /a^ofone hundred and eight crores of pranava,
becomes fully enlightened and masters the fttdhayoga.-*

5 He verily
becomes jmanmukta. Perpetually meditating upon &va in the form
ofpranava, one gutely becomes iva himself." The Puraiva then

73. ^P 1.17. 8ff.

t , bhuvah,
b, janah, tapah, and satjam.

75. P 1.17. 12-23,

76. Ibid. 1.17. 24-25,
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gives a few details about the manner in which thejapa of pranava
is to be performed. It also speaks of the three kinds of Sivayogins,

namely, kriyagogin, tapoyogin, and japayogin. The kriyayogin en-

gages himself in sacred rites and worship; the tapoyogin lives an

austere life : and the japayogin always performs japa.
7 7

Curiously enough, at this stage, the P reverts to the concept
of sthula pranava which it now interprets rather differently. It says

that the five- syllabled mantra (namah iivaya} 9 with orh prefixed to it,

constitutes the sthula pranava. It implies the five principles. One
has to be properly initiated for undertaking the practices of the

j'apa of this mantra and has also to observe certain rules regarding

time, place, and personal conduct. 78

In accordance with its usual practice } the $P emphasizes the

importance of pranava by giving fanciful etymologies of the word

pranava.
79 Pra stands for prakrti or the world {sariisara} which has

evolved from prakrti ; nava stands for navam varam, that is, excellent

among the boats; pranava thus represents an excellent boat to cross

over the ocean of samsara. Or pranava signifies that there is no (no)

prapanca or involvement in worldly life (pro) for you (vah) if you
practise the pranava-japa. Or pranava is so called because it pre-

eminently ( praprakarsena) leads (na nayet) you (vah) to salvation, or

because it preeminently ( prakar$ena ) conduces to new (nava), that

is pure divine knowledge.
80

77. P 1.17. 27-30.

78. Ibid. 1.17. 33-42.

79. Ibid 1.17. 4-8.

80. According to $P Kailasa 3.11, the word pranava is to be
connected with the word prana; it is thus made to sig-
nify life-breath : pranah pranava evayatft tasmat pranava
tritah. $P Kailasa 10.119-20 says that the sound om is

derived from the mantra, s0'ham, after the Sahara and the
hakara have been deleted. The omkara thus implies the
identity of the Brahman and the Atman. The $P fre-

quently emphasizes the identity of Siva and pranava. Gf.
Sivo va praqavo hyesa pranavo va Hvah smrtah $P Kailasa
3.6; Siva says : pranavarthaparijHanameva jnanam madatma-
kam-$P Kailasa 3.2 It is suggested that in the graphic

representation of pranava, namely, 3%, the first part
signifies the bow, the second part signifies the arrow, and
the third part signifies the target. The bow of pranava
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Style

A striking feature of the style of the >P, which is, indeed,

quite understandable, is the attempt to glorify Siva in place and
out of place. One often comes across such phrases as fivarti srnrtvJ*

samsmflya manasa /warn, livecchaya* ivecch3preritah s Sambhuprasadtft}

etc., which are not always necessarily pertinent to the context,

freely interspersed in the text. 1 The will of $iva is said to pre-
vail everywhere. Verily, the whole world is dependent on bis

will. 82 Siva's will is the same as his illusive power (maya} which
is weighty and which deludes all the worlds. It is also called

destiny { praraUha ); indeed, it is known by many names. 88 The
Smth and Smftit are said to rule that, when Rudra is wrathful s

there cannot be any happiness in the world. 88a

Still more striking, however, is the avidity with which the
Puram seeks to establish Diva's as well as its own Vedic character.
This is of course palpaby unwarranted and is no doubt the result
of the tendency deliberately to brahmanize the Suta-tradition,
For Instance, Siva is said to have been profusely eulogised in the
Veda and the sastra.** It is, indeed, he who is credited with
having given the Vedas to Visnu in the form of his outbreath, at

8 ^iva Sa?s that heis Brahman as
also says that he s the sacrifice, the soul of

ivais said to be the ent
-

indicated
toW rf WWCH ' the ^-^ claims, is
The Purtna also describes 3iva by means

the target of the true knowledge of the ultimate

nnPnf1^' hymm* brahma **u*****-
tfJ

*V
2<

?-

5 - n account f Hs identity with
to be

.1.2.40.
83. Jbid, 2,3.2. 15

*. 2.2.1.36.

7 2,2,29, 10-12
f 2.1.8.49,
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of negations in the right neti neti fashion of the Upanisads.
8 * At

one place Sati is represented as telling Visnu that 'the $rutis speak
of Siva as being both saguna and nirguaa.

90 Visnu on his part tells

Narada that all the Vedas unanimously declare the worship of

Siva to be the sole means of sublating the s&^isara, 01 According
to the p, Siva can be properly comprehended only by those

who have mastered the Veda and the Vedanta. S2 Daksa praises

$iva as the supreme being whose glory can be known only through
the Vedas. 93 Incidentally, Uma too is praised by the gods as the

chant of the Samaveda, as the blending knot (granthi) of the

Tajurveda, as the invocation of the 3$.gvedat and as the measure

(matra) of the Atharvaveda. g^

The jP often refers to the Veda as its ultimate source and

authority. For instance it strongly recommends the linga-pnja

which, it claims, has been highly glorified by the four Vedas. i6

Indeed, in its enthusiasm for claiming Vedic sanction for its teach-

ings, the SP goes to the absurd extent of asserting that, after having

carefully considered the essence of all the Upanisads, this is what
has been conclusively determined^ namely, that the tripundra*

*

conduces to the highest good.
97 In another context, Visau recom-

mends to Narada the japa of the six-syllabled mantra (om namah

Sivaya), which, he says, is taught in all the frutis,
y 8

Similarly, the

SP characterises its chapter dealing with the omkaxa and the

pancak^am mantra as fully conforming to the Veda and declares

89. &>2.1U5. 61-62.

90. Ibid. 2.2.29.17.

91. Ibid. 2.1.4.63.

92,, Ibid. 2.2.43.7.

93. Ibid. 2.2.42.36,45.

94. Ibid. 2.3.3.35. The significance of granthi and matra is not
quite clear.

95. SP 1.21.32 : na lingaradhanad anyat punyath vedacatuftaye .

96. See Part I of this paper.
97. $P 1.24.73.

98. Ibid. 2.1.4.65.
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that one who reads it becomes a Vipra endowed with the true

knowledge of iva."

In full conformity with this attitude, the $P prescribes the

employment of Vedic mantras In connection with the various rites

in the linga-pfifa,'
100 In Fact, Vedic mantras are prescribed to be

employed at many other religious rites. 101 Again, when the gods,
the siddhaS; and the sages went to J^iva to inform him of the misery
caused to them by the demon Taraka, they are said to have first

propitiated him with hymns from the Vedas and the Upanisads.
10 *

It is also noteworthy that the P shows, in various ways,

great concern for what it calls vedanHi.^^^ For instance, Brahma
refers to oiva as the upholder of Vedic conventions.104 In another

context, :5iva explains to Nandin the nature of the Veda and
warns him against maligning it. 105 Indeed, on one occasion,
Siva himself laments his having transgressed the bounds of the

fi/w. loa Elsewhere, Visnu is represented as rebuking Brahma
for regarding iva as his son by pointing out to him that such a
belief was not consistent with the teaching of the Vedas and the

Agamas and that it was improper for the reciter of the Veda like

him to indulge in such a misconception, 107

99. P 1.17.151-52. As against this anxiety of the $P to
establish its Vedic inheritance, one also comes across the
claim made on behalf of the Purapas in general that the
Vedas themselves are founded on the Puranas (vedali prati-
sfkitah saros pura$e$veva saroada Namdiya 2.24.17). The
fruits and the Smrtis are said to be the two eyes, while
the Puranas are said to be the heart. Traditionally the
Pura$as claim to constitute the explicatory extension
(npabrmhana) of the Veda, that is, of the Vedic mantras,
legends, symbols, and conventions. Actually, however
the Puranas have intrinsically very little to do with the
Vedas.

100. See above. Jp 1,20.1 ff.

101. e. g. SP 1.13. 21-23.

102. 3P 2.3.23,51 : prayamya tutfuvufy suktaih vedopanisadanvitaih
103. Ibid. 2.2,11,40.

"

104. Ibid, 2.2*32,59 : vedamaryadapalakah.
105. Ibid. 2.2.26. 44-45.

106. Ibid. 2.3.19.5 ; $rutis*ma
107. Ibid. 2.2.10. 29-32,
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A feature which the $P shares with many other Puranas is

that the same myth is sometimes presented in different versions in

different contexs. This is accounted for in several ways. For

instance, Brahma tells Narada that, due to the difference of kalpas,

the story of the birth of GaneSa is narrated in different ways and

that, on that particular occasion, he would narrate it as it was

current in the sVetavarahakalpa.
108

. In another context, while

the Suta was narrating the legend of Gaiiga and Gautama to the

sages, the sages are shown to have protested to the Suta by saying

that what they had formerly heard was different from what he was

telling. The Suta explained to them that it was so because of the

difference of kalpas'
10

. According to the Puranas, the happenings
of one Kalpa, are repeated in another Kalpa, but there do occur

some changes in respect of details. The fact of the different

versions of the same myth is explained away also by referring to

the different incarnations (avataras). However, the main reason

for such differences is to be sought in the protracted oral transmis-

sion of the Purattas. In the process of telling and re-telling, the

legends accumulcte many additional details and much incidental

material, and their form and content are also greatly influenced

by the character of the narrator and of the listener.

The basic form of the $P like that of the most of the Purayas,
is that of dialogue interspersed with the repetition of the earlier

dialogues. Though, once in a while, the compiler of the Puraya
swears by conciseness110 , he is generally prone to loquaciousness.

Strangely enough, some absurdities are seen to have occurred in

the course of the narration. For instance, Brahma, not unoften,
refers to himself in the third person..

111 Or Brahma recounts to

Narada what Narada himself had done, sometimes referring to

Narada in the third person.
113 In a long versified popular

narrative, the constant use of particles like ha> vai, tu is perhaps
unavoidable for metrical purpose. To search for real poetry in

the $P is likely to prove a futile exercise. However, one does

108. & 2.4. 13. 5-6.

109. Ibid. 4.27. 23-24.

110. Ibid. 2.2.14.8 : tan no varnyate vydsato bhayat.

111. Ibid. 2.3.18.37.

112. Ibid. 2.2.32. 15-17; 2.3.1.10.
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occasionally hear the echoes of Kalidasa's words and ideas.Jia

fP 2.3.24.27 11 * would remind one of Bhagavadgfta 2.62-63. Puns

such as the ones on hari (
= Vismi; monkey)115 and avadana

( heroic act; cutting into pieces)
116 are quite rare.

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of the style of the $P,

however, is the large number of philologically fanciful117 etymo-

logies which it gives in order to hit a particular point, or to

illuminate the essential character of the entity denoted by the

etymologised word, or to emphasize and glorify its teaching. Even
in the few chapters of the Purana which have been studied for this

paper, one comes across as many as thirtyfive instances of such

etymologising.
318 There is no doubt that the Purana exhibits

remarkable ingenuity in these etymologising exercises. Some of

these etymologies have been already noted in Part I and the

prior portion of the present paper.
110 Among other words of

which etymologies have been given in different contexts in the

chapters by this paper are :

Aparna :

share tyaktaparnabhud yasmad himavatah stita
/

tena devair aparyeti kathita ndmatafi iva /)

(& 2.3.22. 49)

(Parvati came to be called Aparria because, in her penance,
she had abandoned all kinds of leaves parnas -in her meals. 130)

113. Pe.g. P 2.2.17. 19= Raghu. 1.49; $P 2.3.28.37
5.83.

114. Kamo hi narakayaiva tasmat krodho 'bhijayate /

Krodhat bhavati sarhmoho mohac ca bhrathfate tapak*

115. P2.L3.32.

116. Ibid. 2,2.36.35.

117. There are said to be two contrasting approaches to ety-
mology philological and philosophical.

1 18. In some instances, in the right Nirnkta fashion, more
than one etymology have been given of one single word.

119. The etymologies of the following words (given in the
alphabetical order) have alredy been noted : atman,
kubera* guru,, narayana^pwana^ pUjS, praqam, brahman, bhaga,
bhagavan^ bharga^ bhasma> bhoga, rudr3kfat liga t visttu, /ivar

Jisya, /a/rtfjftf, aad

120. cf. Kumars. 5,28.
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Arundhatt :

no. runaddhi yato dharmam sa kasmadapi karanat /

atas triloke viditam nama samprapa tatsvayam //

($P 2.2.7. 17)

(Brahma's daughter Sarhdhya came to be called ArundhatI

because she did not hinder sacred rites.)

astikya :

karmanaih phalamastfti buddhir astikym ucyate I

1.15.55)

(Astikya is the belief that all actions have appropriate

fruits.)

Uma :

(a) tadometi nama cdkre tasya daksas tadajnaya f

pralfastayah sarvagunasattvad api mudanvitah //*

2.2. 14.49)

(The word uma connected with uma[= splendour, fame] or

iima[= favour] ?)

(b) umeti matra tapaso nisiddha kalika ca sa /

paicad umakhyatfi sumukhz jagama bhuvane mune //

2.3.7.17)

(Parvatl came to be called Uma because she was dissuaded

from penance by her mother with the words u\oti}ma [don't.]
1 zl

)

(c) tdponifiddha tapase variant gantuih ca menaya /

hetunS tena fometi namz prapa Siva tada //

($P 2.3.22.25)

(Mena dissuaded [ma] Parvatl from going to the forest.)

Kandarpa :

........ jato darpat sa darpakah /

2.2.3.6)

(Madana was called Kandarpa [and Darpaka] because he

was born haughty-)
122

121. cf. Kumsra. 1.26.

122 Also cf. katfi darpayamiti madajjatamatro jagSda ca
j

tena kandarpanamanam tarn cakara caturmukhahjj
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Kama :

jagatsu kamarapas tvanr toatsamo no. hi vidyate /

tea??* kamanamapi kbyato bhava manobhava //

2.2.3.5}

(Kama assumes any form he wishes.)

Kvbera :

Kttbero bha&a namna tvam mama rapersyaya suta j

bhavaikapingo netrena vamena sphntitena ha
jl

(JP 2.1.19.30.31}

(Kubera has ugly [A] bodily form [bera].
128

}

goyatrt :

gayakam trajaie patad gayatrUyucyate hi $a\

fP 1.15.16)

(Gayatrl saves her reciter from downfall.)

jJva :

(a) jtryats janmakalad yat tasmzjjtva iti smrtah
{

(SP 1.16.99}

(Jfva starts getting decayed even from the time of birth.)

(b) janmatas tanyate pataif jtvasabdartha eva ca
\

1.1 6. 100)

(Jiva gets enmeshed by fetters.}
12 *

jnana :

janijam ca tirodhanafh na nisedh&rtthameva hi
/

(&P 1.17.80-81)

(Jftana implies negation of the evanescence born of birth).

JvalamukM :

jfattdehatamtttpanna jvala lokajrukhSvahaj

patita parvatt*.....*,.*..

(P 2.2. 1.41)

(Jvalamukhi is the flame of fire which issued from Sati's body
and fell down on a mountain. This is not a direct etymology.)

123. See Part I of this paper.
124. This etymology is not quite clear.
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patra :

patanat trayata iti patram tastresu yujyate j

datuf ca patakdt trapat patramity adhidhljate //

($P 1.15.15)

(A person who deserves to receive gifts is called patra because
he saves the giver from downfall.)

Madana :

madananmadanakhyas tvam* /

C?P 2.2.3.6)

(Madana causes infatuation.)

Manmatha :

yasmat pramathase tattvam jato'smakam yatha vidheh /

tasman manmathanama tvarh lake khyato bhavisjasz 1 1

(3P 2.2.3,4)

(Since at your birth itself you agitate our minds., you will

come to be known as Manmatha.)

maya :

ma lakstrifh karmabhogo vai yati mayeti kathyate f

ma lak$mth jnanabhogo vai yati mayeti kathyate ff

(J$P 1.17.69)

ma enjoyment resulting from action and knowledge; both
are bondages; mdya causes these bondages.)

mara :

eti utpannamatra hi marqyetyavadan vacah
f

muhurmuhurato'm?sar nama mareti Jayatam //

(&P 2.2. 9.42)

(Even as the ganas were produced out of Brahma's deep

sighs, they shouted maraya, 'kill,* again and again; hence they
came to be called mara; they were to help Kama against iva.)

Vasanta :

(a) cintaviffasya me tasya nihfvaso yo vinihsrtah
/

tasmat vasantah samjatah pufpavratavibhufitah //

(^P 2.2.8.37)

(The word vasanta is here connected with fvas ; Vasanta born

out of Brahma's sigh.)
1 2 5

125. This is not a direct etymology.
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(b) vasaterantaketutvad oasantakkyo bhavatayam j

(P 2.2.8.47)

(Vasanta is the ultimate [ante] cause of permanent abode

[vasati] which is made possible by marriage.)

Samdhya :

brakmayo dhjayato yasmat samyagjata varangana f

atah samdhyeti mkhyata krantabha tylyamallika //

(& 2.2.3. 10)

(Samdhya was born from Brahma's dhyana.)

Smara :

(a) sasmara sa smaram sakrah cetasa devanajakah /

ajagama drutarfi kamah samadhirmahisisutah
//

(Madana or Smara made himself availall as soon as Indra

remembered sasmara him,)
1 z 6

(b) mhftya suciram kalam Kailasagirikufijarg /

agamaddhimavatprasthari? sasmara svecchaya smaram //

l^P 2.2.21.28)

(Siva remembered Kama of his own accord).
127

In the course of its main narrative, the & incidentally
introduces various topics of general interest. Of course, not all
of them can be said to be covered by the definition of Puratta.
But most of them are derived from the Dharma&stra and other
allied literature. For instance, in one context, the Purana says
that the whole world would be ruined if it were to become devoid
of the fear ofaruler."* Wealth is said to be of three kinds-
clean or excellent (iuddha or ittama), middling, and low. In the
case of a Brahmana, the wealth which is acquired by gleaning
more than one ear of corn at a time or by gleaning ears of com

126. This is not a direct etymology. It is rather a pun.
127. This too is more like a pun. Elsewhere the Puraya gives

a proper etymology, &va burnt Kama and reduced him
to mere memory; therefore Kama came to be known as
Smara.

128. $P 1.8.12, Ewewhere {^PDharma. 10.187-90) the sages
who castrate iva in the Daruvana specifically say that
they are doing so because there is no king to punish
them, 9 r
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one by one,139 and by way of fees received from the pupils is

suddha, dravya. It secures for him full fruit. The wealth derived

by a Brahmana from monetary gifts is middling, and that obtained

through agriculture and trade is the lowliest. The best wealth

for a KLsatriya is that which is derived through valour, for a Vaiya
that which is derived from trade, and for a Sudra that which is

derived from wages. Patrimony and whatever is received form
the husband constitute the wealth of a woman.180 It is enjoined
that every one should set apart one third of his wealth for dharma,
one tturd for augmenting (vrddtti), and one third for one's own
enjoyment (&A0ga)

131 which last, however, should be restrained

and wholesome. The Purana also gives some further details

regarding the disposal of wealth.132 In another context the $P

speaks of different kinds of gifts and the fruits derived there-

from.138 It also mentions twelve things one each to be given

away in each one of the twelve months. Or they should all be

given, away together on some auspicious occasion. 1841 Elsewhere
a reference is made to the giving away of food attended with ten

ancillary rites (dafangadana} and to the different fruits accruing
from It under different circumstances. 135

Describing the Sivaksetra and its traditions, the $P says that

the earth is fifty crores otyojanas in extent, abounds in mountains
and forests, and supports the people at Diva's bidding.

136 It fur-

129. tfila and uncha as interpreted by Kulluka in his commen-
tary on Manusmrti 10.112.

ISO. $P 1.15.39-42.

131. Bhoga is said to be of three types nitya, naimittika, and

kamya.

132. 3P 1.13.72-78.

133. Ibid. 1.15.47ff.

134. Ibid. 1.15.4245. The twelve things are : cow, land,

sesame, gold, clarified butter, clothes, food-grains,

jaggery, silver, salt, pumpkin-gourd, and virgin.

135. Ibid. 1.15.26-28. The ten ancillary services are : honour-
ing, inviting, oil bath, washing etc. of the feet, offering
clothes, scents, etc., offering of side-dishes, offering of

tambula, offering of dakfina t salutation, and following a
few steps.

136. &P 1.12.1 ff.
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ther adds that, if a man dies in the Bharatavarsa,
1 3 *" he is reborn

as man in virtue of his having lived in a place sanctified by the

svayanbhu tinga. Then there follows a fairly detailed description
of

various rivers, like Ganga, GodavarS, Krsnavenl, and Narmada, i&

which geographical and astrological details are mixed up pell-mell.

A reference may be made in this very context to the account of the

creation of the days by Mahadeva 188 and the establishment of their

presiding deities in the

In Another context, the $P gives a somewhat mysterious des-

cription of the various worlds. Fourteen worlds (lokas] beginning

with the Patala and ending with the Satyaloka are said to have

evolved out of the five elements, namely, earth, etc. They are

Brahmalokas. Beyond the Satyaloka and ending with the Ksama-

loka are fourteen Visimlokas. In the excellent city of Vaikuntha

in the Ksamalofca resides karyavisau together with karyalaksmi.

Beyond the ksamaloka and ending with the^uciloka are the twenty-

eight Rudralokas. In Kailasa in the ^uciloka resides Rudra.

Beyond the Suciloka and ending with the Ahirhsaloka are fiftysix

Sivalokas. In. the city of JSanakailasa in the Ahimsaloka resides

Karye^vara. At the end of the Ahimsaloka there is the Kalacakra

and beyond it the Kalatlta.140 This description is followed by

complex details regarding karmabhoga, jnanabhoga,^ karmamaya,

a,, nitjabhoga, nafvarabhoga, karmalaka, jnanaloka, etc. 1 * 1

137. Bharatavarsa was regarded as one of the nine divisions
of the earth, the other eight being Kuru, Hiranrnaya,
Ramyaka, Ilavrta, Hari, Ketumala, Bhadra^va, and
Kinnara.

138, ^P 1.14.12-20. First day of Siva himself for good health;

second day of Sivamaya for wealth; third day of Kumara
for surmounting idleness etc; fourth day of Vlsnu for

protection and well-being; the fifth day of Brahma for

long lifej the sixth day of Indra for worldly enjoyments;

and the seventh day ofYama for the removal of prema-
ture death.

139. JyotiScakra is the arrangement of stars, planets, constel-
lations, etc., conceived as a wheel. It is sometimes
referred to as

140. ^P 1,17.59-64.

141, Ibid, 1,17.68-79.
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Reverting from the cosmic matters to the mundane ones, one
finds that, by way of the preparation for the lingapuja, the $P sets

forth elaborate rules for such purificatory acts as the evacuation of
bowels and the cleaning of teeth. Curiously enough, these rules

are different for the different varnas women being included among
the Sudras. 142 In an interesting passage, the Purana says that, in
the body of a devotee of Siva, the portion below the navel belongs
to Brahma and that up to the throat143 to Visnu while the face

( mukha ) is the ^ivalifiga itself. 144

142. $P 2.1. 11. 18-27.

143. v.l. askandham for akantham
144. 3P 1.17.143-44.



COSMOGONY IN THE MARKANDEYA PURANA

By

VALERIE FERRETS & ROY W| PERRETT

Cosmogonic myths have a long history in Hindu thought,

Several such myths can be found as far back as the Vedas (e, g>

3.g Veda X. 90); others caa be found in the Brahmanas and Upanl-
sads (e, g. Satapatha Brahmatta XI. 1. 6. Iff; Chandogya Upanisad
III. 19).

1

However, it is not until the development of Puranic literature

that cosmogony becomes discussed as a subject in its own right.

This is due to the fact that the Puranas declare that they are to

concern themselves with five subjects : the pancalaksanas. Three

of these five lakfapas deal with aspects of cosmogony : sarga or

prakftasarga deals with the creation of the entire universe; pratisarga
with the recreation of the triple world after a period of dissolution;
and the subject of the manvantaras with the cosmic time cycles in

which both sarga and pratisarga occur, 2 In this essay we shall

deal with each of these topics as it is treated of in the Markandeya
Puraya* However, to keep in step with the order of treatment in
the MarkayJya Puraga, we shall deal with the cosmic time cycles
before beginning the final discussion of recreation.

II

In Canto XLV of the Marka^a Puta^a Jaimini enquires
about the creation {sarga} of the universe and about its consequent
dissolution. In answer to the question about creation we are told

1. Gf H, Jacobi, ''Cosmogony and Cosmology (Indian)*' in

vTI m^f gS* ^^ Ê P̂ dia *f ReliSion and Ethics
Vol. 4 (Edinburgh : T. & T. Giark, 1918), pp. 155-161.

Cultural Heritage
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that Brahma is the origin of the universe and that it is he who

presided over its creation (verse 19). He is "the cause which, itself

unbegotten, works in production, maintenance and dissolution,

wherein everything is established*' (28-29).
3 Since it is from

Brahma that everything issues, he is called Hiranyagarbha, the

golden egg or womb of the universe (29). Brahma is not a material

being; thus he is said to be "imperishable, undecaying, immeasur-

able, self-dependent, destitute of odour, form, and taste, devoid of

sound and touch, without beginning or end" (33-34).
4 His charac-

teristics are said to be possession of the three qualities (guyas) of

goodness, passion and darkness, and being one in whom ''soul"

(k$etrajna} was prevalent. It is nevertheless from this immaterial

being that matter (pradhana) came into existence.

Thus far this discussion of creation in the Markandeya Purana

has followed some Vedic notions on cosmogony. For in at least

some passages in the Jg Veda one unborn god, known either as

VisVakarman or Prajapati, is said to be the creator of the uni-

verse. 6 This account is also consistent with passages on creation

in the Brahmanas. 6 However, from this point the account of

creation in the Markandeyi Purana begins to develop along the

lines of Samkhya philosophy.
7

Samkhya, of course, is opposed to

a belief in one ultimate being or reality. According to this school

both purusa ("soul") and prakrti ("matter") are basic constituents

of the universe The task, then, for the Markandeya Puraya is some

how to blend these two apparently incongruous strands. This is

attempted, as we shall see, by a series of moves which result in
Brahma being said to be the product of prakrti and being identical

with purufa (verses 64-65).

3. The Markandeya Purana, trans, F, Eden Pargitter
(Varanasi : Indological Book House, 1981), pp. 219-220.

4. Ibid., p. 220.

5. Gf. &g Veda X. 81-82. (A somewhat different view is

presented in J$.g Veda X. 129). On Prajapati see

J. Gonda, "Notes on Prajapati" Purana 23 (1981):
149-160.

6. Gf. Jacobi, p. 156.

7. Cf. P. Hacker, "The Sankhyization of the Emanation
Doctrine Shown in a Critical Analysis of Tests'* Purana 4
(1962) : 298-333.
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At first it appears that the JMLarkandeya Purana is simply super-

imposing the Samkhya theory onto that asserting that Brahma

brings the universe into creation. For Brahma is said to be the

cause of pradhana and then a Samkhya analysis follows. We now
read that from pradhana arises mahat (the great intellect), and from

mahat arises ahathkara (the principle of individuality), and from

ahamkara arises the tanmatras (the subtle elements). At this point,

however, two slightly different accounts of the tanmatm theory are

given. The first (verses 40-48) is more obscure than the second

and for this reason we shall only follow the second account (verses

52-56), which follows precisely the usual Samkhya analysis.
8 Thus

ether first arises, which has the quality of sound; next air arises,

which has the qualities of sound and touch; then fire emerges,
which has three qualities (sound, touch and form). Following this

water arises, which possesses four qualities : sound, touch, form and

taste. Finally earth arises, which has all the qualities of sound,

touch, form, taste and smell. **

At this point the Samkhya theory of the origin of the universe

and its constituent properties is discontinued. Rather than conti-

nuing the Samkhya account by outlining the development of the

gross elements {bhutas), the Markaadeya Purana continues by
developing a very ancient myth about the origin of the universe
from a cosmic egg, which it attempts to outline in a manner
consistent with the Samkhya account of the cosmogony of the

universe*

The cosmic egg myth has a long history in Hindu thought.
A version of it can be found in germinal form in the J$.g Veda (X.
81-82). Two other quite different but fully developed versions are

given in the Datapaths Brahmana (XI. 1 . 1 . 6 ff.) and in the Chandogya
Upanisad (III. 19).

10 In the Markandeya Puratia this egg is said to

have been caused by reason of the puru$a and the imperceptible

8. For a comparison with the usual Samkhya account see
M. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy (London :

Allen & Unwin, 1932), p. 276.

9. The tanmatras are named after the quality distinctive to
each : e. g. fabda. tanmatra is the essence of sound, sparja-
tanmdtra the essence of touch, and so on*

JO. Seejacobi, pp. 156-157,
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mahat and other (presumably samkhya) principles (verses 61-62).

Once in existence this egg lay

. . . like a bubble on water, the egg gradually Increased by
means of the things that existed.... In its enlarged state it lay

on the water. The Soul \ksetrajnd\ having increased inside

the egg sprung from Prakriti, took the name Brahma; it in-

deed was the first corporeal being.it indeed is called Purusha.

And Brahma existed first, the original maker of created

beings. That egg enclosed all these three worlds with all that

they contain moveable and immoveable. Meru was born

from it, and as the after-birth were born the mountains; the

oceans were the fluid contained within that egg which held

the great soul. Within that egg was all this world., with the

gods and demons and mankind, and the continents and other

lands, the mountains and oceans, and the throng of luminous
worlds. (63-67 )

33-

In this myth we see Brahma's identity with both prakrti and

purusa asserted. Indeed, contrary to the earlier account (verses

35-37) where Brahma the non-corporeal causes the corporeal, we
now have the two fundamental constituents of reality in Samkhya
(i.e. purttsa and prakrti) being put together in the figure of Brahma.
Thus on this account, which is very much a theistic interpretation
of the atheistic Samkhya doctrine, we find Brahma no longer the

one ultimate reality as was earlier asserted in the Markandeya
Puraxa; but neither is he rejected. Rather, Brahma has become
the first corporeal being, who will in turn create other beings. But
the ultimate constituents of reality are now prakrti andpurusa, Not

only does the Purana now espouse the Samkhya doctrine of the dual
nature of reality in this mythic account of cosmogony, it further

attempts to link the whole myth into the Samkhya account. Thus
we next read that the egg, which contains the potential earth

(earth being the last of the tanmatras} was enveloped by the othe
four elements (water, air, fire and ether) and by the ahamkara&

mahat and the imperceptible; and that all this together makes up
the permanent prakrti (verses 67-70). The Canto now ends by
saying that this first stage of creation (sarga} was from prakrti (73),

11. The Markandeya Purana, pp. 222-223,
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III

We have seen 3 then, Brahma being incorporated into a basi-

cally Sarhkhya account of cosmogony. But this Brahma is a very

different Brahma from that encountered at the beginning of this

Canto. From being the basic unborn reality, Brahma now comes

into existence out ofprakrti. Brahma is no longer an incorporeal

being, but rather the first corporeal being. And no longer does

he bring matter into existence, but rather matter brings him into

existence.

In as much, then, as this Canto is attempting to harmonize

two quite different accounts of creation, it has failed to do so. In

the very attempt the first account becomes so altered that one can

only conclude that it gives way to the second, which is a mytholo-

gized and theistic version of an otherwise Samkhya account of

cosmogony.

We might ask : Why bother with this first account at all if

it cannot be harmonized with the second ? In this case the first

point to be made is that the first account is that of the Vedas and

the Vedas are authoritative texts which cannot be simply Ignored.

The second point is that it was the siitafs duty to record the stories

down to him. Thus he could not simply do away with a story, but

had (however unsatisfactorily) to record and make some attempt

to reconcile different accounts of a given phenomenon, in this case

creation, into a harmonious whole.

The third point is of a more theoretical nature. Different

accounts of the same phenomena are not very satisfactory from a

logical perspective. However^ is it possible perhaps that some-

thing important is being said by retaining these two incongruous

accounts ? This is a possibility raised by Wendy O'Flaherty.

She argues that in Puranic materials generally :

What is important is what is repeated^ reworked to fit diffe-

rent circumstances,, transformed even to the point of apparent

ineaninglessness, but always retained.1 2

12, Wendy Doniger O*Flaherty g Asceticism and Eroticism in

the Mythology of$iva (London : Oxford University Press?

1973), p. 18.
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Even when the combining of disparate elements seems most unsa-

tisfactory, we should not dismiss the myth. Rather this is when it

is most rewarding to analyse the combination, "for only a strong

emotional bond can bridge a wide logical gap".
13

A tension between two elements equally important to the

Hindu tradition is revealed in such mythic contradictions. The

tradition cannot logically reconcile both elements and yet is emo-

tionally committed to retaining both elements. The "solution" is

to present the incongruity in mythic form; not resolving the tension

but rather seeking to "dissolve" it by appealing to the emotions to

make an imaginative leap across the logical gap. What is especially

revealing about such mythic contradictions is that they usually

pinpoint important tensions in the tradition, for it is generally the

felt need for some solution to a problem that prompts the mythic
invitation to make such an imaginative leap.

Going back, then, to our question, "Why bother with the first

account at all if it cannot be harmonized with the second ?" We
might look for what it is (over and above the two points already

mentioned) that makes the writer of this Puraiaa record these two

accounts. One thing that stands out is that both accounts are

theistic. This is all the more striking when it is remembered that

the earliest Samkhya philosophy (on which the second account is

modelled) is atheistic. (Theism in Samkhya only becomes esta*

blished around the 14th century A. D.)14 Hence Markaqdeya Purana

is apparently attempting to maintain a place for God (in this case

Brahma) in a changed philosophical climate. To do this Brahma
has to become a quite different God. But importantly he is retain-

ed and incorporated into what must have been at this time an

important philosophical system.

Another point of basic agreement (at a fundamental level)

between these two accounts is that both in their own ways accept
that the universe is not created ex nihilo. In the first account

Brahma always existed and creates the world out of himself. In

the second account purusa and prakrti are permanent fundamental

constituents of reality out of which all else arises. This belief that

13. Ibid., p, 12.

14. Gf. Hirlyanna, pp. 282, 269*
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At the dawn of the day Brahma awakes. He who is anterior

to the universe, "who is the origin of the universe, who is without

beginning, who is the cause of all things", enters into the^ two

fundamental constituents of reality (i. e. prakrti and purusa) and

"agitates them with his intense supernatural power" (verses

8-10).
1S Once prakrti is agitated in this way we are told :

.... the god Brahma is born and is contained within the cavity

of the egg, .... At first he is the agitator; as the husband of

Nature, he is the thing to be agitated; and he exists with

contraction and expansion even in the state of Pradhana.

He is born, though he is the birthplace of the universe;

though devoid of qualities, he possesses the quality of passion,

when he assumes the character of Brahma, he engages in

creation. (11-13)
19

when engaged in creation this god is known as Brahma, when

engaged in maintaining the universe he is known as Vi?nu, and

when engaged in destroying the universe he is Rudra (14-15).

Before we have time to object that this account is self-contra-

dictory the writer of this Ganto appears to simply admit as much
without hesitation ! Thus he says :

Brahma who is adored as Hiranya-garbha, the first of the

gods, and without beginning^ who sits in the middle of the

lotus-like earth, was born in the beginning. (21)
ao

Such an account would leave many Westerners proudly ill

at ease. We insist, as Wendy O'Flaherty points out, "on forcing
a compromise or a synthesis of opposites*'.

21 It just simply would
not do to leave things stand as the MSrkandeya PurSna has just

done. However in Hindu thought, she argues> it is quite sufficient

to leave things in a state of suspension, rather than to offer a

solution. Indeed she suggests that this is where the aesthetic satis-

faction of the myth lies. By refusing to modify disparate myths
Hindu mythology

18. The Markandeya Purapa, pp. 224-225.
19. Ibid., p. 225,

20. Ibid.> p. 226. (Our emphasis).
21. O'Flaherty, p. 318.

'
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....celebrates the idea that the universe is boundlessly various,

that everything occurs simultaneously, that all possibilities

may exist without excluding each other .... Untrammelled
variety and contradiction are ethically and metaphysically
necessary ; this constitutes the peculiar charm and strength
of the Hindu world view. 2

'
2

It would seern, then, that if anything positive and coherent is

to be gained from studying the Puranas, which abound in contra-
dictions such as we have just encountered above, we shall need to

adopt O'Flaherty's line of approach. In doing this the tension
between the more Vedic teaching that Brahma is a supreme un-
earned being and the teaching that Brahma is a product of prakrli
and puru/a (& more Satiikhya view) dissolves into a celebration'of
variety. However, we can still ask why it is wished that such a
varu-ty be celebrated. And, as was pointed out above, the answer
seems to that this occurs where a strong emotional bond to more
than one account exists.

In the case under
discussion, then, we can argue that attach-

ment to the concept of a supreme being, Brahma, was too powerful* rel,g,ous motive to be abandoned. Likewise the explanatorypower ol the Saakhya model was attractive. Thus while in Canto" ahuia altered so as to fit into the
,

concept of Brahma reasserted^ Iater P^^ ^ him. Rather than
n these

t-

"tT -

P ^ ^ fUHs then a balance is

is
apparently either required or

V
Returning to the narrative of Canto XLVTtins point the discussion moves back h

XLV1* w
Canto : to outline the time period^ f *R

central concern of this
of the ages of th^ world The *

ri

an<* t^ie whole topic
dissolution W to be a dav

P
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l
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m
!
between creation and

22 /iiJ-
Y mthellfeof Brahma, while the
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period between dissolution and creation is said to be a night in

Brahma's life The length of a day and a night in Brahma's life is

specified as follows. Firstly, one human year is a day and a night
of the gods (verse 25). Thus one divine year is 360 human years.

A period of 12,000 divine years is called a Tuga (3 1).
28 This period

consists of four ages, each of declining length : the krta age lasts

4,800 divine years; the treta age, 3,600 divine years; the dvapara age,

2,400 divine years; and the kali age, 1,200 divine years (verses 27-

30). A thousand times this period of 12,000 divine years is one of

Brahma's days : i. e. 12,000,000 divine years (verse 31).

What is noticeably absent in this account of the yuga myth is

the traditional association of each of these ages with a period of

virtue or lack of virtue. Generally the krta age is said to be a right-
eous age and in the following ages righteousness declines until In

the kali age the amount of righteousness is said to be only one fourth

of that which existed in the krta age.
2 * But in these Cantos of the

Markandeya Parana we have only, at best, fleeting references to the

degree of perfection which exists in any particular age. No syste-

matic statement of this belief appears to be present.
25 This sup-

ports an early dating for these Cantos since the association of the

four ages with degrees of virtue was fully established by the time
of the Mahabharata, which reached its final form about 200 A. D. 36

It is the linking of the ages of virtue with the yugas that was the

last element to become part of the yuga myth. This development
occurred between 200 B. G. and 400 A. D. 27

23. It Is perhaps more usual to find this period referred to

as a mahayuga or caturyuga : compare Thomas J. Hopkins,
The Hindu Religious Tradition (Encino, Calif. : Dickenson,
1971), p. 101; H. Jacobi, "Ages of the World (Indian)",
p. 200.

24. Cf. J. Dowson, A Classical Dictionary ofHindu Mythology
12th ed., (London :Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979), pp.
38 Iff.; Heinrich Zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian Art
and Civilization (Princeton : Princeton University Press,
1946), pp. 13-19.

25. Cf. Canto XLIX, Verses 56-57.

26. Cf. Dowson, p. 381.

27. Cf. Cornelia D. Church, "The Puranic Myth of the Four

Yugas" Puraya 13 (1971) : 157.
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In one of these days of Brahma fourteen Manus reign and

after seventy one repetitions of these four ages a manvatara has been

completed (verses 32-34). The universe is then destroyed and

Brahma sleeps for a flight while the universe is dissolved into an

ocean (40). And so, concludes Canto XLVI, "
passes one of

Brahma's years, and a hundred years is the whole" (41 ).
28

This last passage suggests that (contrary to earlier passages

previously cited) Brahma's life eventually comes to an end. This

view is not peculiar to the Markandeya Purana. 2 9 However, neither

is It the only Hindu view, 30 What we are concerned with for

the moment is what follows from the view that Brahma is not

eternal. Does the world then dissolve, never to come into existence

again ? The Markandeya Parana remains silent on this point. But
if such permanent dissolution were the case, then the significance
of the myth about the cyclical nature of the universe loses its force.

Moreover other Puranas do see the universe as continuing after

Brahma ceases. In some Visnu and/or Siva are seen as continuing
to live after Brahma's life has ended. These Puranas thus introduce

recreation myths in which these gods figure in the continuation of
the universe.81 Zimmer also notes another device to overcome the

shortcomings the theory would have if the universe did cease upon
Brahma's death. This is the variation where upon Brahma's death
all does dissolve, but this state of dissolution continues only for one
hundred of Brahma's years, after which the entire cycle begins
again.

82

Finally, before we go on to examine the accounts of recreation
in the AfSrkotfeya Puraya, let us pause to consider the significance
ofIheyuga myth in Hindu thought. Addressing the question, "Why
has thejiga story been retold so many times ?", Cornelia Church

ar
g
ued that !t is inQP<>rtant as it provides cosmological, histori-

28, The Markandeya Purana, p. 228.
29. Of. F E. Pargiter, ''Puranas" in James Hastings, ed.,

Encyclopaedia ofJbltgum and Ethic, Voi, 10 (Edinburgh :T. & T. Clerk, 1918), pp, 449-450; Zimmer, p. 19.
&

pp! W34oT
Ple f an alteraative Hindu vie^ see Bailey,

3I *

mTnt
f

?n Sai^le' **Pkins> account (p. 101) of the treat-ment in the Vtsnu Puraya,
32. dimmer, p. 19,
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cal, theological and psychological dimensions within which to
understand the world.83 We may summarize her interesting dis-
cussion as follows. Firstly, from the point of view of cosmology it

provides a cosmic calendar, the origin of which lay in the observa-
tion of the phases of the moon. This knowledge of cosmic time
enabled man

.... especially in the Vedic cult, to adapt his actions, both
ritual and profane, to the behaviour of the divine powers,
with the aim of controlling these powers to act for the benefit
of man. 34

From the point of view of history, the myth's importance lies

in providing a system of recording the kings and dynasties. More-
over, when the account of the yugas becomes linked with eras of

varying virtue, each of these ages becomes a symbol of this virtue
which Is reflected in the legendary history that each age is associa-

ted with. Thus the krtayuga becomes the history of heroic deeds
the treta age the history of priesthood, the dvaparayuga the history
of doubt, and the kaliyuga the history of strife. This account thus

becomes a self-conscious reflection of the history of the Aryan
people In India. 85

From the viewpoint of theology, Eliade sees the yuga myth as

a system designed to guarantee one's eventual return to one's

divine and perfect origins. For when the cataclysm comes at the

end of time and between Brahma's days, one is reunited with

Brahma. 8 *

Finally, from the viewpoint of psychology, the yuga myth is

important as it is a symbol of the "self" :

Xhe Yuga Story is an expression of the successful achieve-

ment of the goal of the psychic journey to wholeness : a

balanced selfhood in which good and bad, light and dark, life

and death, creation and destruction or being and non-being

33. Cornelia D. Church, "The Myth of the Four Yugas in
the Sanskrit Puranas : A Dimensional Study" Purana 16
(1974) : 5-25.

34. Ibid., p. 11.

35. Ibid., pp. 15-17.

36. Ibid., p. 18.

7
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are forever held in a balance of creative tension that alter-

nates from pole but never collapses entirely.
87

Another area in which the yuga myth has had some im-

portance should also be noted. This is in connection with the
doctrine of karma. If over many, many lives one is to reap the

just deserts of one's actions, then it is necessary that time is sucli

that it can provide the requisite arena in which this can take place.
A cyclical view of time which is of infinite duration can guarantee
that the karma, good or bad, will bear fruit.

VI

Having thus explained the universe's periods of dissolution
the Parana now continues to outline what takes place after the
occurrence of one of Brahma's nights and the topic of recreation
( pratisarga) is taken up at length in Canto XLVII. Interestingly
we do not find the recreation stories having much in common wifh
those concerning creation, even though it would seem that tlie
creation stories could have provided at least the basis for these
recreation myths. Because of this some scholars have noted just
how useful the belief in recreation is in providing a place for tbie
many creation myths that abounded in Hindu thought.

88

The recreation myth that now begins is set after the last
expired kalpa. Brahma awakes, he gazes upon an empty worl<3
and then, knowing that the earth has disappeared in water and
desiring to recreate it, he assumes various bodies : those of a fisfe,
a tortoise, a boar, other animals and a heavenly form (verses 3-8),
Then this "lord of the world" enters the water and raises the eartli
out of the lower regions and sets it free. The earth now floats Hike
an immense boat on an ocean (9-10). Having done this, Brahma
levels the earth,, creates the mountains, divides the earth and
fashions the four worlds (11-14). Brahma now meditates on His
creation and, while thus engaged, life on earth is produced. First
vegetation arises (17). Then the animal world comes into existenee
(18-21). Thirdly, the gods are created; and their existence is saia
to please Brahma (22-24). Fourthly, mankind comes into existence;

37. Ibid., p, 22.

38. Gf.H.Jacobi, "Cosmogony and Cosmology (IndianV*,
p. 158. *
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in this myth, men are said to be characterized by ignorance and

passion and hence ' e

they have abundance of suffering, and are con-

tinuously engaged in action" (27).
39

At this point this myth of recreation in fact comes to an end.

However, as if to provide a bridge between this and a quite inde-

pendent Samkhya account of recreation, the Markandeya Purana

continues by introducing elements of the Samkhya account as if

they were a natural continuation of the recreation myth. Thus

the fifth object of Brahma's creation is said to be anugraha (the

principle of intellectual creation), and the sixth object of his crea-

tion is the creation of the origins of the bhatas as well as the bhutas

(gross elements of matter) themselves (28-30). This is clearly the

introduction of a new account, for Brahma has already engaged in

creating what, in Samkhya, depends upon the prior creation of the

bhutas.

From Verse 31 onwards, however, all efforts to tie the re-

creation myth in with Samkhya philosophy end and the Canto

closes by outlining in brief the Samkhya doctrine of creation as

arising out of prakrti and purusa. However, as we noted above,

a theistic touch is maintained even in the Sarakhya-type account.

In this instance Prajapati is credited with having created the nine

creations just outlined in this Samkhya-type account (36).

VII

As Canto XLVIII opens we find that the Markandeja Purand

has not two accounts of recreation, but three. This third account

to some extent appears to build from the earlier mythic account

of recreation. It is thus mainly concerned with explaining the

creation of the four classes of beings. But it is not simply a

continuation of the earlier myth, for in that earlier account, as

we saw, Brahma creates both the gods and man. The account of

how he created these two classes of beings differs from that now

encountered-

In the first place it is here that for the first time in the

Markandeya Purana account we are introduced to the very import-

ant doctrine of karma in Hindu thought. Thus Markamjeya

39. The Markaygeya Purana^ p. 231.
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states that at the beginning of each kalpa created beings who were
destroyed are not delivered "from the consequences of their
actions" as each being will be recreated by Brahma according to
his karma (verse 2).

4

Once again in the process of recreation we find Brahma
engaged in meditation, attempting to create the four classes of

beings ; the gods, the asuras, ihepitrs and men (4-1 2).
41 We also

find that Brahma again immerses himself in water. But from this

point this recreation myth departs from that encountered earlier.
Now Brahma is said to assume different bodies out of which he
creates the four classes of beings. From the buttocks of the body
of Brahma enveloped in darkness arose the asuras (5-6). From
the mouth of body of Brahma which experiences delight the gods
were born (7-8). The pitrs are produced while Brahma deems
himself

^

one (9-10). And in a fourth body, a body characterized
by passion, mankind was produced (11-12).

Although this Canto begins with Brahma being desirous of
creating just the four classes of being, this duly done we now find
Brahma engaging in creating other creatures :

Now after creating these four, the Prajapati, feeling hungerand thirst, took another body composed of passion and
darkness during the night,

Out of this body were produced the rak/asa, andya^ai . On seeingthese we are told, Brahma', hair withered and the withering ofh ha,r caused serpents and snake, to arise (21-22). In angB? atth* Brahma causes
flesh-eating demons to be b|Jrn Brthma

onlheeartl" andth

a d r vegetabie

out of part, of Br h ?. ?
"" *"* tO haVe been

_i;!;!.
of Brah a' body.

40. Hid,, p. ass,

- that

world; Brahma wh r^ v
ma does to rec^ate trie

through probation!
medltating is also recreating

42. The Markandeya Parana, p. 234.
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goats were created out of Brahma's mouth, sheep from his breast,
and plants and fruit-producing trees from the hair of his body
(25-28).

At this point it is suggested that this third recreation account
is set at the beginning of the treta age (29). Any problems, then,
with getting this account to cohere with the earlier ones are thus

avoided. However, one might conjecture as to whether the

further acts of creation in this myth, (from the point where Brahma
creates the raksasas), are not part of some independent myth fairly

neatly tacked on to the account of the creation of the four classes

of beings.

VIII

In Canto XLIX the account of the recreation of the human
race at the beginning of the treta age is continued. We find here

an outline of how it came about that men were to be separated

into four classes* A thousand pairs of human beings were created

from Brahma's mouth; these beings were characterized by goodness

(3-4). Another thousand pairs were created from his breast;

these were characterized by passion (5). Again, another thousand

"miserable pairs" were created from his thighs; these were

charaterized by passion and ignorance (5-6). The last thousand

pairs of human beings were produced from Brahm a's feet; these

were characterized by ignorance and were "unfortunate and little

of understanding" (7). Obviously these four groups correspond

to the brahmaya, ksatriya, vaiiya and ffidra classes. Morever this

aspect of this recreation myth is clearly derived from various Vedic

ideas, for in the &g Veda (X. 90) the brahmana is said to be produced

from the mouth of Purusa, the rajanya from his arms, the vaifya

from his thighs, and ihe^iidra from his feet.48

Recreation myths are* of course, necessary given the Hindu

view of recurring periods of dissolution and creation; and every

recreation provides yet another opportunity for the Hindu thinker

either to utilize an old myth or introduce a new one. But within

this permissive setting some basic concepts do seem to remain

standard (if not necessary) features of the recreation myths. For

43^ Gf^llTjacobi, "Cosmogony and Cosmology (Indian)",

o. 156.
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Instance, recreation is always the result of the actions of a

^

In the Markandeya Parana this god is always Brahma, and this

remains so even in the Samkhya-type account. The image ot

water, too, seems a recurrent symbol of both the recreation and

creation processes.

Finally, it should be noted that in the discussion of recreation

in the Markaqdeya Purana we again meet with the problems en-

countered in the account of creation. Once again the Purana puts

forward two incongruous accounts (that of the Samkhya philosophy

and that of the mythic accounts) without harmonizing the two.

As before, it seems most profitable hermeneutically to regard this

as a celebration of variety, rather than an incoherent muddle. And
once again it is also instructive to observe a certain tension in the

tradition that the conflict of these two recreation accounts points

up. In this case it is the tension between the atheistic Samkhya
strand and the theistic mythic strand as applied to the notion of
recreation. And this in turn is a special case of a more general
tension in Hinduism between atheistic and theistic strands : the

Hindu tradition never comes down squarely in favour of either,

but generally 'tries to preserve both.

IX

To sum up. We have examined the teachings of the Marka$~

4*ya Puraya on cosmogony, particularly the accounts it offers of

creation (sarga) and recreation (pratisarga) , and of the cosmic
time cycles (rnanaantaras) within whith sarga and pratisarga take

place. In addition to many interesting points of detail, we have
seen that the Pwrancfs teachings on these matters incorporate
diverse, and often incongruous, traditions. In order to make
coherent sense of what is happening when we encounter such

conflicting accounts, we have suggested the adoption of a general
hermeneutical principle that Wendy O'Flaherty has fruitfully uti-

lized for Puranic studies. Such a principle will, it has been argued,
enable us to appreciate prima facie contradictory accounts as

attempting mythic
* f
resolutions'* of internal tensions within the

Hindu tradition. (Hence, for example, tensions between theistic
and atheistic strands within Hinduism are pointed up in the

Pursy*** creation/recreation myths).



THE PURANIC TEXT AND THE DATE OF THE MAHA-
BHARATA WAR A HISTORICAL AND

ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPROACH*

By

S. SANKARANARAYANAN

Multidimensional is the problem of deciding the date of the

Kuruksetra war of the Maliabharata (abbreviated MB hereafter).

Host of scholars have said much on this subject. Seminars,

symposia have been held; statements, assertion s, exchanges of

views, arguments, counter-arguments, criticisms, and refutations at

times all bordering acrimony have risen and are arising;
1 and they

*List of Abbreviations

AIU : The Age of Imperial Unity : The History and Culture of

Indian People, Vol. II : Ed. R. C. Majumdar etc.,

Bombay, 1980.

DKA : Dynasties ofKali Age by Pargiter, London, 1913.

El : Epigraphia Indica

IA : Indian Antiquary

PA : Panini's Astadhyayi.

VA : Vedic Age : History and Culture of the Indian People,

Vol. I : Ed. R. G. Majumdar etc., Bombay, 1965.

1. On this subject the recent publications are : The Vedie

Aee ' Ed. R. C. Majumdar, A. D. Pusalkar etc. BVB,

1951 pp 271 ff; 33. G. Sircar's Studies in the Tugapura^a

and other Texts (Delhi, 1974) pp. 35 ff.;^ Kuruksetra War

and the Rajaxafolavarnana ofthePuranas;(S.
V. University,

Timpati, 1980); Mahabharata-Myth and Reality : Ed. b.P.

Gupta and K/ S. Ramachandran (Delhi 1976), pp. IH.

1-263 : a sumptuous volume containing differing view ol

about thirty reputed scholars; Age of the Bharata War:

Ed. G. S. Agrawala (Delhi, 1979), pp. i-xvi, 1-342;

another rich volume containing papers, long and short,

of another band of about 47 scholars who took part in the

Symposia on the Age of the Bharata Wr,h*ldJu,M*
andTin October, 1975 under the auspices of the Vidur

Seva Ashram, Bijnor (U. P). The present P*per is m a

way an extension of the last two works. Hence the ne-

ceskry references, not given here, may be found in these

two
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will be rising in future also. Writers have touched most of
the points connected with the problem. Hence, the trodden

path, though usually held to be a safe one, seems to be overcrowd-
ed and risky also, as far as the present topic is concerned. For,
in the familiar path one may get lost in the crowd or may get a
ht from one or more giants, already fighting with each other, or
ever ready to pounce upon a new entrant. Hence the present paper
aims to try a new path. Whether in doing so it succeeds to find a
solution or it further complicates the issue, it is for the readers to

judge.

I

While trying to understand the problem one finds the scholars
arrayed in two opposite camps :

The First Gamp has in it a few reputed scholars, according
to whom, the MB War was a fiction or myth; even if it was a histo-
rical event, it was originally nothing but an insigni6cant family-
feud, but inflated and exaggerated in course of time by the fanciful

poets and writers.

The Second Gamp has in it a long roll of scholars who believe
that the MB War was a historical and epoch making event in the
description of which however we find many items that are exagge-
rated or mythical in character.

In spite of their unanimity against the First Gamp in mainta-
ining the historicity and epoch making nature of the MB War, the
scholars of the Second Gamp find themselves grouped in different

warring factions. Ignoring the mutual differences prevailing within
each of the factions, the scholars of this Second Gamp, may be
classified into four major Schools. Their views may be
summarised as :

School I: The MB War was fought some time about 3102
B. C., as evidenced by many passages in the MB containing impor-
tant astronomical details. This is vouched for by the traditions
recorded in the PurSnas, endorsed by the ancient Indian astrono-
mers like Vrddha Garga (1st cent. B. C, or 1st cent. A. IX) and
followed by many epigraphs like the Aihole inscription (634 A. D.)
of th time of the Western Galukya king Pulakeli IL
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School II : The War took place some time in the 26th-25th

century B. G. To this effect there is a tradition recorded by the

great polymath Varahamihira (6th cent. A. D.), followed by Albir-

uni(llth century) and Kalhana (12th century) and also by the

Hisse Borala inscription (458 A. D.) of a Vakataka ruler.

School III '. The War is to be assigned to a period c, 1400

1000 B. C. For a Puranic passage speaks unequivocally of 1015 or

1050 years as a period intervening between Pariksit*s birth (at the

end of the MB War) and the accession of Mahapadma Nanda (<?.

382 B. C.). This would place the War in (382 -MO 15 * 1050= )

1397 B. G. or 1432 B. G., i. e. 5 roughly in the 15th century B. G.

Further the Puranas give a list of 36 generations of kings who are

said to have ruled between Yudhistfiira and Gandragupta Maurya
(ace. c. 322 B. G.). So by assuming an average of 20 years of reign
for each king, a date like[322+ (36x 20)=] c. 1042 could be sugge-
sted for Yudhisthira.

School IV : The MB War was an event of about c. 10th-9th

century B. C. The archaeological excavations conducted at the

sites connected with the MB indicate that the culture represented

by the Epic was the Painted Grey Ware (PGW) Culture which is

assigned to a time-bracket of c. 1155-500 B. G. s on the basis of the

G-14 (with MASSA correction) dating method. Because iron-

weapons are said to have been used in the MB War, and because

iron was introduced into the PGW culture, not in the beginning,
but only one or two centuries later, the war is to be assigned to c.

10th-9th centuries B, G. Moreover in the Puranic list of the kings
of Kausambi we find the name of Udayana who is known to be a

contemporary of the Buddha (died in 483 or 487 B. G.) and who
may therefore be deemed to have ruled about 500 B. G. This

Udayana is the 25th in the genealogical list in which Parlksit

figures first. So taking an average of 1 4 years for the reign of each

king, we may get roughly [ (24 X 14) +500 = 336+ 500 = ] 836 B. G.

or some date in the 9th century B. G. for Parlksit' s accession.

All these Schools have their own respective grounds to build

up their pet theories and they find it hard to meet each other on a

common ground. Let us try here whether we can arrange for such

a ground where the differences could be thrashed out or at least

narrowed down, and the problem may get some sort of solution.
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Here it may be observed that gulf between the III and IV Schools

regarding the date of the War is not too wide to bridge. The for-

mer assigns the War to the 14th-10th centuries B. G. and the latter

to the 10th-9th centuries B. G. The meeting point could be the 10th

century B, C. if evidences are there favouring it. Hence let us try
first For a compromise between these Schools. Let us forget for the

time being the other camp and also the other two Schools of the

present camp.

II

It may be noted that the methodology followed by the School
III and that by IV to approach the problem seems to be partly
identical. Both arrive at their respective dates on the basis of the

average period (which they think appropriate) allotted to a series

of kings in the genealogical lists of kings found in the Purarias.

But this basis may not be stable enough to build the edifice of solu-

tion to the problem of the date of the MB War. For, one cannot
be quite sure of what average reign period prevailed at that distant

past age; and hence if the average of 14 or 20 years is raised or
lowered a little, the conclusion may have to be different. In fact
both the Schools work out these genealogico-dhronological schemes
only to support the dates they have arrived independently by other
means, viz,, the School III by means of the Puranic passages
having clear chronological import and the School IV by means of

archaeology. They are the sources of strength of these Schools
However the archaeologists of the School IV seem to commit a
mistake by totally ignoring those Puranic passages. Likewise the
texttmlists of the School III perhaps commit a similar mistake in
setting aside the archaeological evidences on the ground that the
archaeology is concerned only with the material cultures and Its

radio-carbon.dating method is found faulty. . In their arguments
it has been totally forgotten that the Puranic texts, they depend on,
have also become corrupt by the passage of centuries, in the course
of which the texts were copied and recopied many a time. THia
fact u absolutely clear from the X>KA and from the high number of
footnotes therein. Therefore it would be of much help if we bearmmlftd that literature without archaeology is lame and archaeo-
logy without literature is Mind, In addition to this, it is also goodto keep m mind the following points :

S
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By its very nature, archaeology can give us only a fragmen-
tary knowledge and it cannot be expected to provide us with the

full picture of the bygone days. It is also working under great
limitations in spite of its immense possibilities of finding out truth.

Further it has been widely recognised that ail is not going well

with the G-14 dates, belonging to the time brackets of 300 B. G, -

3,000 B. G. The dendochronologists would add certain number
of years to the C-14 dates falling within this period. Yet, archaeo-

logy has an edge over other sciences in studying ancient cultu-

res. For, its evidences, if judiciously studied and analysed become
almost unquestionable. Because, they are based on tangible find-

ings and are verifiable again and again. However it is true that

without literary evidences archaeology would remain blind.

The Aihole pratasti of Pulakesi II (634 A,D) was composed

by the poet Ravikirti, who claims to be equal to Kalidasa and

Bharavi. His text is available to us in its pristine purity. But>

Ravikzrti's clumsily worded passage, giving the date of the record

viz., Kali year 3755 and 6aka year 556 has led to a long dispute

regarding its intended meaning.
3 Now it is anybody's guess as to

how many mistakes might have crept into the Puranic texts copied

and recopied, perhaps at times revised and doctored without any

scruple by the copyists in the course of long centuries; and how

much more difficult it would be to get at the meaning intended

by the early Pauranikas.

The Pauranikaa are invariably of the view that the main

purpose of the Puraiias is only to teach philosophy, religion,

Dharma, ethics, cults, cosmology etc. They do not stress on the

genealogies and chronologies which we find at the end of the

works, where both the authors and the tired copyists are likely to

be less careful. Even today, the Paurauikas give little care to this

portion while giving discourses on the Puraiias.

Besides, chronology is one of the weak points in our ancient

Indian historical traditions. It is but fair to acknowledge this.

Even the very sober historian, Kalhana (1150 A.D.) of Kashmir

could accept and record with no comment, an untenable chrono-

logy for the period prior to the seventh century A. D. The prob-

2. See eg, tA, VIII, pp. 239-40.
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lem of the date of the MB seems to have been further complicated
by the subsequent writers and poets by inflating the chronology,

perhaps with the notion that old is gold and that the more ancient
.one is the more sacred and superior. Obviously they ignored
Kalidasa's advice to be critical and not to think of the antiquity
or modernity of a thing as an indicator of its propriety or purity8

*

Above all, the tests, particularly the problematic ones, botl*

literary and epigraphical, that have been examined and interpre-
ted once, are found re-examined and reinterpreted as the time and
researches progress on. But the Puranic passages on chronology
remain almost untouched all these years since 1913 when Pargiter
brought out his monumental DKA. This being the case
scholars are, it pains us to note, habituated to whip and
these passages to abyss, without re-examining them and without
realising the not-too-good influence their approach is likely to have
on. the junior researchers, Hence it is high time that we re-exa."
mine the text of the Puranic passages recording the chronology
and try to understand it in the light of the evidences, archaeologi*
cal and historical,

III

TEXT"
A

i.

2. 3Rffar

3.

4.

7

8

9, TOro^r 5 ^-^ TT% t
i o,

11.

3. The MalaoikSgnimitra, prologue, verse 2.
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B

is.

g;

c

17.

is.

o
TEXTUAL VARIANTS AND NOTES

A. An alternative reading is : mahapadmabhi^ekat tuyavaj janma
Parfksitah.

B. The other readings are : Pancadafottaram and pancafatottaram.

G. This line is as corrected by Pargiter.

D. The other reading is : sat chatany astau.

E. The other alternative readings are : Andhrantad a Partksitah

and Andhranta ye prakzrttitah.

F. The other reading is : bhavyah.

G. This is "Prakrt for the Sanskrit andhrayam ante". Pargiter.
H. We omit here eight lines in between our lines 12 and 13, as

they only speak of the revolution of the Great Bear in twenty-
seven constellations, at the rate of one hundred years each.

I. Another reading is : tatah.

J. Here too we omit about eight lines in between our lines 16

and 17 because they only tell us how on the departure of

Lord Sri Krsna to the Heaven, the Kali Age set in and the

Pandavas abdicated the kingdom in favour of their grandson
Panksit.

IV

Pargiter and subsequent scholars in general, interpret the

above passage as follows : We have a remark of conclusion of the

genealogical account given so far (lines 1-2). A gap of 1050 (of
1015 or 1500) years was there in between Parlksit's birth and
Nanda's coronation (lines 3-4). A period of 836 years intervened

between the last Andhra ruler Puloman (i. e. Pulumavi III) and
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Mahapadma (lines 5-6). During a subsequent period of same

number (i. e.,836) of years, the post-Andhra dynasties ruled, as

stated in the bhavifya section of the Puranas (lines 7-8). The Seven.

Sages (the Great Bear) were situated in the Pusya nak/atra while

Pratipa was the king and that they will be in the 27th century at

the time of the Andhras' end (lines 9-10). The Seven Sages revolve

in the circle of twenty-seven nak/atras, at the rate of one hundred

years at each nak/atra (lines 11-12). The Sages were conjoined one

hundred years with the Magha naksatra in Parlksit's time and they

will be in the 24th naksatra at the time of the Andhras' end {lines

13-14). When they were in Maghas In Pariksit's time, the ICaii

age commenced (lines 15-16); and when they pass on from, the

Maghas to the Purvasaiihas, then, since the time of Nanda, the

Kali age will be on the increase (lines 17-18).

Even a ca&ual reading of the above text make it abundantly
clear that in these passages the Pauranikas view four events as

epoch-making ones and they try to fix up the duration of years
between them. Those events are : (i) the birth or the accession of

Pariksit; (ii) the accession of Mahapadma; (iii) the end of the

Andhra dynasty; and (iv) the reign of Pratipa. For as we know*
the birth of Pariksit coincided with the conclusion of the most
terrible ME War, which resulted in the near-total annihilation of
the Kuru race. Pratipa was a great Paurava and was the great
grandfather of Paudu, who in his turn was the great
grandfather of Pariksit. Pratipa's accession marked the
revival of the Paurava supremacy after a considerable period
of decline.* Similarly the accession of Mahapadma Nanda
marked the beginning of theMagadhan imperialism and extermina-
tion of many K$atriya families, as the Puranas tell us. G The Paura-
nikas perhaps took the fall of the Andhras as an important event
because no other dynasty of the historical period ruled in ancient
India such a long period, viz., four centuries and more, with so
much might. Now it may not be totally wrong to expect the
Pauraitikas to take also into account in this context the rise of
the Andhras that marked the epoch of the rise of a mighty
southern power for the first time and its gaining independence

4, VA p. 299.

5, I>K t p. 25.
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against the northern imperialism. Now, it may also be equally

clear that in this chronological section, the Pauranikas do not take

into consideration the dynasties of the post-Andhra ages. In this

context one should not loose sight of the fact that the versions of

the bhavisya section, recorded first in the Jbfatsyapurana,
6 omit the

portion (DKA, pp. 50-55) of the post-Andhra dynasties,"
7 that

intervenes between the description of the genealogies of the

Andhras and their servants on the one hand and the description of

the evils of Kali age and the details of chronology on the other.

V

Now, if we were to understand the above Puranic text in the

sense in which it has been, understood so far, we will be confronting

certain difficulties :

1. Scholars generally assign the accession of Mahapadma
Nanda to a date in c. 400-375 B.C. 8 Kharavela of Kalinga of e. 100

B.C. speaks of the Kalinga conquest by Nandaraja, i e. sMahapadma
Nanda, as an event that took place 300 years earlier. This would fix

that Nanda' s date at c. 400 B. G. Similarly the end of reign of the

last Andhra ruler Pulurnavi III has been fixed at c. 227 A.D. or,

to say in round figures, at 230 A. D. Now it may be noted that the

interval between Mahapadma and the end of the Andhra dynasty

must be (400 4-230= ) 630 years or so, and not 836 years as we have

so far understood from the Puranic texts.

2. Besides if the interval between Parlksit and Mahapadma
were 1050 years and that in between Mahapadma and Andhras'

end were 836 years, then the total number of years from Parlksit to

the end of the Andhras would be (1050 4-836 = ) 1886 years or so.

Again, if the Seven Sages were conjoined with the Maghas in

Pariksit's time, then, after about 1886 years they must have been

associated with the Apabharam, the 19th constellation from the

Maghas and not in the 24th naksatra (i. e. Punarvasu) from the

Maghas or in the 24th (i. e., ^atabhisak) from the ASvini (the first

6. DKA, p. 43.

7. Ibid.I. J.U1U.

8. VA, pp. 273, 323;

9. AIU> p. 206.
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of the afalr) as we have learnt from the Puranas.** Similarly

if Pratlpa's reign were to be assigned to a century when the Sages

were in association with the Pusya constellation,
11 then, (even

accepting the Puramc details of years to be correct,) by the time

of Andhras' end, 20 or 21 centuries only must have passed and not

27 centuries, as the Puramc passage is believed to state. This alle-

ged statement of the Purana would imply that some 814 years

passed between Pratlpa and Pariksit, as pointed out by Pargiter.
13

3. Moreover if a period of 836 years is meant (lines 7-8) for

the post-Andhra dynasties, then this period would have ended by

(e. 227+836 = ) c. 1063 A.D. Then, have we to believe that the royal

genealogies in the Matsya, Vayu etc,, the early Puranas, were fina-

lised in the eleventh century A. D. ? Do we find the description

of the genealogies of the royal houses of the 4th- 1 Oth centuries

A. D. in the bham?ya section of the Puranas ? Certainly not.
^

It

has been rightly concluded by Pargiter that the g-enealogical

and chronological section of the Puranas was finalised before

350 A. D. ls

4, Above all, a war with iron weapons in the 1 5th century

B. C. is nothing but an archaeological impossibility. Hence to

allow a gap of 1050 years between Mahapadma (c. 400 B. G.) an<3

Parfksit is to assign the MB War with iron-weaponry to the

15th century B. C., and is to remain totally oblivious of

archaeology*

All these points may drive us to conclude that the Puranas
contradict not only the historical and archaeological conclu-
sions but also the statements of their own. Or, alternatively,
one may say that we have beea not understanding these passages
in that sense in which originally the Pauranikas composed, pro-
nounced and wrote them. No doubt, a critical and sober student
of history would stick to the second alternative. For, he cannot

10. DKA, pfTVnT 9,

11. The Pauranikas perhaps believed that Pratlpa's reign
W:as at the fall of the century when the Sages were IJEX

association with the Pusya and Parifcsit's reign at the rise^
of the century when they were in the Maghas.

12. DKA* p. 75, n. 4. It is to be borne in mind that Pratl-
pa * grandson Bhtsma lived till the end of the MB War,

13. Ibid., p. xxv.
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afford to discard the traditions altogether. Hence, it is but fair
to hold that the Pauranikas had with them some dependable histo-
rical traditions and they at least wished to narrate to us the same
in their own way. With this idea in mind let us re-examine these

passages and try to get at their original import as far as possible.

VI

A proper textual criticism demands the preliminary steps
of fixing the context (prakarana) and deciding the primary inten-
tion (tatparya) of the authors. We had an occasion to see that it

is Matsyapuraya where the bhavisya section was first compiled from
some earlier accounts; that it was revised in other Puranas; and
that immediately after the description of the genealogies of the

Andhras and perhaps of their servants,
14 the Matsya texts directly

proceed to describe the evils of the Kali age and to give us some

chronological details.13 This fixes up the context. We also saw
that 'while writing the chronological section the Pauranikas origi-

nally intended to record the time-intervals between some historical

events which were taken to be epoch-making events viz, (i) the

reign of Pratipa, (iij the birth of Parlksit; (iii) the accession of

Mahapadma Nanda; (iv) the end of the Andhra rule; and perhaps

(v) the rise of the Andhras also.* From this background^ let us try

to understand the passages.

Lines 1-4 make a single unit yugmaka, telling us that the

entire genealogies declared so far pertain to the period starting

from Parlksit's birth and starting from Nanda*s accession the

entire period comprising 1050 years. Because this statement is

made after narrating the Andhra genealogy, this period of 1050

years would naturally constitute the interval between Parlksit's

birth and the Andhras end in 227 A. D.

This statement would naturally assign Parlksit's birth and

the MB War to (1050-227= ) 823 B. G. This date for the war

goes well with the archaeological discoveries.

Lines 5-7 make one unit. The first part of it (i.e., lines 5-6)

records the number of years that intervened between the (last)

14, I.e- as per the Anandasrama Ed. of the Parana. See
DKA> p. 44.

15- See ibid. pp. xxv-xxvii, 44, 48, 50, 53.

9
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Andhra ruler Puioman and Mahapadma. The number is given in

the expression fataiy ttfau fat&Mat samah which would normally

mean 836 years as has been taken so far by scholars. However as

we saw earlier this period is an impossibility.
Now we may add

here this: Because the Andhra rule ended in c. 227 A.
D.^the

usual interpretation would assign Mahapadma to (836 minus

227 = ) 609 B. G. s a date which is an impossibility again. There-

fore basing on the hard historical fact, the above expression may

be interpreted, of course with a little force, to mean 638 years by

construing /a/ with JatSni and asfau with tribal. This sort of

obscure construction is not totally uncommon in the Puranas.

In this present context it may be borne in mind that one good MS

of the Matsyapurana (the earliest one) reads antare fat chatany atfau

etc., instead of antarani tae chatany astail sattrimiat (line 6), probably

indicating 644 (i.e., 60Q4-8+36) years' gap. At any rate the text

as interpreted now would fix Mahapadma's accession at (638-

227=) 411 B.C. or (644-227 = ) 417 B. G. In fact the Puranas

are unanimous in ascribing Mahapadma's accession to a date one

hundred years earlier to Gandragupta Maurya's accession. The

latter event is to be assigned to c. 313-12 B. G., according to the

Jain traditions.17 Thus, as for as the date of Mahapadma's

accession is concerned both the Puranic and the Jain traditions

appear to be complementary in nature by fixing c. 411 B.C. as the

date for the event.

From the seventh line we learn that the same number of years

i.e., 638 years intervened between the two events mentioned by the

expression andhrantadyah praklrtitah. We are already aware of the

absurdity of the interpretation of the passage by taking the period

to be of the post-Andhra dynasties. On the other hand, if we were

to take the period to foe the one that intervened between the

Andhras* end (227 A. D.) and some preceding event, not mentio-

ed in the passage 3 then we would be again arriving only at 41 1

16, Gf. the expressions &atani tnny atitfrit ca and /atani trtni

of Puranas interpreted* on the basis of the historical

facts, to mean 183 and 103 (not the obvious 380 and
300} respectively. See DKA t pp. xxiv-xxv.

17. See The Age of the Wandas and Mauryas : Ed. K. A. N-
Sastri (1967) p. 136; R. Sathianathaier, A Political and
Cultural History ef India, (1952) pp. 99, 110.
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B.C., and at the accession of Mahapadma on that date, an event

already mentioned. Further the earlier versions, i. e., of the

Matsya, read andhrantad a Panksitah; apparently fixing the lower
limit of the interval at the Andhras' end and the upper limit at

(the birth of) Parlksit. This is again absurd and self-contradictory.
For, the Pauranika has just mentioned a gap of 1050 years bet-

ween these two events. Therefore taking Panksit's birth at 823
B. G. or so as the upper limit (a Pariksitah] we may have to fix

up some suitable lower limit in (823 minus 638 =
) c. 185 B. G.

What was the event that might have occured in 185 B. G ? In this

connection it may be recalled that the Andhras who came to their

end in c. 227 A. D. ruled for 412 years
1 "

according to the Puranas.

Therefore the rise of the Andhras may have to be fixed in (412
minus 227 =) 185 B. G. 19 Now the present passage may be rend-

18. Or 412 or 460 years. See DKA p. 43 and n. 32 and 33.

19. For the views that Simuka rose to power in c. 235-34
B. C. 228 B. G. etc., see Sathianathaier, op. cit. p. 183;
K, Gopalachari, Early History of Andhra Country, (1976)
pp. 31-32; G. Nagaraju, Buddhist Architecture of Western
India, (Delhi 19tfl), p. 23, etc. On the basis of the

Puranic evidences some scholars take the Andhras to be
the successors of the Kanvas of Magadha. Yet, they
ascribe the accession of the first Andhra ruler Simuka to
c. 30 B. G. and the end of Andhra rule to 227 A.D. (AIU
pp. 195, 206), By doing so they overlook the Puranic

testimony that assigns 412 or more years to the Andhra
rule. They also forget the historical fact that Andras
did not succeed the Kanvas to the Magadhan throne

(AIU, p. 100). There is no independent proof to show

that the Sungas and the Kanvas had their hold over
southern India. So it is highly probable that when the

Mauryan empire fell finally in c, 187 B. G., the Andhra
Satavahanas declared independence and ruled in the

south, contemporaneously with the {ungas and the
Kanvas of Magadha; that the early Andhras perhaps
owed some nominal allegiance to the Suhgas but they
soon became totally independent as evidenced by the

two horse-sacrifices performed by Simuka's grandson
Satakarni I; and that the Pauranikas who finalised the

bhavisya section mistook the Andhras for the servants

and successors of the Kanvas, as the former continued
to be a great power centuries after the disappearance of
the Kanvas. A date round about 150 B. G is not palaeo-

graphically impossible for the characters of the Nana-
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ered something like : "A gap of the same period of time (i.
e.,

638 years) will be there (famt kalantaram bhdovam) beginning frmsi

Par.ksit (3 ParOsfitah) and ending with the time of the Andhra*

(tudhrzntat* andhraii antah avadhihyasya kalasya tasmat). Or andhraw*^

"Upto the period of 'the Andhras" was perhaps the original

reading of the present andhrantat* . On the basis of what we havo

seen so far, a tentative chronological scheme may be worked out

as follows :

(i) Since the intervening period between
Pariksit's birth and the Andhras' end : about 1050 year

and the end of the Andfara rule : c - 227 A,D.

Hence Pariksit's birth : * 823 B - G>

(ii) Since the intervening period between

Mahapadma's ace. and the Aadhras* end : about 638 years

and the Andhras' end c - 227 A. IX

Hence the accession of Mahapadma : <;. 411 B. G t

(iii) Since Pariksit's birth : c. 823 B. G.

and the gap between Pariksit's birth

and accession of Andhra : about 638 years

Hence the accession of Andhra : c. 185 B. G.

gh-it (near Poona) inscription of Naganlka, wife of
Satakarai I, who was a grandson of Sirauka (cf. AlU\
p. !9596). In this connection, one should also keep In
mind that the characters in some region develop
quickly during certain period than in other
(See El Vol. III. p. 2). If however the latter's accession
were to be assigned to c. 30 B. G. f then his grandson's
inscription at Nanaghat may have to be ascribed to the
first century A. D,, a date too late for the record. It iv
also to be noted that the assumption of a date like 3O
B. O. for Simuka's accession has driven some scholars to
an unwarranted assumption that there must have
existed some collateral branches of the Satavahanas
no doubt to accommodate the Puranic chronology of
412 or more years (See AIU, op, cit., ibid.)-

20, It may be noted that in another context a translator of
the M^^r^ finds it perhaps necessary to correct

"f**-^** Afrtfju Puravam, Eng. Translation witH
JNotes by B.C. Majumdar etc., Ed. T. D Akhtar
year not given) App. Ill, p. xlii

J Akntar
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We can also have a converse order as follows

(i) Since Parlksit's birth

and the Andhras* end

Hence the Intervening period

between these two

(ii) Since Mahapadma's accession

and the Andhras' end

Hence the gap between these two

(iii) Since the Pariksit's birth

and the Andhras' rise

Hence the gap between two

c. 823 B. G.

c. 227 A. D.

about 1050 years

c. 411 B. G.

c. 227 A. D.

about 638 years

c. 823 B. G.

c. 185 B. C.

about 638 years

Line 8 tells us that all these dynasties (i. e., upto the end of

the Andhras) have been enumerated in the bhavisya section of the

Puraxias. We have already seen the improbability of a reference

here to the post-Andhra dynasties.

Lines 9-10 give us to understand that the Seven Sages were

in conjunction with the Pusya constellation in Pratipa's time and

the Seven (Sapta} i. e. the Seven Sages, will be in the twentieth

(virhfe} constellation for one hundred years (tataih) at the time of

Andhras* end that was to come (bhavye). *The twentieth' in the

context should normally signify that constellation which is the

twentieth counted from the Pusya just mentioned in the previous

line. This counting would naturally assign a gap of some 2,000

years between the reign of Pratlpa and the Andhras' end. How-

ever, the Seven Sages are also said to have been in the Maghas,
the third constellation from the Pusya. This would signify a gap
of about two centuries only between Pratipa and Parlksit. At the

same time the interval between Parlksit and the end of the Andh-

ras has been just now fixed to be 1050 or so; consequently the

total period that would have intervened might be only (200 -f-

1050= ) 1250 years. So the obvious meaning of the passage in

question would make the passage self-contradictory. So the

constellation meant here seem to be, as per the above calculation,

only the thirteenth counted from the Pusya. This thirteenth one

is obviouly the constellation of the Purvasadhas which is however

the twentieth counted from the ASvinI, the first in the circle of

constellation. We have already referred to the inconsistency in
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interpreting saptavimfe /ate of the passage in the sense "twenty*

seventh century".

Lines 1 1-12 pose no problem. As already stated, they record

the belief that the Seven Sages revolve in the circle of twenty-

seven constellations at the rate of one hundred years in each

constellation.

The problem posed by lines 13-14 we have already discussed.

Taking into account the chronology given so far in the text, can

we take the liberty to suggest an emendation like andhrante tu c&

te uiihfe or andhrante tu punar vitttse for andhrante tu caturviwte so

that there may not be any contradiction ? Now these lines may go
to say that for one hundred years the Seven Sages were in conjunc-

tion with the 20th constellation while the Andhras came to art

end. As we saw just now* the constellation meant here is the

Purvasadhas. Basing on the historical facts we discussed so far

and on what we are told in the text, the following sequences may
be provisionally suggested :

The Seven Sages were in the Pusya c. 1051-950 B. G.
Pratipa's reign, c. 1000-940 B, C.

The Seven Sages were in the Maghas c. 851-750 B. G. :

Parlksit's period, c. 853-700 B. G
The Seven Sages were in the Purvasadhas c. 151-250 A. B. :

Andhras 5

end, c, 227 A. D.

As stated above, this constellation of the PurvaSadhas is the

twentieth counted from the AsvinI, and it is also the* thirteenth
from the Pusya and the eleventh from the Maghas.

Before we proceed further one thing must be specifically
understood. We do not propose here to pinpoint these events in

the above dates. Rather, here we suggest that as indicated by
the Puranas, read in the light of history and archaeology, these
events might have takea place on some dates, not very far removed
from these dates-

Lines 15-16 inform us that when the Sages were in associa-
tion with the Maghts in Parikpt's tim then commenced the Kali

^^nS
_

n
_
8_

* 200
_ ?eara * obviously of Gods.** This statement

21. ^ 38 ^^!?*^8 ^61?^^^- For, according
9IC tesfi

tlonir
<*?

Kali Age contains as man?
years of human WUigt, But tec below.
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poses a puzzel indeed. It raises two problems. Firstly, we know
well that according to the most popular tradition, recorded by
Aryabhata, and followed by the Aihole inscription and hundreds

of other epigraphs, the Kali age commenced in the 31st century
B G. (i. e., in February, 3102 B. G.). At the same time we have
been cogently told in earlier lines of our text that the Seven Sages
were in association with the Maghas in Pariksit's time I. e., c. 823

B. G., and the Sages were with the Purvasadhas when the Andhra
rule ended i. e. in 227 A. D. If this earlier Puranie statement is

to be depended on, then, according to the formula given in lines

11-12, the Sages must have been in conjunction with the Svatl,

and not with the Maghas, in 3100 B. G. On the other hand if

we were to believe that the Seven Sages were situated in the

Maghas in 3100 B. G., then they must have been associated only
with Mrgaairas (not with the Maghas) in 823 B. G. and with the

SvatI (not with the Purvasadhas) in 227 A. D. Thus we find a

difference of six constellations i. e., six centuries. Probably the

authors of the present passage assign the epoch of Kaliyuga to the

26th century B. G. Here lies perhaps the source of tradition

according which the Kali epoch was the pre-aka year 2526, i. e.,

in c. 26th-25th century B, G This tradition is the main source of

strength for the II School we saw at the outset. Thus the passage
seems to contradict the popular belief of the commencement of the

Kaliyuga in 3102 B. G. We shall study this problem a bit later.

Secondly, by assigning Parlksit's reign to the 26th (or the

31st) century B. G., the present passage contradicts all the state-

ments made so far in our texts and also all the archaeological,

epigraphical and literary evidences. Is it probable that the Paura-

nikas mistook the century with Sages-in-Maghas (9th century

B. G.) in one constellation-cycle for a similar previous century

(i. e. the 26th century B. G,) of an immediately preceding constel-

lation-cycle ? 22 What is more probable may be this : It is known

22. Or, basing on the known facts studied above, can we
understand the lines 15-16 in this manner : When the

Sages were in the Maghas during Pariksit's time, at

that time commenced the Kali containing one thousand
and two years so far elapsed ? Or maybe this period of

1002 years denotes the period that intervened between
the end of Pariksit's reign and the end of Andhras* rule.

The vigraha in this case may be : dvyadhikam dafabdaiatam

tadatmakah.
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that the calculation of centuries by the revolution of the Seven

Sups (i.e., the Great Bear) is a fictitious one and not real.

Hence, these differences may be due to different traditions of the

calculation popular in different regions and in different ages.

The last two lines (i.e., 17-18) the purport of which had

already been studied, seems to strengthen the view that 1000 and

some more years intervened between Parlksit and Nanda (Of.

lines 3-4 above). Because this is repudiated by archaeology and

history, as wo saw earlier, these lines may better be understood as :

"When the Sages will pass from the Maghas to the Purvasadhaa

then onwards (tada prabhrti)* this Kali age will joyfully (anandat,

i.e., anandena} grow in strength". Thus there is no reference, in the

present verse, to Nanda's time as starting point of Kali's age*

Nowhere in the bhauisya section Nanda's reign is described to have

heralded the augmentation of the Kali age, eventhough that king

had annihilated many royal families. On the other hand, the

Matuya text (early one) describes the evils of the Kali immedia-

tely after giving the genealogical accounts of the Andhras and
their servants, as we saw earlier. We have also seen above that

the Seven Sages were probably deemed to be in the constellation

at the time of the fall of the Andhras.

Before we conclude this section it is to be pointed out that
the Matsya texts read the 14th line as brahmanas lu caturvimfe bhavi-

tjaati fataw tamah and directly proceed to the 18th line reading It

as fatak ptabkrty ayam sarno loko vyapatsyate bhrfam. Thus there is

no reference either to the Andhras end for to Nanda or ananda
in these lines. Further the Matsya omits entirely the inter-
vening lines 15, 16 and 17

S which are found only in the traditions
tepresented by the Visau and the Bhagavata Puranas and which
do not fall in line with the rest of the text in the context and
hence prove to be problem-text.

Thus on the basis of the above detailed discussion it may be
thai the Purardc texts coupled with the historical and

archaeological researches are perhaps more favourable to the

23.
f
e* Swamikkannu Piilai, An Indian Ephemeris Vol.

Dr - D - c -
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Fourth School that would assign the MB War to the 10th-9th

century B. C., than they are to the Third School which would like

to assign it to an earlier period.

VII

While suggesting the above interpretation of the Puranic

passages under study, we are not unmindful of a probability of an

altogether different interpretation : The line 4 has an alternative

reading

f itef

This hemistich speaks'of an interval of 1500 years between the

birth of Parlksit and the coronation of Nanda. Again the lines

15-16 can be interpreted to mean :

*The Seven Sages (i. e., the Great Bear) were in the Maghas
at the time of Parlksit; then the Kali Age, which had till then

some 1,200 years (elapsed) set in.
s

Of course this would assign the MB War only to the 12th century
of the Kali Age (i. e., the 20th century B.G) and not to the beginn-

ing of the Kali Age (i. e., 3102 B.G).
2^ Yet this interpretation

need not be rejected on the ground that it goes counter to the

statement of the MB according to which the Kuru-Pandavas

fought in Samantapancaka (i. e,, Kuruksetra) during the period
of meeting or junction of the Kali and the Dvapara Ages :

l: U
25

For, the word antara seems to have been used as a synonym, of the

Puranic sarpdhya. And the Pauranikas believe that the Kali Age
consists of 360,000 (or 460,000) years; in the beginning of this age
a period of some 1000 years or so is good, conducive to the heaven

(dioyatn) ; and this period constituted the twilight or junction

(sarpdhya) of Dvapara and Kali Ages
a 6

:

24. There is a Puranic tradition that though the Kali Age
commenced earlier, the King Parlksit had kept its evil

influences in abeyance. See e, g., the JBhagavata Puratta*

1,7.
25. MB, Adi parvan, 2.9. For other passages of similar import

see The Age of the Bharata War, op. cit.

26. In this light Pargiter*s rendering of the passage is

obviously incorrect.

JO
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This interpretation of our Puranic tract may also, in the following

way, solve the problem of chronology posed by the text lines 6,

9-10: We are told: The Sages were in the constellation of the

Maghas during the reign of Parlksit (lines 13-14); they were in the

Pusya constellation during the reign of Pratlpa, a forefather ol

Parlksit time 9); and they were in the 27th (counted from the

Pusya) constellation viz., the Punarvasu, when the Andhra rule

ended (line 10). Thus there had been intervals of two centuries

between Pratlpa and Parlksit, of fifteen centuries between Parlksit

and Nanda, and of 836 years (according to the generally accepted

meaning of line 6) i. e., nine centuries between Nanda and the

fall of the Andhras. Thus the time gap between Pratlpa and the

end of the Andhra rule would come to (2+ 154-9=0 26 centuries.

So the Sages who were viewed to be in the Pusya at the time of

Pratlpa*s reign could be rightly deemed to have travelled over 26

constellations during the above period and to have entered the

27th or the Punarvasu constellation at the time of the Andhras
fall,

However we are not in a position to follow this way of

interpretation. For, as we saw above, a gap of nine centuries
between the Andhras* fall (c. 230 A.D) and Nanda's accession Is

an historical impossibility, and to assign the MB War fought with
Iron instruments to a period, 15 centuries earlier than Nanda is

arcbaeologically untenable. Besides, an interpretation like this>

may further complicate the problem of the date of the MB War
instead of solving it.

VIII

Having thus found out the 10th century B4 Gt , as a meeting
ground of compromise between the Schools III and IV: let us turn
to the Schools I and II :

a reputed astronomer of ancient India, may be*e
Bwt^or

one oftheMsarliest, to give date in the Kali era. tie
27, KA, pp.
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equates his own age, 23rd year (499 A D.) with the Kali year
3,600 and he does not seem to have connected the MB War with
the epoch, of the Kali Era. His words run :

Another great ancient Indian astronomer Varahamihira (c.

505 A. D.) records, obviously following a tradition, that the
Pandava king Yudhisthira was reigning in the year 2526,

29 before
the commencement of the ^alivahana Saka Era (78 A. D).

30 In
other words, according to Varahamihira, the Pandava was ruling
in the Kali year (3101 minus 2526 minus 78 cs 3 101 minus 2448 = )

653 or roughly in the 7th century of the Kali Age i. e., in the
25th century B. "G. The astronomer also tells us that during that

time the Seven Sages (the Great Bear) were in the Magha constel-

lation :

: sr

Varahamihira's commentator Utpala Bhatta (831 A. D) says
that the above verse of Varahamihira is based on the much earlier

writer Vrddha Garga's statement that the Seven Sages were in the

Maghas during the period called Kali-Dvapara-Sandhi

U
8a

No doubt the writers of the School I, as we saw earlier,

attach much weight to the above statement of Vrddha Garga.
For, they believe that this supports their contention in toto. But
from the said commentary of Utpala Bhatta it would appear that

what is meant by the word sarridhi in Vrddha Garga's verse included
the year 2526 before the Saka era i. e., the seventh century of the

28. Quoted from The Age of Mahabharata, op. cit. p. 45

29. Or, in the year 2566.

30. Or, the Vikrama aka Era (57 B. G), See El, VoL
XXXVII, p. 7 and note 4.

31. The Brhatsarrihita> XIII, 3.

32. See Bhatta Utpala*s commentary on the above*
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Kali era (
= 25th century B. G.). Thus it is clear that Utpala

Bhatta takes the word satridhi, not in the sense of "the meeting
point" of the Kali and Dvapara Ages, but only in the technical

Pura:iic sense of "the first 1 3000 years" of the Kali Age as we saw
above. So, according to the commentator Utpala the verse of

Vrddha Garga signify that the Seven Sages were in the Maghas
(for a century) during this sarjridhi period (of 1000 years). Even the
MB seems to concur with the Puranas in this respect, as we pointed
out earlier. The tradition that formed the basis of these state-

ments was followed by the author of the text of the Vakataka in-

scription from Hisse Borala (488 A. D.) referred to earlier.

However the above technical Puranic import of sarpdhi seems
to have been somehow forgotten at some point of time or to have
been never thought in some regions and the writers started to
mean by the said word "the meeting point" in general, and to

assign the MB War to the end of the Dvapara Age and the
Pandava reign to the beginning of the Kali Age. Thus probably
started a tradition that is represented, probably for the first time,
by the poet Ravikirti, the author of the Aihole PraSasti of 634 A,O,
by connecting the MB War with the commencement of the Kali
Era. This new tradition based on the misconception regarding the
technical sense of samdhi, seems to have attracted the attention of
the Kashmirian writer Kalhana, who, as early as 1 150 A. IX,
criticised the above wrong notion in the following words :

at 653rd

at the

C and its theory of

than

versei 49 &
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IX

Thus we have now two dates for the MB War, viz., c, 25th

century B. G. and c. 10th-9th century B. C. Now, we have to con-

fess that it is totally impossible to try for an adjustment among
these two dates having a gap of about 1,500 years in between. The

present position is : We have either to favour one date and reject

the other; or to conclude these two dates are of two different wars

fought by the Bharatas among themselves. Perhaps the latter

alternative is better. For, while the date at the 10th-9th century
B. C., for the War has the support of the Puranic passages studied

with the support of archaeology, the date for the war i the 25th

century is supported by a very old tradition which is enshrined in

the MB itself and is followed by the tradition of the ancient Indian

astronomers and which seems to have been born out of a very

strong memory of a war fought in the manner, most terrific accor-

ding to the standard prevalent at that time.

Hence it will be much better if we conclude : In the 25th

century B.C., there had been one great war fought by the Bharatas

(Kurus). Of course it must have been fought not with iron-

weapons. Maybe this war had some connection with the Indus

culture and also with the ^.gvedic Age. In this context it may be

borne in mind that the archaeologists in general assign the com-

mencement of the Harappan culture to c. 25th century B. G.

Again, Dr. Wintemitz who had studied the problem of the age of

the IjLgveda from almost all possible angles, fixed up the date of the

composition of the present gveda and the culture it represents at

c. 2500 B. G. 34 No modern scholar seems to have so far success-

fully challenged his view with sufficient counter-arguments and

evidences .

Again in the 10th century B. G,, there was another great
war fought by the Bharatas themselves in the most terrible

manner. This war had perhaps connection with the advent of the

Iron Age in India. Possibly this Age coinceded with the end of

the Vedic Age. Moreover the marine archaeological investigations

indicate that the township (second in series of the city) Dwaraka,
the headquarters of Lord ri K.rsna, according to the MB and the

34. M. Winternitz : A History of Indian Literature (English
Translation) : Calcutta, 1927 : pp. 290-310.
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Puranas, was damaged and submerged in the sea in c. 1000-900
B, C. 3 * The same event is graphically described in the MB

It appears that the events connected with these two great
wars fought by the Bharatas were not properly recorded and they
had remained in the memories and traditions preserved in the
mmds of the peoples of distant past; and that they got mixed upwhen the final redaction of the MB came to be. For example,
suppose the events associated with the First and the Second world
Wars fought both the times by the English men and the Germans,
remain not properly recorded and live only in the memories of
the people, then they would naturally get mixed up if someone in
the future choose to describe them, basing on the memories and
traditions alone.

Similarly, if it could be established by further researches
that there had been a great war of the Bharatas in A 3102 B. G,
also, then we may have to think of connecting it with the commen-
cement of the Vedic culture aad of the Indus Culture. For if the
age of the Sgveda is to be fixed at c. 2,500 B. a. then it is nothingbut logical to think that this date must have been preceeded byaa age of development of five or si* hundred years at least.

? ****** *ga the first stage of the Indus
to the 32WH.t centuries B. C,, in different places.-

Thus all the four Schools of the Second G can be |n* way recoiled For, they seem to be talking about three diff-
" ^^^^^ ThatisalSowhy we find

and uterary ^* in TOPpj <*,*
* f aii^ Sch IS * Bharatas,

tribes, and they gave their name to the entire country Probablydifierem clans of the tribe were fi*htiap thri
-froDamy

* t }"*"*"g "Wrice arnonfij themselvosat long intervals. Each of the wars was sung by their contem-I~XO?*fJ t*\? r*^ O *i""I en T^ 1_ O JF ***-C*A Vrfx^AAwC7Jt-XJL^

___ ___
c ers are of the view that the MB* as we

36. Ses th
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have now, had three redactions. 38 May be these three redactions

were also connected with the three wars. But, when the MB was

finally given its present shape, all the different war stories were

put together in such a fashion as to give us an illusion that there

had been only one war. By way of illustration one may cite the

nature of Raviklrti's description of the conquests of the Galukya
PulakeSi 11. We know that the king came to power in c. 608

A. D. 89 and since that time he was undertaking campaigns after

campaigns, fought many wars and won innumerable victories in

the North, East, South and West on different dates before the date

of his Aihole prafasti viz. 634-35 A. D. But the poet Raviklrti's

description of PulakeSi's achievements would make us believe

that all those victories the emperor won in a single digvijaya

campaign.

X

So far we examined the views of all the Schools in the

Second Gamp and tried to work out a sort of reconciliation among
them. Now let us try to meet the First Gamp according to which

the MB War is nothing but a fiction or an insignificant family

feud at the most.

Kautilya (4th century B. G.) gives the examples of Duryo-

dhana's foolish obstinacy and of the Vrsnis' mischievous audacity,

as if he is citing some very well known important events from

history.
40 Panini (c. 6th century B. G.) deals with the formation

of the compound word Mahabharata,* ^ and includes in the Nadadi-

gana^'
2 the word dvtpa and badara in order to derive Dvaipayana

and Badarayana that are quite famous as other names of Vyasa,

the author of the MB. Katyayana (c. 4th century B. G.) supplies

38. See A. A. Macdonell : History of Sanskrit Literature

(Reprint, 1972) p. 286; G.V. Vaidya : The Mahabkarata-

A Criticism (Reprint, 1966), pp. 2-8.

39. See Studies in Indian History and Culture : P. B. Desai Feli-

citation Volume : (Dharwar, 1971), pp. 64 ff.

40. See the Arthafastra, Sama Sastri Ed. (Mysore, 1909),

pp. 11-12.

41. Gf. PA t VI, ii, 36 : Mahan vrthi bhara-bkaratapravrd-
dhesu*

42. See under PA, IV, i, 99 ; nadadibhyah
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the name Vyasa.** Asvalayana (pre-Paninian era) refers to the

Bharata and the Mahabharata and prescribes offerings of tarpana to

them.44 Therefore it is certain that the MB story and its author
had become quite famous as early as the 8th-7th century B. CX and
the writers believed the story to be true.

Further more. The Sankhayana Srautasiitra contains the follo-

wing narrative : A king by name Vrddhadyumna, son of Abhipra-
taririin (of the Kuru tribe) chose to perform an ekaha sacrifice called
ks&tradhrti by applying the formula of tristoma. At that juncture a
brahmin priest cursed 'This Vrddhadyumna was not to perform
the sacrifice in that fashion; due to this sacrificial offence, the
Kum princes should perish in this war at Kuruksetra*. The narrative
concludes s "Indeed it happened as this brahmin cursed**. The
concerned passage runs ;

........frr 33 [^ 5%
. It ftssrrfl ^r ^

sr^r^iT^ ?rnr

SHTS

^ prohibit the
to prescribe the

te annihilati- the

If ^^ f the <r^tolM formula * h^d. Yet the
* s

made when the War

43.

" ~~

ca.

t 16. The portion

sage are fn

V^radatta on the
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the war was just commenced and was being fought. The conclu-

ding remark the curse came to be true is also noteworthy. Both these

obviously signify that the narrator was an eyewithness of the

war and of its ghastly results. The tfankhayana Srautasutra, being
one among the early sfitras, may be assigned to the 8th-7th

century.
46 It is also very likely that the fjrautasutra is recording a

narrative that was already existing.

Further, it may be observed that in the above narration of

Sankhayana we do not find the names like Arjuna, Bhlmasena, etc. 9

of the great heroes of the Kuruksetra warfl
described at length in

the MB. Vrddhadyumna does not seem to be a warrior of much

significance of the now available MB.47 Further we learn from

the MB the innumerable political causes that lead to the annihi-

lation of the Kurus. But the present narration is tantamount to

say that tbe basic invisible cause of all those visible causes was the

sacrificial offence of Vrddhadyumna. Maybe the narrator was

looking at the most terrible results of the Kuruksetra war with the

jaundiced eyes of a simple ritualist. This attitude of the ritualists

probably explains why the authors of the Brahmanas and the

Sarnhitas, that have come to us, do not describe the Kuruksetra war

of the MB that was purely a political context. It is to be noted

that at the same time these authors do describe vividly the bounda-

ries of Kuruksetra in the ritual context.48 It is also to be parti-

cularly borne in mind that it is the ritualists and their rituals that

have preserved the Vedas we have now. How much of the vedic

literature, not connected with the rituals is lost to us unfortuna-

tely, is anybody's guess. These facts do take away all the force of

the argument of the scholars in the First Gamp who assert that the

Vedic literature is conspicuously silent about the Kuruksetra
war.49 Further, seldom conclusive is an argumentum ex silentio,

50

46. Ram Gopal : India of Vedic Kalpasiitras (Delhi, 1983) :

pp, 88-89.

47. The name Vrddhadyumna sounds like Dhrstadyurnna ,
the

name of DraupadPs brother, the killer of Dronacarya in

the Kuruksetra war. Or, is it probable that Vrddhadyu-
mna of the narrative was a hero of the earlier Bharata
War of the 25th century B.G ? .-

--
. ,.

_

48. See e. g., the Taittiriya Aranjaka, V, 1-^
*

49. See also Pargiter : Ancient Histarical/S!'tAd4fiQji^Lorido^
e

1922), pp. 283-84
'

50. VA, p. 308.

11
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and hence one should not press this into service in the present

context.

In fact, the 'silence* regarding the MB War in the later Vedic

literature seems to be rather apparent than real : There is a Gath%

in the Ekagnikayga (otherwise known as Mantraprasna or Mantra-

patha of the Apastambins), which is a collection of the Mantras from

different Vedic texts and which is very much earlier than tlae

sutrakara Apastamba, one of the earliest of the K.a.lp&-s8trakara**

In this Gatha we find the following description of the Salva people
of the Yamuna region :

Having their territories splitting away in different directions

(vivrttacakrah), the Salva people were assembling on the batiks

of the Yamuna river and were declaring that one Yauga-
dhari alone was their king :

t TT^fcf

A careful analysis of the language and the purport of

Gatha and a study of the Dronaparvan of the MB seems to unfold

the following strong probability. Taugandhari means *son. of

Yugandhara*. This Yugandhara was the chief of the YugandharatSj
a sub-tribe of the Salvas who were occuping the Yamuna regioxi.
This chief and the Salva king together fought on the side of tlie

Pandavas and both of them were killed by the Acarya Droria in

the kumksetra war of the MB.52 On the death of the Salva klo.g,
the Salva kingdom or republic seems to be on the verge of brea-
king into parts. To avoid such a political crisis, the entire

people assembled on, the banks of the Yamuna river and

51. The Mantrapatha or The Prayer Book of the

Ed. M. Winternitz (Reprint 1985) : II, xi, 12*

52. See Cf, Salvavayaw etc. : PA, IV, i, 173 : and

\

II

quoted in the Ksfiks com, thereunder. The commentatr-y
also refers to Yaugandhari. Also see the Dronapctnyctt
(critical Ed.) ch. 15, verses 30-31j eh. 24, verse 26.
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fully
58 declared Yugandhara's son as their sole monarch. Thus

in the Gatha in question we feel a hitherto unrecognised echo of

the aftermath of the MB War and of the condition of the then

Salva politics. We may also get similar references, distant at

least, in other Vedic Gathas too, if they are studied afresh from

this angle. Prof. A. D. Pusalkar has already drawn our attention54

to the significance of some of the names of the heroes of the MB
occuring in the Astadhyayi> the Ckandagyopani/ad, the Aitareya, the

Satapatha and the Paacavimta Brahma$as, the ^gveda and the

Atkarvanaveda Samkitas. A student of history should not shut his

eyes to all these evidences enumerated above and to their cumula-
tive effect, and should not choose to assert that the MB War was
a fiction or an insignificant family feud at the most. The fact

seems to be : The wars were historical and were epoch making
ones and the core of the story of wars may be totally true while

many of the upakhyanas or subordinate tales of fictitious nature

could have been added to the said core down the centuries by
way of illustrating and explaining different aspects of the Dharma,
in order to make them attractive to all the people, as Kumarila

Bhatta puts it

r f^rf y ,

For, the Dharma is the main subject and aim of the MB t

I conclude

53. The Instrumental ttreya signifies success of the action

mentioned i. e., avadisuh, Gf. PA, II, iii, 6 : apavarge

trtiya.

54. VA pp. 408 ff.

55. See the Mtmai$savarttika, I, ii
,
7.



BHAVISYA-PURAJsTA, BRAHMA PARVAN CHAPTERS 40-

BY

LALLANJI GOPAL

The Bkavi/ya-purSya, in its available form, is an interesting

text containing much significant and sometimes refreshingly

unusual information. It is divided intojbur Parvans Brahma*

Madhyama, Pratisarga and Uttara. Chapters 40 to 44 in the

Brahma Parvan do not have many parallels in texts of a simtta*

nature* They challenge the claims of superioty For the Brahmai,****

Brahmanahood is not based on birth. It is not permanent and

cannot be identified with soul (jiva\ body (deha)> knowledge of

Veda or sacraments (sa&iskara). There is no difference between
a Brahmaua and a $udra. Brahmanahood depends on
or u

The tone and contents of these chapters are noteworthy.
are in contrast with the general approach of the Puraiisw

logisiog Brahmaiias. In other portions of its texts this Purui.ua
also docs not differ from other Puranas. It is significant that in

thtMmroductory chapter, while enumerating its important topics,
it tnesaiou* matebhagy&ni cu vipmtjam as one of them.1 The UigH
impurutice given to the Brahmanas is emphasised at many places
ia th* test.

54 Hence chapters 40 to 44 in the Brahma Parvan deserve
a close scrutiny.

We may analyse first the contents of these chapters in tUeir
background.

Iti chapter 40 Sattnika expresses his doubt about the efficacy/nvte In view of the birth of Karttikeya from many
,amka]anU 5ya) and poses the query as to which is superior,

&n
(verses 1-4). In his

f Vkvaraitra (verses 5-7), asked

1.
/Tfavifju, Brahma, I. 99.

2. /Wf., II. 125-138; Madhyanxa, II. 6
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as to what is brahmanahood (brahmaitya) and if jati, adhyayana,

deha, alma, $am$kara> acara and karma, as grounds for differentiating

between the j'atis, in view of external and internal similarities, are

artificial and are to be rejected. Is not the differentiation based

on unspecified testimony (avyaktagamasiddhah) (verses 8-11)?

Brahma refers to the sages the reasoned statement of the Yogin

(Togino vakyam satarkam) (verse 12). Verses 13 to 25 are mentioned

as the statement made by Yoge^vara, According to him when the

known evidence gives different meanings, one should rely on what
is being perceived } which gives a clear and appropriate meaning.

8

The confusion is caused because the reference in the Vedas to the

origin from the Purusa supports the fixed nature of castes.4 But

the distinction between the jatis is not noticed in actual percep-

tion, as in, the case of a horse and cows (verses 19-20). The diffe-

rence between a Brahmana and a ^udra lies in the special behavi-

our associated with refinement (Verse 2 1)
5

. The ignorant people
describe they/pa to be Brahmana, but thejlva, which is subject to

various sufferings, passing through many births and receiving

various forms of bodies, cannot be a Brahmana. Brahma refers to

the cases of saptavjadhas , deer, cakravakas and hamsas being born as

brahmaiias to prove that the Jtva cannot be a Brahmana (verses

26-29). The type of difference in the body of the different animals

is not to be seen in the case of the jatis. The mark of difference

on the basis of work and ability {karyatf&ktinimittah} is artificial

(verses 30-31, 34-35). Those, who give up good deeds, are not Brah-

mauas Averse 33). Those, who indulge in bad deeds, resort to for-

bidden professions, eat and drink without any restriction, move in

bad company, harbour mean feelings, lose their brahmanahood,

even if they are invested with all the distinctive marks of gotras

and samskaras, and, having studied the Vedas, teach, them (verses

36-43). The jati of a person is not lasting; it can be lost ai laid

down by the verses of Mami (verses 44-47).

In chapter 41 Brahma says that the study of the Vedas does

not lead to Brahmanahood, because people of the lowest castes also

3. Verse 13

4. Verse 15

5.
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read the Vedas (verses 1-7), The study of the Vedas is the filpa of

the dvijasi it is the srtta which is the characteristic of a Brahmarta

(verses 8-9), ^ikha t prafiavasamskara, sandhyopasana, mekhala, danda*

ajina, pavitra, etc. also are not the distinctive signs of a Brahmana,
because the Sudras also are free to use them (verses 10-12). The

Brahmanas are not different from others in using the abhicSrika*

mantra and ill words (verses 13-13). In respect of fapanugraha also

the Brahmanas do not have any special power (verses 16-18). The

power of sapanugraha, the brahmasadhana> connexion with ruti and

satfiskara (on the basis of birth and arising from the accessories) are

not the specialities of a Brahmana. The speciality on account of

birth or Vedas is not confirmed by reason (verses 19-23). There is

no permanent cause of difference, no difference relating to spirit

or external sign. The brahmasangati is irrelevant for him who is

rooted in the functioning of the inner body. The Brahmanahood
seems to be of an invisible nature (adnfarffpam). The udras are

like the Brahmanas in regard to the accessory objects and qualities

(verses 24-29). Performance of satfiskara is not important, because

Vyasa and others did not have any samskara (Verse 30). Even in.

atheists, Mlecchas and Yavanas and cruel and criminal people one
finds an exuberance of dharma, which, hence, cannot be ascribed to

birth and external accessories in the Brahmanas (verses 31-34)
There is no difference between the Sudras and Brahmanas in the

external appearence or inner composition of their body, their

qualities and feelings (Verses 35-43). All the people have one and
the same lord (pati) (Verse 44). Being born of the same father (pita}
how can they belong to different castes ? (Verse 45). The fruits of
udumbara tree appearing at the top, middle or bottom of the tree
have the same colour, shape, touch and juice, which shows that
there is only onejaii of human beings (verse 46). People of various
gatras andjutis have the same family-relations and marriage-rites
and resort to various crafts (verses 47-48). The Brahmanahood
is not to be identified with the body (deha) . The body is destroyed;
it is made of the same elements. The Brahmanahood cannot be
traced anywhere in the body (verses 49-57).

In chapter 42 Brahma says that, knowing that the soul
wanders through innumerable births, how can one take any pride
mj3ti> as no body can have an everlasting jsti (Verses 2-6). Those,
who say that one becomes a Brafcmana through the performance
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of sacraments (saritskara), are to be opposed by logic. Those, who
have undergone sacraments, do not excel others in age, power,

splendour, etc. There is no difference between a Brahmana who
has undergone sacrament and another who has not. Without

knowledge, study, mtmamsa t niyama and control over senses a person
even after the performance of sacraments, is not different from a

^udra. A man, whose sacrament has been performed, indulges in

sin and go to hell. He falls from brahmanahood (Verses 7-18).

Vyasa, Para^ara, $uka, Kanada, .syarfiga, Vasistha, Manda-

pala, Mandavya and others, of a low origin and without

any of the sathskaras, became the best Brahmanas through good
conduct (acara) (Verses 19-25). JEjLsyaSriiga, Vyasa, Kanada, Vasistha

and Mandapala, though of a low origin, became Brahmanas

through tapas. The reason is purification (samskara) arising out of

Veda and Tantra; one gets the highest merit through knowledge
and tapas (verses 26-31). Hence brahman is to be regarded as the

sign (verse 32).

In chapter 43 Brahma poses the question as to how there can
be any excellence on account of the sacraments (sathskara}. The
bodies (deha) of all the people are unclean by nature (verses 1-3).

On account of their evil deeds people, who do not have any
control over themselves, are defiled. Brahmanas, who have under-

gone all the sacraments, out-do the vrsalas who do all sorts of

undesirable things (verses 4-8). Such Brahmanas are not purified

even by performing hundreds of sacrifices. The evils characteris-

ing the ^udras can be acquired by the Brahmanas. The agnihotra or

animal sacrifice cannot be the mark of a vipra, because it can be

performed even by a udra (verses 9-11). Under the bonds of

karma all the Jtvas are unhappy and do not get any escape (verses

12-13). One notices mixing up in respect of the qualities of the

four varnas. They do not differ in their birth. The sacraments

are useless because of the commonness of the qualities (verses 14-

24). The Brahmanas, who have all sorts of evil qualities and

resort to all sorts of prohibited deeds, cannot be considered to be

the most respected on the earth (verses 24-36). The earthly beings

equally suffer from weakness of character and mind (verse 37). A
Sudra woman can have intercourse with a udra or vipra man and

can conceive. Cows, horses, camels and elephants cohabit witb
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males of their species. Birds having intercourse with a male or a

female of human species do not conceive. In respect of intercourse

there is no difference in males and females of Brahmanas and

Sudras (verses 38-45). All beings are equally tormented by emot-

ions, feelings and qualities characteristic of human bodies (verses

46-49). Hence the division of men is based on false signs. A
Brahmana woman leaves her husband and cohabits with the lowest.

Thus the concept offait is a false one (verses 50-52).

In chapter 44 Brahma defines a Brahmana in terms of noble

qualities and conduct (verses 1-9). The other three varnas are

likewise defined on the basis of their characteristic functions (verse

10). Brahmanahood (brahmanyam] is defined in terms of noble

qualities and conduct (verses 11-15). With a purified mind Brah-

manas perform the acara characteristic of the varna and devote

themselves to higher learning (verses 16-17). In different yugas

of a manvantara the deeds in accordance with the acara for different

varnas and afoamas succeed for the Lord himself has laid down the

standards (verses 18' 19). The functions characteristic of KLsatriyas,

Brahmanas, Vaiaya and Sudras are described (verses 20-23). Their

functions are divided on the basis of their natural qualities (verses

24-27). A person possessing the characteristic qualities of a

Brahmana is said to possess brahmatiahood in abundance, (verses

28-30). A udra with noble conduct is better than a Brahmana
and a Brahmana devoid of acara is worse than a Sudra (verse 31).

A Suclra, who does not deal in wine, is a noble ^udra (sacchMra}

(verse 32).

To appreciate the significance of these chapters we have to

determine their chronological position and the date of their

composition.

The A.pa,stamba~dharma$&tra. quotes a passage from the

Bhavi$yat-purana. This Purana, thus, seems to have contained some
Smrti passages* but beyond that we cannot say anything about the

nature and contents of this Puraua. Likewise, we cannot make
any assertion about its connexion with the available text of the

Bhavisya-purana. We do not know how far the earlier Bhavisyat-
purana served as the basis for the
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Definite information about the contents of the Bhavisya-puraria

occurs in the Matsya-purana'* (repeated in the Skanda-puraya* with

a minor variation), Agni-purana
3 and Naradtya-purana.^ The details

in the three versions differ slightly. The latest account in the

Naradtya-purana has fuller details. In these descriptions the number
of verses in the Bhavisya-purana is stated to have been 14,500*

x
,

which does not come any near the number in the printed text. If

the available text is not a completely new one, the original work

must have been heavily over loaded with new material in later

times. The characteristic details about the Bhavisya-purana, as given

by other Puranic texts, are not confirmed by the available Bhavisya*-

pur3na. R. C. Hazra is justified in inferring that 'at least the major

portion of the present Bhavisya does not represent the earlier one

known to and noticed by the Afatsya, Agni and Naradtya-purareas'
1**

Of the four parvans in the printed Bhavisya-purana, Uttara is

a distinct Purana,, which, under the name of the Bhavisyottara-

puraaa
13

, is to be classed as an Upapurana,
1-^ whereas Madhyama

and Pratisarga parvans are definitely of later dates.16 But the

Brahma-parvan, to which the five chapters under study belong, defi-

nitely forms the earliest available portion of the printed text. Its

contents do not differ much from the brief description of the con-

tents of the Brahma-parvan recorded by the Naradifya-purana.*
6

The early origin of this parvan is supported by the fact that excep-

ting a few quotations that occur in the Uttara-/>dtr0#n or Bhavisj>ot~

tara-purana, all other quotations from the Bhavisya-purana, recorded

7. Gh. 53. 30-31.

8. VII. ii. 2. 49-50.

9. Gh. 272. 12,

10. I. 100.

11. Matsy-purana 53.31; Skanda-purana VII. ii. 2. 50. Agni-

purana 272. 12 and Naradtya-puraya I. 100. 13 give the

number of verses as 14000.

12. Studies in the Puranic records on Hindu rites and customs,

p. 169.

13. Bhavisya-purana IV. 207. 10.

14. R. G. Hazra, op, cit., p. 170.

15. Ibid., p. 169 a

16. R. G, Hazra, op. cit,, p. 167, f. n. 22 J.

12
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by the medieval commentaries and digests, are to be found in the

-farvan.

According to R. G. Hazra18 ,
the upper limit of the date of

the Smrti-chapters in the Brahma-parvan of the Bhavi$ya-purana is

A. D. 500. He suggests the lower limits of A. D. 1000, A. I>. 1075

and A, D. 1200 for three different groups of chapters in this cate-

gory, but admits that the lower limits for the remaining chapters
are not known. The chapters we are discussing are among those

about the lower limits of whose dates Hazra is silent.

The chapters under study would seem to have formed part of

the Brahma-j&amjtt from an early period. The Brahrna-j&arz2fi
describes itself as a dharmaiastra and mentions irauta and Smarta
dharma as its subject matter. 19 These chapters of the Brahrna-

parvan deal with the varna system and, thus, seem to have belonged
to the paraan from the beginning, being associated with the general
theme set out for it.

In the introductory chapter the Bhavisya~puraiia> in enumera-
ting the important topics covered by it, begins by saying that it

describes the dharma in its entirety, the good and bad effects of
deeds and the eternal conduct for the four varpas. "The /rutis

describe Scares, to be the first dharma. A Brahmana, who has realis-
ed his self, should always be attached to it, A Brahmana, who lias
fallen from acara does not receive the fruits of the Vedas; he who
is attached to acara obtains the full fruits. Seeing that dharma issues
out of Scara, the sages have taken acara to be the main basis of all
tafias. Other people are also ever based on acara. Thus there is
a eulogy of acara in this Pura^ In the Utta'ra-Amwit of the
Bk*mtJpi*39* chapter 205 is named sadacaradharmavarnana. This

almost at the fag-end of the Purana inasmuch as the Uttara-^ram
is the:lwt-parvan and contains 208 chapters. The list of topicsmentioned m the

introductory chapter of the Purana referS to acara
as the first. Besides

indicating the great importance attached to* the introductory verses suggest that zcara was described in

^^1^!^^^^^ We may suggest that possibly the
17. IbM., pp. 331-35.
18. Qp,dt,,pp< 172-73, 188.
19.

Bhamsjwpuraga, Brahmas 1 .71 74.
20. Ibid. 80-84,
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contents of chapters 40 to 44 in the Brahma-parvan are implied
here. No doubt, the titles of these chapters refer to an account of

the Brahmaaa and other jatis, the brahmanahood, the refinements

of brahrnanahood, the varna system and the classification of the

duties of varnas (vipr3dijati, brahmanyaviveka, brahmanyasamskaraviveka

varnavyavastha and varnadharmavibhagavyavastha} 9 but they emphasise
the importance of acara for all the varaas, sometimes even para-

phrasing the ideas occuring in the introductory verses. 21 Thus, it

would appear that chapters 40 to 44 formed a part of the original

scheme of this Purana*

But, it must be appreciated that this in itself does not prove
an early date for the chapters. The possibility cannot be ruled

out that they were added to the original chapters at a later stage.

We do not find any internal evidence to show an intrinsic conne-

xion between these chapters and those that precede or follow them.

Actually, there is an indication that possibly these chapters
were added at a later stage. It is to be noted that of the numerous

quotations from the Bhavifya-puraria, which are recorded in the

medieval nibandha literature, not a single one is known to occur in

these chapters . This is not without significance when we find that

a very large number of Smrti chapters in the Brahma-parvan were

drawn upon by the medieval nibandha writers. This would seem to

be a strong consideration, because the theme covered in these

chapters and the views expressed on it are, by all standards, unique
and quotable. We are, however, conscious that this is only a nega-
tive argument and can be explained on the ground that the nibandha

writers were not under any obligation to quote the passages from

these chapters.

On the basis of the topics dealt in them., R. G. Hazra2M

classified the chapters in the Bra.hma.-parvan into two distinct groups,

chapters 1 to 46 and chapters 47 to 215. The first group of chapters

deals with '*the duties of the castes and A^ramas, the sacraments,

the duties of women, the good and bad signs of men, women and

Kings, and the method of worshipping Brahma, Ganesa, Skanda

21. Brahma, 40.41-43; 41.8-9; 42.16,20-21,25; 43.5-33;

44. 1-9, 11-15, 25-26, 28-31.

22. Op. cit.
} p. 171.
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and the Snakes on different Tithis." The second group "is devoted

to the numerous solar vows, the glories of the Sun, and the origin

of the Bhojakas from the Magas brought to India by &amba from

the Saka-dvipa and married to the girls of the Bhoja family."

But this classification does not give a correct account of the

scheme of chapters. Chapter 2 deals with creation (sr?*i) chapter

3 with sacraments beginning with garbhadhana with a detailed

account of upanajana m chapter 4. Chapters 5 to 15 deal with

many topics concerning women, their good and bad signs, wife ana

the gfkasthajframa) marriage, the wicked and good nature of women,

the domestic duties of women, their duties when the husband is

absent and their general duties to their husband. Chapter 16

provides the connecting link by referring to the rites which a hou-

seholder is to perform and then mentioning the vratas to be perfor-

med on different tithis. From this chapter to the last (216) the

connecting thread is the narrative of the vratas on different Uthts.

The pratipatkalpa, associated with the worship of Brahma, is

dealt with in chapters 16 to 18, dvittyakalpa in chapters 19-20, trtt-

yakalpa in chapter 21, caturthikalpa associated with the worship ot

Vinayaka in chapters 22-23, paneamikalpa associated with the wor-

ship of Nagas in chapters 32-38, satfhtkalpa associated with the

worship of Karttikeya in chapters 39-46 and saptamSkalpa in chap-

ters 47 to 216.

It is in this framework that additional material connected

with the orata or the deity worshipped on a particular tithi is intro-

duced. It is not suggested that the skeletal frame concerning the

vratas on different tithis alone belonged to the original scheme of

the text and that the remaining portions were later additions. The

stratification in a Puranic text is determined with the help of many
clues and considerations. In the case of some portions the infor-

mation communicated is blatantly incompatible with the date of

the original composition, as it contains details which could not

have possibly occurred in the earlier period.
23

Here we will confine ourselves to the arguments based on an

analysis of the structure of the text. It is well known that the

2S. R. G. Hazta, op. cit., pp, 172-73 refers to portions with
Tantric influence.
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iPurafias and other similar texts contain diverse type of additional
information inserted by exploiting the context in different portions.
Some of these additional portions or chapters appear to have a
direct relevance to the context, whereas others have only a remote
connexion. Sometimes portions of both the types were added by
the original author himself. But, often the additional portions and
the preceding or following chapters contain casual reference wich
help us trace the links and sift the original from the later accretions.

The section in the Bralima-parvan of the Bhavisya-purana, which
has been inflated the most, is the one relating to the saptamivrata.We do not intend to determine the chronology of the different

chapters of this section, The connecting thread is, however,
clearly discernible in the recurrence of narratives referring to
different saptamivratas and details about them which are found
upto the last chapter. Details about the method of worshipping
the Sun, myths and legends about the Sun and the history oi' the
Sun-cult have been liberally added. In the case of other tithis also
we find a visible relevance of the additional material for the god or
the object of worship. But, in the case of the catwthtkalpa and the

asthtkalpa the connexion with the original theme is a little remote
and indirect. Thus, chapter 22, connected with the catmthtkalpa,
refers to the story of Karttikeya, proclaiming the signs (lakfaria) of
women and men which were thrown in the sea by Siva, but were
recovered by the sea (samudra} as asked by Visnu and hence came
to be known as samudram. In chapter 24 the link of the account of

the caturtltikalpa is broken and, on the request of Karttikeya,
Brahma narrates (chapters 24-28) the good and bad signs of men,
Kings arid women. 2 * The opening verse of chapter 29 does not
have any connexion with the preceding chapters 24-28 and can be

linked, without any violence to the thread of the narrative, with

the closing verse of chapter 23.

The same is the case with the chapters under study. They
are not connected with the cult of Skanda, nor do they narrate any

24. In chapter 24 the name of KLrsna is used in place of
Visnu (v. 2). The presence of these chapters is explained
by the fact that Karttikeya, as a reward for killing
Kraunca requests Brahma to narrate the signs which he
himself had described earlier ( yanmayoktam pura verse 7)
but which he even after receiving back had forgotten
(praptamt co vismrtarh bhftyah verse 8).
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legend or myth associated with him. Chapter 39 deals with

the worship of Skanda on the sixth tithi of the Karttika month,

both in the bright and dark fortnights. It refers to the merit accru-

ing from the performance of this vrata and in the concluding verse

(13) mentions the merit of listening to the sasthtkalpa. In chapter

40 Satanika says that, having heard about the mahutmya and birth

of Karttikeya, he has doubt about his mahatmya in view of his birth

from many people and then asks the question as to which is supe-

rior, birth or deed. The need for the insertion of chapters 40-

45 is placed in a clumsy manner. 26 Chapter 39 mentions the

merit of performing the vrata on the sastht of the Karttika month,

but there is no description of the mahatmya of Karttikeya. Likewise,

there is no account of the birth of Karttikeya. It is only in the

mantra, which is to be uttered at the time of offering the arghya to

him, that his names refer to his birth from the wives of the seven

sages, from Rudra, Agni and Ganga.
26 Further, none of these

origins implies an ill connexion or low birth to cause any confusion

or controversy about the comparative importance of birth and
deeds. The effort to justify these chapters is maintained in the

titles of chapters 40* 7 and 41 2a which refer to the context of K.art~

tikeya and Sasthikalpa. In view of the indirect relevance, which
the chapters on brafamanahood, ifs signs and sacraments and vart/a

divisions have for ^a^ihtkalpa^ their presence is justified once again
in chapter 45 by referring to the superiority of Karma over Jatif

thus dispelling all doubts aboutKarttikeya.
39 We have a continuity

in narrative directly from the last verse of chapter 39 to the first

verse of chapter 46, without requiring the least support of tlie

details in any of the intervening chapters 40 to 45. It is to be

25, Brlhma 40, 1-2

*n$|[cui r wprr crsnr te u ? n

26. Ibid, 3i*. 6

27, Karttikty&tiaryaiu vipradijativ&ritanam*
28, $a$thikQlpt brShmanyavivekavaraanam.
29, Ibid* 45.6~.jKj ksiyo wtmayo nrpa, Karttikeyam prati..~
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that whereas chapter 39 describes the vrata of Karttikeya on the

sixth tithi of the bright and dark fortnights of the month of Kartti-

ka, chapter 46 describes it for the bright fortnight in the month of

Bhadrapada, thus completing the account of the sasthJkalpa. The

person, who added chapters 40 to 44, suffixed chapter 45 only to

round off the account and to establish its links with the preceding

chapter 39 and following chapter 46.

We cannot be sure if this scheme was formulated by the

original author himself. But, the possiblity of its having being

done by a later hand cannot be ruled out. The suggestion rests on

the remote justification for the presence of the chapters criticising

the claims of superiority of the Brahmanas and the laboured effort

to justify their presence in the account of $asthfkalpa.

Within the Brahmanical tradition itself there were liberal

attitudes towards the varna system. The Vajrasuci also draws upon

this tradition to establish its thesis.

An early expression of this liberal view is to be found in the

Kathaka Sairihita,*** wherein the knowledge of the Vedas is

mentioned as the distinguishing feature of a Brahrnana, his paren-

tage is not to be enquired. It seems that from very early times there

was a persistent view which opposed the association of varna classi-

fication with birth and instead explained it in terms of differences

in aptitude and work. In the G7*5a9 b this view has been elaborately

discussed to provide a proper philosophical background to it.

Generally the liberal thinkers also respected the general

framework of the varya system. They could never think of challen-

ging the basic assumptions of the varna system, namely, the division

of society into four varyas, the basis of membership of the varnas as

birth, the superiority of the brahmanas, with the other three varyas

enjoying a status in the descending order, and the duties and fun-

ctions of the different varnas being differentiated.

These chapters have close parallels with the Vajrasaci* in

respect of style, arguments and expressions. The Bhavifya-purana

29a. XXX. 1.

29b, IV. 13, ;

30 The text was first published by A. Weber in Abhandlungen

der Berliner Akademic der Wissenschaften> May 1859, pp.

205-264 It was critically edited with notes and trans-

lations "by Sujit Kumar Mukherjee in Visva-Bharatt
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criticises the claims of Brahmana superiority by pointing out that

Brahmanahood cannot be identified with/700, knowledge of Veda,
the external signs and powers of abhicarikamantra and fapanugraha %

deha, and sacraments. The Vajrasitct also systematically exposes
the weakness of the suggested identification of a Bramana with his

jit'a 3 /"ati (birth) sartra, jnana, Scam* karma or veda.81

The arguments occurring in the two texts have a close simi-
larity. There are, no doubt, some differences which can be easily
understood if we keep in mind the nature of the two texts The
Vajnsitcf was written with the avowed purpose of establishing a
thesis. The arguments are advanced in prose with suitable verses
quoted from earlier authoritative texts. In the Bhamsya-purana the
narrative is presented in verses. Naturally, we cannot expect the
Bhamsya-purana to be as systematic in marshalling arguments as
Found in the Vajrasuct. The author of the Bhavisya-puratta, working
within the framework of a text belonging to the orthodox Brahmam-
cal tradition, can be expected to have his own preferences and
reasons for

elaborating a particular argument or point and condeti-
ning another. As a text claiming the characteristics of a dharma-
/***, the Bhmu:̂ pWSna could not possibly have a merely destru-
ctive or critical role. Hence, in chapter 44 it elaborately pointsout that all the four mrnas have specified functions suiting their

wlTr
V
f!

na*ttral

^ualiti . This is in contrast with the Vajrasfic^which, after
demolishing the claims of Brahrnnahood in terms of

certain point, shows that all the varnas are .iniilar. and emphasisesthe absence of any discriminating feature between a Brahmana and
TheMfl 80^ into great details pointing out the

-

tm
J^e bad nature and conduct actually found

125-84 ' Recently R. P
noter t

**? a labl* with Hinditeansla-
o 3) Dullflh H ^ r/I^^ Pmchyavufya GranthamalaU

aas o85
printed thi textlndvm^A" **

E
,

a*1
-
ler SanShasena Singh

( Journal of the n?l, translation in Buddhist Studies
JDeTh )

in the Visva-Bharati

133-37,
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in some Brahmanas. Likewise, it is not very aggressive in critici-

sing the claim of Brahmana superiority on the ground of the Vedic
utterance of his birth from the mouth of the Purusa. 82

It will be a lengthy exercise if we reproduce all the parallel

points. We will mention here only some illustrative cases of signi-

ficant parallelism. In the Bhavisya-purana, Brahma, chapter 40,

verse 20 refers to a horse being recognisable in the midst of a group
of cows. Verse 30 in the same chapter refers to the difference

between the elephants., horses, cows, goats, camels and donkeys
being obvious in their prowess and colour and other characteristics

of the body. Again, in verse 34 there is a reference to the differ-

ence of species between elephants and horses. Parallel to this we
find that the Yajrasiict

z * refers to the distinction in the foot-prints

of cowj elephant, horse, deer, lion, etc. and the distinction in the

male and female organs, colour, complexion, form, stools, urine,

small and voice of cow, buffalo, horse, elephant, donkey, monkey,

goat a sheep, etc.

Some of the verses in the Bhavi$ya~purana are identical with

verses in the Vajrasuci or are so similar as to suggest a direct in-

fluence. Thus Bhavisya> Brahma, chapter 40, verse 4583 is identi-

cal with Vajrastict verse 11. Likewise, Bhavisya-purana, Brahma,

Chapter 44, verse 28 34; differs very little from Vafrasftct

32. Vajrasuct, p. 141 criticises this claim on the ground that

this view will make a Brahmana woman the sister of a

Brahmana which is condemned by the Satras.

32a. Page 140.

33. tfST. qcffcf Ti%?f ^51^^ SSerfcf ^ \

3zt|ar^ ^r^% srr^pr: Srft^fesft u

Vajrasuci has g^T^gSSr \ Both the texts refer to Manava-

dharma or Manu as the authority. This occurs as Manu
X. 92.

34. zrtqscrcft ^JTT 3Ff ^ ^*J%fJTT I

u

Verses 12-13 in the same chapter are also similar

SFf *R*T sfH"

m: n

J3
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verses 48. 3S Some verses in the Bhaoifya-puratja, though not identical
in expression, are clearly formulated after verses in the Vajrasfict.

Thus, B/famsjta-purana, Brahma, chapter 42, verses 26 to 30 refer
to B-syairnga, ParaSara (father of Vyasa), Kanada, Vasistha and
Mandapala, who though having a low origin, became Brahmanas
on account of their tapas, which shows that purification (sarhskara)
is the reason. Parallel to these are verses 22 to 27 in the Vajrasilcf.
Whereas in the Bhavi$ya-purana the refrain in the verses is Tapasa
brahmayo Jatak samskSrastena k3ranam> in the Vajrasact verses the re-
frain is 1'apasa brahmino jaiastasmajjatirakaranam. In the Vafrasiicf
the rfis named are Katha, Vyasa, Vasistha, ^.sya^rnga, Viilvamitra
andNarada. 80 Another instances of influence can be noticed In
the case of Bhavisya-puraHa> Brahma, Chapter 44, verse 31 S7 which
has to be compared with Vajrasuc* verse 43.38 Outside the four
chapters of the Bhamsya-purana we find that verse 13 in chapter 7 of

35-

3TfFT$5$r<rrq- II

The Vajrasuct quotes it as an utterance of VaiSampayana
to Yudhisthira, but the verse does not occur in the
Mahabharata, which, however, contains verses with
similar ideas.

36. In both the texts E.syalrnga is described as harantgarbha -

sambluaah. In the Bhavi^a^uraya Vasistha is mentioned
** WtogartkoHmbMtak; in the Vajras^ Urvafi occursm

^place
of ganika. In verse 26 of the Va/rasSd Vi^vft-

mitrais described as candaUgarbhasamlhuta, Mukherjeedoubts the reading ViJvamitra. If we correct It as
Paralara then it will be parallel to Bharifya, Brahr^a,

****.***Jjtoaya
is used for Par^ara and is

as
tvapakigarlhmambhntah.

"

of
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the Brahma-/>#r0a
89 is identical with verses 19 in the

A natural question in such cases of parallelism is : who is the

borrower ? In deciding the issue the relative chronology of the

two texts is our best guide. But, the uncertainty about the date of

the two texts keeps the question open for discussion. The uncer-

tainty exists not for the Bhavisya-purana alone. There has been some

controversy about the Vajrasiici as well. Some scholars regard it

to be a later composition.
4 a J. Takakusu takes it to be a com-

mentary on the Vajrasucyopanisad.^ ^ Others rely on the testimony

of the Chinese translation which describes it as the work of Dhar-

makirti. Dr. Sanghasan Singh places its composition in the eighth-

ninth century .* c If a late date for the Vajrasuct is accepted,

then we will have to infer that the views and arguments found in

Bhavisya-purana were the original contribution of its author, and that

the author of the Vajrasuct could have been influenced by the

Bhavisya-purat}a t But the grounds for rejecting the unequivocal testi-

mony of the introductory verse and the colophon of the Vajrasifci,

ascribing the text to ASvaghosa, are not strong. ASvaghoga, as a

contemporary of the Kusana King ELaniska I, is to be placed in the

first century of the Christian era.* 1 Obviously nobody will place

the Bhavi$ya~puTana before this date This relative chronology of the

two texts will strongly favour the possibility of the author of the

Bhavi$ya-purana, or the person who inserted the five chapters in it,

being influenced by the Vajrasitct.

Vajrasttct reads

Vajrasuct mentions it as quotation form Manavadharma

which is Manu III. 19.

40a, R. P. Twivedi, Bauddha Sarpskria Kavya.~sam.iksa* pp.
148-49,

43b. Quoted by S. K. Mukherjee, Op. cit. } p. 129.

40c. Op. cit. t pp. 45-48.

41. The theories placing Kaniska in the third century do not

find new supporters. Other possibilities for which

scholars argue favour dates in the second century of the

Christian era or earlier still in the first century B. C.
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There are some other considerations also which support the

suggestion that the Bhavi^a-purana chapters reflect the imprint of

the VajrasScL

As we have pointed out above, the views expressed in these

chapters are not in strict conformity with the line of thinking

noticed in other parts Q?theBhasi/ya-pura#a and its avowed approach

enunciated in its introductory part. This creates a case for the

chapters being added at a later date under some other influence.

No doubt in the Brahmanical circles also there has been a

liberal tradition explaining the division of varnas on the basis o

karma and describing a Brahmana in terras of high moral qualities.

But the type of arguments which one finds in the Bhavisya-puraw
are unique and unparallelled in the Brahmanical tradition. They
would have been quoted by the Nibandha writers and commentators
for their uniqueness and originality, if they had occurred in the

original text of this purana or had been incorporated in it at an

arly stage of the growth of the text. This suggests that the Nibaftdha

writer! did not consider it to be an original contribution of the

As against thls s the need for AsVaghosa to borrow all

arguments from the Bhaoigya-puratia does not seem to be likely, We
know that the early Pali literature has passages which criticise the
claims of the Brahrnaua for superiority on grounds of birth and
assert that there is no difference between the different varnas. Xhe
t>pe of arguments advanced by Aavaghosa have some antecedents
in the early Pali tradition. It is clear from the Vajrasuct that
Avagho?a built the thesis himself. The entire scheme and the

marshalling of arguments emanated from his genius and that is

why he throws up the challenge for the critical assessment of his
point of view. No doubt, he quotes passages from various autho-
ritative texts of the Brahmanical tradition to illustrate his state-
ment or to lupport points in his chain of arguments. As correctly
remarked by S. K. Mukherjee,**a when the Vajrasiict was written
'

Puranai were either not composed at all or were not old, or

h 128.
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Brahmanical sources or the arguments which he bonows from

them. The quotations go in his favour, because he attacks his

opponent's views with their own evidence. If ASvaghosa had known
the Bhavisya-purana or had borrowed arguments from it, he must

have mentioned the fact, because it would have been his strongest

argument.

It seems that the author of the five chapters in the JBhavisya-

purana was fully familiar with the text of the Vajrasuci. The influ-

ence is perceptible in the arguments and terms and expressions

used in the Bhavisya-purana. The verses from the Manusmrti and

Mahabharata, bearing on the present subject, do not seem to have

been directly borrowed from these texts. In these chapters the

Bhavisya-purana reproduce only those verses from these earlier texts

which occur in the Vajrasiici as quotations from them43^. This is

a clear indication of the borrowing being through the Vajrasuct.

The Bhavisya-puraya further shows an awareness of the method
of presentation in the Vajrasfict. The Vajrasiici opens with a

pleading for relying on authority
45*. The Bhavisya-purana also refers

to the nature ofpramana
4*^. Later on also the Bhavisya-purana says

that the contention of brahmanahood by sacraments is demolished

by those well-versed in logic with the help of logical premises
44

.

In another context it speaks of the caste difference disappearing
when examined through evidence, illustration, logic and discuss-

41b. Bhavisya 3 Brahma 40. 27-2Sa.9Vajrasact t verses 3-4; Bhav-

i$ya, Brahma 40. 45 = Fq/rafcJ verses 11; Bkavisya,
Brahma 44. 31 Vajrasuct verse 43; Bhavisya, Brahma
44.28= Vajrasitct verses 48. See also Bhavi$ya, Brahma
7.13== Vajrasftc?, verse 1 9.

42. Verse 2

43. Brahma 40. 13-19.

44. Brahma 42.7. See also Ibid 41.50.
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ion Of course, there is a difference in the situation for the two.

Alvaghosa wanted to demonstrate the hollowness of the Brahmani-

cal claim with the help of textual authority belonging to the

Brahmanical tradition itself and gave arguments in his support.

The author of the Bhavisya-purana based his counter-thesis on per-

ception and reasoning. We notice a similar parallelism in the

concluding remarks 'in the two texts. The Bhavisya-purana says

that having removed the darkness of defective eyesight of those,

who identify brahmanahood with body, he has with effort restored

good eyesight with the application of medicinal ointment of logic

which is divine and leads to happy results46 - Further in the

concluding verse of chapter 44 the Bhavisya-purancfi
7 refers tojatt*

which is clearly one, becoming differentiated on account of func-

tions. In this connexion it speaks of the logical statement arriv-

ing as oneness of jatis and says that people should faithfully

accept this inference. This is to be compared with the concluding
verse in the Vajrasaci

48 which proclaims "In order to destroy the

delusion of the Brahmanas who have lost all their sense, what we
have said here, let the honest men accept, if it is reasonable,
otherwise let them reject". In this case also the difference in the
attitude of the authors towards the problem explains the difference
in their expression. Asvaghosa was criticising the varaa system
with its twin features of superiority of Brahmauas and its division

45, Ibid. 41.44

46, Ibid., 41. 49-50

\

U

^ WRfr srtrTWr^^
48.

u
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being based on birth. Hence the confident tone of his remarks,

bordering on defiant arrogance> in which he describes the Brahma-

nas as hatabuddhikas and speaks of his mission to destroy their

delusion (moharfi nihantum). The title of the text as Vajrasuci also

reveals the desire to pierce through the texture of the despicable

system, or else it is the needle which is being thrust into the eyes

of the opponents to make them aware of the realities. But, quite

opposed to it, the author of the Bhavisya-purana chapters refers to

the happy results of his arguments.

There is a very significant similarity in the manner of presen-

ting the arguments in the two texts. The Bhavisya-purana often

refers to the assertion of the panditas about the nature or identi-

fication of brahmanahood49 . In chapter 43 it poses the question

to the people who know the Vedic mantras as to in whose purifica-

tion lies the speciality; if it is of body 50
. The author of the

Vajrasuct addresses his writing to the Brahmanas in the second

person, saying that it is their argument or point of view. This can

be noticed in the very first sentence after the introductory verse

and recurs in later portions of the text50*

We find in the Bhavisya-purana itself an indication that the

chapters under discussion were inspired by another source, if not

completely derived from it. The formulation of these chapters

reveals that they are different from the original structure of the

text,

The main framework of the text is the interlocution between

{atamka and Sumantu in which sometimes is introduced another

interlocution between two other persons. In the present case

49. Brahma, 41.49

3 -^% qfert: STfp

50. lbid.> 42.1-2

50a. Page 133^
137 3j?zng

Page 141 srftf tft
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Sumantu refers to the interlocution between the r$is and BraKma 51
.

Brahma^ in his reply, begins by referring to the reasoned state-

ments made by the Yogin (Jroudhuarfi yogino vakyam satarkam}. Verses

13 to 25 are given as uttered by YogeSvara (Yogetvara uvaca). The

subsequent portions upto verse 45 of chapter 4 appear as the utter-

ances of Brahma, after which the main framework of the interlo-

cution between Satanlka and Sumantu is restored. Though the

portions from verse 26 of chapter 40 onwards do not contain any
reference to YogesVara, we find that in verse 4 of chapter 45

Brahma, in his concluding remark says, "Thus earlier Yogiivara
of great effulgence said briefly but not elaborately, to educate his

students". 52 It is a tacit admission that the preceding portions,

virtually all the four chapters, even though they are presented as

the utterances of Brahma, were really the views expressed by Yoge-
savara or Yoglsvara. In this situation the introductory formula of

JBrahmovSca. before chapter 40, verse 26 and the beginning of chap-
ters 41 to 44 was possibly due to the copyist who, blindly following
the pattern in other portions, inserted it. The introductory verse of

chapter 42 refers to the noble utterances of other high-souled sages
who were endowed with good conduct and yoga

53
.

But, we are not in a position to identify this Yogefivara or

Yoglsvara
5*. Though we do find liberal interpretation of v&rp&

in some other texts as well, no text records, in the name either of
Yogesvara or some other celebrity, arguments parallel to what we
get in the Bhavisya-puraga. In the Bhamsya-purana the presention of
his views by Yogin is said to be well-reasoned (satarkam). This, at
once, reminds us of the Vajrasuct where the point of view has been
presented through a rigorously systematic logic. We may suggest

51. Brahma 40,5

52,

53. Bhavifya, Brahma 42.1

\\

54, YogeSvara is applied to Krsna also. The Gtta, no doubt,
interprets varna liberally on the basis of division of guna,
and karma, but there is nothing to match the arguments
advanced in the Bhavi$ya-purana.
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that the author of the Bhavisya-purana3 not prepared to acknowledge
the influence of a scholar belonging to the opposite camp of Bud-

dhism, imagined an ancient authority under the name of Yoge3-
vara55 . It is to be noted that similar attempts to accommodate
and finally assimilate Buddhism in the folds of the Brahmanical

tradition are seen in the Puranic passages accepting the Buddha
as one of the ten incarnations of Visnu. It is significant that

Sankaracarya is said to have presented Buddhist philosophy in a

new garb. Thus, the Bhavi$ya-purana chapters will belong to a phase
of revival and reformulation of the Brahmanical faith beginning in

the Gupta period, under which much of Buddhist thought and

religion was accepted by the Brahmanical tradition and which

finds a prominent mention in the Puranic literature and reached

glorious height in the ideas and activities of Sankaracarya56 .

Our suggestion receives from the fact that the Bhavi/ya-purana

13 known to have taken material from other texts and, without

referring to the original source, to have woven it into its own

structure. Thus, we find that portions from the Manusmrti and

Brhatsamhita have been liberally used in the Bhavisya-purana.
5 "*

We have shown elsewhere that the contents of the Pulastyasmrti

also were incorporated into the Bhavisya'purana.
5 ^

Here we may refer to the Vajrasucyopaniad, another text

which has striking parallels with the Bhauisya-puran* chapters.

This text is very close to the Vajrasuci in the subject matter

and views. This has led many scholars to mix up the two texts

as being one and the same. That the two are two different

texts, howsoever similar, is obvious and does not require any

arguing. Of the two texts, the VajrasiicJ and the Vajrasacyopanisad,

it is the first that is closer to the Bhavisya-purana chapters.

55. In the colophon of the Vajrasuct Asvaghosa is mentioned

as Siddhacarya, which possibly suggested the reference

in the Bhavisya-purana (Brahma 45.4) to the Yogifivara

educating his 4i$yas.

56. It is not without significance that the Vajrasttcyopamfad,

which is a redaction of the VafrasUct, has been attributed

by some to Sankaracarya.

57. R. G. Hazra op, cit,, pp. 171-72.

58. K. K. Gopal and Lallanji Gopal, "The *^*A Critical Evaluation" to be published in Sast and

14
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In the
light

of the above discussion we can
say that the upper

limit of A.D, 500 which R,C, Hazra suggests for the Myttfuty
does not militate

against the known facts. The
chapters under

discussion could have formed a
part

of the text from the very

beginning when the structure of the available text was planned.

A date around A, D. 900 will he acceptable as the lower limit,

The
diculty will be that

quotations from these chapters are

absentia the medieval Mn&a and BMsyas, We can explain

it on the
assumption that even after the

attempt on the part
of

the author ofthefci/;^^ chapters the Hmutotln tradition

found the
arguments too radical. Moreover, the traditional

mnilmm
system, as

developed in the dkrwfatra texts and which

the Mttr and%a tried to
support and strengthen, would

collapse completely,
if the new views were

recognised,



AN ENIGMATIC DESCRIPTION OF KATHA IN
THE SKANDAPURANA

By

RAM SHANKAR BHATTAGHARYA

The Skandapurana contains a few verses on the nature of

kaiha which read as under :

fsfert ferckf

fef^^rt

[ Skand-p. Prabhasakhanda, Prabhasaksetramahatmya 1.16-

20 Vangavasi ed; the Ven. ed. reads ^ (in the place of
=3)

in

verse 16],

In the aforesaid verses katha has been described by using

some epithets (mostly with words denoting numbers) whose signi-

ficance is going to be discussed here,

Though katha has been described here as szn^FT spfefT On verse

20) yet it would be wrong to take katha as referring to Puranic

tales, It can be easily found that the characteristics expressed by

the adjectival expressions in this passage can hardly be found in

Puranic tales. Moreover had Puranic tales been referred to by the

word katha some of these epithets would have been used along with

the word katha in other places of the Puranas where the word katha

had been used. In fact adjectival words, namely fcff%% fe'T, s^fHT,

the like are found to qualify the word

katha elsewhere in the Puranas.
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It can be easily observed that in the aforesaid verses kaths can

be taken neither in its usual sense of ea tale' or ea fable' or *a talk

or speech
3

, nor in the sense of 'one of the varieties of prose com-

position* which has been defined by Rhetoricians and others. 1 This

katha cannot be the same as the katha of the Logicians (ferer:W
Sfcff^f ^T^t ^"ff fafl^t' =5=r, Nyayabhasya 1. 2. 1). It is evident that

these characteristics of katha cannot be properly applied to the

prose compositions other than katha, namely akhyana, akhyaylkS

etc.

After a grave consideration of the Puranic verses and the

statements of the Rhetoricians about the nature of katha, we have

come to the conclusion that katha in the aforesaid Puranic verses

must be taken in the sense of natya. The expression pancasandhi-

samayuktam is peculiar to the field of the rupakas ( nataka etc.). The

expression vibhasa-bhti$itam strengthens this view since the vibha$a$

(dialects) have no place in the Jravya kavyas. They are used in the

riipakas only. Moreover a discussion on karanas is to be 'found in

the works on dramaturgy only.

There is no impossibility or absurdity in taking the aforesaid

Puranic passage as referring to natya, for the authors of the Puranas

are found to possess a considerable amount of knowledge about

natya as may be proved by the chapters on dramaturgy in the Agni-

puraiia (Gh. 338-342} and the Visrmdharmottara-purana (3.17-31)
and by many important statements about various aspects of

natya as found here and there in the Puranas. 2

We want to say here something about the meaning of the
word natya. According to grammar it means the dharma (habit or

character) or amnaja (traditional scripture) of the nafas (Kaika 4, 3.

129). The assertion ?TE^% srrezw (Bhavaprakaiana, p. 46) also points

1. See the commentaries on srsFSfsp^T spsjT in AmarakoSa
1.6.6; Sahityadarpaoa 6.332b 333; Kavyadarsa 1.24;

Kavyalaiikara of Bhamaha 1.29,' Agni p. 337.15b-17a.
2. qppte^ qswprT sirat srrsft qarsrct *WT (Skanda-p. 2. 4. 3. 16);

^%g^T ^FT *H5ta SRfffcPT (Matsya-p. 24.28); mention
of Bharatamuni (Skanda-p. 2.2. 17. 5la) and Turnbum
(Sk. 34,28,76); ^r^ ^^^ afcqmra (HarimvaSa
2.91,26); ^j^f^^. fofe^^. ^{^ ^ (Markandeya-p.
U36).

F
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to this meaning. In fact natya means *all dramatic performances,

i. e. drama^ singing and dance'. The actors, the plot, the language

used in the Rupakas etc. fall under natya, It may be observed that

the characteristics expressed in the expressions of the aforesaid

Puranic passage are connected with all these aspects of natya. One

may observe that the word natya has been used in these senses in

the NatyaSastra of Bharata. 3

A question may be asked regarding the relevance of using the

word katha for natya. Since itivrtta (plot) is regarded as the body

of drama., the word katha can \rightly refer to natya. Again, since

natya is often defined as vakyabhinaya and since katha is nothing but

a well-arranged collection of vakyas there is no fault in using the

word katha for natya. The use of such words as
spsrrg-rr, sRsft^ETTcT, 'WP

(in the sense of flfcsrep; vide Mahabhasya 3, 1. 26), sflqr^T (i*1 Nata-

kalaksanaratnakoSa, p, 38) and the like in the field of natya and

nataka also shows that the word katha can well refer to natya.

The reason for conceiving the Puranic matters as a katha i. e.

a natya seems to be the idea that the dramatic form is the best of

ail the forms of poetry (Vamana's Kavyalankara 1. 3. SO).

II

Now we are going to explain the adjectival expressions (dm-

vidham etc.) in the order in which they have been used in the afore-

baid Puranic passage. It seems that the Puranic author, not being

a first-rate poet, has failed to follow strictly the order of numbers.

/The words in the Puranic passage read with the second case-ending

are given here with the fifth case-ending).

fsf^T The import of this word is extremely difficult to be

determined, for unlike those expressions that contain some words

denoting entities connected with katha, namely srflFC, TTOT, t3, Sff^

,
OTT, TO, 3% Cfc, BTW and^ this expession uses the

3. As for example natyaveda is said to have angas

NS. 1.5a). These angas are six in number as can be

known from the expression qj<ivAN<i^T?5
in NSl 27 -48 - In

fact these angas belong to pathya (NS. 17.99); see 17,119

for the six names. Gp. the maxim
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general word mdha meaning prakara (kind, variety, species) . Since

this expression has been used at the beginning the characteristic

(having two varieties) referred to by this expression must be of a

very wide nature.

Most probably it refers to the two-fold dharmt (a feminine

word) practice of representation namely lokadharmt (popular)
and natyadharmi (theatrical) (NS. 6.25).* For dharmt*s connection

with natya, see NS, 13.78. These two types have been described

in NS. 65-77; see also 21.193.

Two more explanations may also be surmised :

(i) The two kinds of prayoga (production of plays). Prayoga is

said to be fn^rHTF^Tcf: (26.20), ^gsrr^zr (13.53) or ^rc^ffewrsm
(13,50). These two kinds are called sukumara (delicate) and aviddha

(violent); see NS. 13.53; 26.20.

(ii) The two kinds of naiya (in the sense of acting) called
abhjantara (regular) and bahya (irregular); NS. 22.70-72-

Instead of using the general word oidha the author
has used a particular word, namely iarira in this expression. It is

significant. Since itwrtta (plot) has been regarded as the sartra

(body) ofnatya (^fg^f | sTTew $rth3T NS. 19.1) we may take this

expression as referring to the two subdivisions of itivrtta, namely
QdMkarika (principal) and prasangika (subsidiary); see NS. 19. 1-3
and Daiarupaka 1,11.

The Agmpurana however divides itwrtta (which, according to
this Puraim, is conceived as the body of nataka etc.) into siddha (i.e.<**#*. described in the authoritative works like Ramayana

c,) and vtprekjiia (i.e.W , imagined by poets) 338. 1 7b-l 8).
This expression may well refer to **, speech (recitation)as regarded as the body

, which has two subdivisions, namely
.

*"

Kavyamala
lher edW< have been

by name whenevr nec,rjr.
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fes^TGTI^nrlftcTT I* is quite proper to think that though this

expression does not contain any word denoting number, yet it refers

to some characteristic which has three aspects or subdivisions since

It is read after the expression containing the word f|f and since the

next expression ^rfrgT?r^cfFfT
has a reference to the number four,

The word divya cannot be explained to signifiy any number Indi-

rectly or figuratively.

Thus we are compelled to think that here that characteristic

Is mentioned whose aspects or subdivisions are named by the word

divya. This is found in crxf (syllabic metre). The NS. says that

all the vrttas have three ganas namely divya>divyetara and divyamanusa

(18.76fo-77a; in 14.91a-92b divyatara is read which should be correc-

ted to divyetara as the verses defining these varieties show).

The view that fesq- stands for f^cR and fe^RFpr also is not

fanciful. The expression faqr pW * HarivamSa 3.39.7 means

pr, OTTTR and
srfcf

(see the comm. by Nllakantha).

The appropriateness of the use of bhasa for vrtta is not difficult

to find. Since NS. 14.40 says ^K*^Ht T ^tsfer T <5?ef: Sflssfsrar: [?**]

the word bh8f3 can reasonably be used for vrtta. Since vrtta and

Jabda are said to illuminate dramatic performance

NS. 14.40), a katha can rightly be regarded as fe

Though bha/a (language) plays an important part in the

Ill, p. 72) yet bhasa cannot be taken here in this sense, farpafhya

m dramas is of two kinds, namely Samskrta or Prakrta (NS. 14.5).

It is true that the word divya is used in the names of the vari-

eties of nayaka, namely fgjcST, (^ufa^ and ztf&Q (Natakacandrika 3).

But since bhasa cannot be explained to mean nayaka the expression

cannot be taken as referring to this characteristic.

5^ This explanation does not seem to be very satisfactory.

Can we correct the Puranic expression to

so that it can refer to the highest form of the riipakas

namely nataka which is said to be fesajpspfftg in NS. 18.10.

The problem of the non-mention of number in this

expression is faced in this reading also,
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As this expression is read before the word ex-

pressing a characteristic having five varieties (i. e. q

it should refer to that aspect of nafja which has four subdivisions.

The word Veda serves this purpose well as the Vedas are four

in number. The proper expression to be used was :

But as this would disturb the metre the author used the word

Veda, which conventionally means the number four.

That the four Vedas are the adhisthanas of riatya can be known
from NS. 1.16b-17. &

qif^qreTrrsRcTT The theory of the five-fold sandhi in nafja is
o

well known. Since the five sandhis are intimately connected with

itivrtta, which is regarded as the iartra of natya? katha can rightly

be regarded as pancasandhisamayukta. Though all of these five sandhis

are not found in all the varieties of rupakas., yet since they are

found in the natakas (and also in the prakaratias} natya may rightly
be said to be pancasandhisamayukta*

^S^^R^rf^cTT The expression presents some difficulty as

NS. 16.43 speaks of four alankaras of kavya, namely Upama, Dlpaka
Rupaka and Yaraaka. 8

It appears that the expression refers to pathya which is said to

be 'adorned with six alankaras' (q^^RSfifcr) "* NS. 17.98. For the

intimate connection between alankara and kavya-pafha, see NS.
17.135.9 The six alankaras are : Ucca, DIpta, Mandra, Nica,
Druta and Vilambita (17,106).

The use of the fifth case-ending with the names of tlie

four Vedas and the word ^T^ inverse 16 b show that

the Vedas can rightly be taken to be the SffsTSTSf of natya.

7. iferf* 5 ?n5R35r$T*r
.......

qsserf^: ^KrfWf^
(NS. 19.1).

8. Here kasya does refer to dramas. The line

is read in the KasM ed. as

r. (17.43).

: \[ (17.135)
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^fH^rTeFfEf^TBT
The word sadhana (accomplishing; effecting

1

)

may rightly refer to the notes (svaras), namely Sadja etc. (NS,

6.28). For the names of the seven notes see NS. 17.99.

^Smis^fl^T- The import of this expression is highly

doubtful. Firstly the first word (i. e. rasa} does not denote a

number and it cannot be interpreted to mean the number eight as

it Is followed by the word asfa. Again names of two characteris-

tics, namely rasa and guna have been stated in one and the same

expression, which is not in conformity with the other expressions

used in the aforequoted Puranic passage.

All these tend to show that the reading is corrupt and it

needs to be corrected, We cannot read it as STTTW^f^cflTT,
for the next expression speaks of gunas which are said to be nine.
It is better to delete the word guna. May we emend the reading as

? The reading is valid, for according to the Natya-
astra the rasas (sentiments) are eight in number.10 Though the

expression may be analysed as ^^q1

: Sfi^rw: TfecfT yet this analysis

does not serve our purpose. May we take the reading as TsrnjSTFT-

"d%cfFT according to the view "^HTSgr qic^^T SJTnT* (Abhinavabharatl

13.56)"?

Though NS. 16.97 speaks of kavyagunas or

kavyarthagunas namely lesa, prasada etc. yet since they are ten in

number,, they cannot be referred to by this expression. The read-

ing nava (nine) cannot be taken as corrupt, for the expression is

read after an expression containing the word asfa (eight) and

before an expression containing the word daia (ten.).

It appears that the expression refers to the nine gunas (quali-

fications) of a spectator (prek$aka} as has been stated in NS. 27,53a

.),.
The gunas are mentioned in the

10. Sfgt TT&T i$tt' ^T9T' (NS. 6.16). Though some teachers

hold the view of nine rasas in drama (Visnudharmottara-

p. 3.176.1; 3.30.1), yet this view must be accepted' as

ekadefin.
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preceding verses (51-52).
11 Since the spectators are given a promi-

nent place in drama by the author of the NS. it would not be

highly objectionable if natya is said to be

It is to be noted in this connection that this line is found to

be read in the Chow. ed. as ?p^ *pIT: W* ^f^FT $^ ^^''

(27.56). The negative character of this" sentence does not seem to

be proper. What is the purpose in saying that all these qualifica-

tions do not exist in one spectator ? Is at not a universally known

fact that all desired qualifications are not found in every aspirant?

According to us it is quite useful to assert that all of these nine

qualifications exist in every spectator,

The NS. contains a Chapter (33) on the gums of gaifs and

gByikas (singers) and vadakas (players on musical instruments).

Since here there is no enumeration of gwtas, the abovementzoned

expression cannot be taken as referring to these gunas.

WJlqEHfadTTfae NS. speaks of ten kavyadosas in 16.89 and

further remarks that these faults belong to natakas (^cT vJteUrg Pcifcn"*

1 6.96V13

From NS. 17.49 it appears that the dialects of

the ^abaras etc. (called vibhafas] have a prominent place In. the

The dialects are not used in the fravya kavyas.

11. The printed readings of these verses afford some diffi-

culty in determining the nine guyas. If arsznfficf^S^
1 *

is taken as referring to one guna (by adding qpg-r
or any

suitable word with it) then we get nine qualifications
from the nine descriptive expressions which SLT& as

follows :
(|) srotfftfoflfRr:, (ii) *pr:, (Hi)

(Jv) srftfferr^;, (v) pmtr:, (vl) ST^^T^,

(vm) v oft otaq^r and
v

,(ix)

It is
interesting to note that the KavyadarSa speaks of

tendyo, of fej (3.125-126). Only a few do*a* are
common in both the lists.
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It is to be further noted that the root i%-J-?rpSF has been used

in connection with defabkasa in the Puranas (^^Tf^Rlfw:
Skanda-p, Prabhasakhanda 317.66).

1 *

One thing is to be noted here. This epithet is read after the

expression bearing the number ten and as such it may be surmised
that the number of vibhasas is eleven. But no such enumeration of

sibhafas is found in the works on dramaturgy.

crspFTftT (.resting or depending on one or at the disposition
of one) This seems to refer to the doctiine of the supremacy of

one rasa in the rapakas. This *one* may be any of the eight (or nine)
sentiments or the VIra or Srngara sentiment14 (according to the

later teachers) a fact which is actually found almost in all the

varieties otrtipakas*

If the word eka is taken in the sense of pradhana (chief), then

it can well refer to rasa since rasa is the chief controlling factor in

drama (^gsr^T^cf^ SfsfaTS^ *rfel%, V. Dh. U. 3.17.62). Natya is

said to be s in NS - 28 - 79. 16

There may be an alternative explanation. Some of the

riipakas have only one nayakai nataka is said to be ^^T^^TR in V.

Dh. U. 3.17.8. Since nayaka is the principal actor the expression

ekayattS may refer to this characteristic also.

3^fjfl=r<rf The pleasing, charming or fascinating nature of rtatya

may be known from such epithets as ^f^cfR^ (U8 v. 1.),

(1.120), fc^TfcFsm (1-114) and *fcft rfsrfefar (10.92),
ae

It is difficult to decide the precise nature of

karana here. If anga is taken in the sense of karana (atigas meaning

the component parts give rise to angin, meaning the whole) it

13. The root f^ + ^FT ^s sometimes used in the Puratias in the

sense "of 'speaking alternatively' :
cPFTC3; f^^T^T TTT^:

^T^tf^m^t (Vayu-p. 84.29).

14. DaSarupaka 3.33; Sahityadarpana 6.10.

15. itcp tref gre[^ T?!':!!!^ -?sr: f^rT?f^R^I ^T% sftmTf% (Abhinava.

bharatll,p. 271).

16. GP .

(Natyadarpana 1.5).
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may be said that the theory that the natya is pancanga is suggested

by this expression.
17 Or if 5na is taken as the karana, the

expression becomes significant as gana is said to be of five kinds

(NS. 6.31 *TFT qsjfof itf W^TOrfNa*0. They are described in

32.31 7-322. 18

.The import of the karaya is doubtful, If

karana is taken as a technical word of the Natya^astra, the

expression may refer to the fourfold karana faftPT ^^ret^WT* 9.203;

moving of hands) of NS. 9.204. NS. 9.209 further asserts that the

karayas are applied in drama and dance. The four karanas namely

ave$tita etc. have been described in NS. 9.205-208.

Since karana in this sense occupies a small place in the field

of dramaturgy, we may take karana in the grammatical sense of

'an instrument'. Even in this sense more than one explanation
is possible. Pathya (that which is to be recited), gtta (songs),

abhinaya (histrionic representation) and rasa (sentiment) may be

taken as the four instruments of natya (Gp. NS. 1.17). There may
be an objection to this as rasa cannot be properly regarded as 01

the nature of instrument.

We may take the four vrttis (namely Bharati etc.) as karayas

as they are regarded as the m3trk3sf mafrs or sarhfrayas of natya

(NS. 20.61; see the variants; 18.4). The close connection between

natya and vrttis is to be known from NS. 20.21. For the vrttis, see

NS. 6.25b-26a. The four pravrttis may fall under the vrttis (vide
NS. 13.32 prose passage).

The four kinds of abhinaya namely angika etc. may also be
taken as the four karatjas (instruments); see NS. 8.8-9.

17. sfefzpnf sftgr^tt ^fe WS*i TESPH (Abhinavabharati 6.10).

18. If the sfiFCtfRrT of natya is ascribed to the Sutradhara his

five functions (as is known from the statement qsptSf?

"W^T <srRrt sfTSJi ^^i 3|rr *& Skanda-p. 2.4.3.16) may be
referred to by this expression. These functions have beeia
mentioned in Agni-p. 338. 10-11 a : ( i ) to announce th.e
names of the teachers of the dramatist; ( ii ) to praise the
dynasty of the dramatist; (iii) the poetical power of the
dramatist; (iv) the relevance of the drama (to be staged);
and (v) the utility or purpose of the drama.
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r Tne import of this expression is to be determined

carefully as the Puranic author has already used the two expres-
sions fgfsjerr and fg^TT in a previous verse. According to us since

fgf^err is stated at the end of the passage it is reasonable to surmise

that the expression refers to that characteristic which comes as a
result or effect. Thus we can take that the two siddhis (success)

namely daivifci or daivika and manual (NS. 27.2) have been referred

to by this expression.

Ancient teachers were aware of the fact that

natya was a powerful means of importing secular wisdom. That is

why natya is said to be ^WH^^RrT (NS. 1.115). See also 1. 108-

112 for the educative aspect of dramatic performances. The

intimate connection of loka with natya is shown in NS. 25. 125-129.

The declaration that natya, contains valuable information about

various branches of learning
19

proves the validity of the aforesaid

epithet. The glorious position of natya in the field of acquiring

knowledge can be known from the Puranic statement

(Agni-p. 338.7) also. 30

?r erg;
^

(NS/19.122);
\

u

(NS. 1.116). See alaoNS. 25.126-127; 5.59.

20. For a similar description of ?JT^T (containing adjectival

expressions bearing numbers), see Kuttanimata 940 (of

Damodaragupta) :

M

Here the masculine words namely gHTnT*, tc. qualify

the word 5Pfl*T: (i.e. ?TT^rspftT:) in verse 941.



A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF 1ST ABSCHNITT, TEXT-
GROUP I OF THE PURA1STA PAisFCALAKSAI^A

By

S.JENA

Kirfel's contribution to Puranic studies is quite significant
and remarkable. After Pargiter it is he who followed a thorough
systematic method in analysing the Parana-texts. In order to find
out the 'urkern' of the Puranas first of all he depended upon the
five chief characteristics. These five characteristics known as
sarga, pratisarga, oarhfa, manvantara and vamJanucarita are said to
constitute the base of the Parana-texts. The different Purarms
available at present expand and elaborate the subjects referred to
in the PaScalaksana-text. Topics like festivals, rituals, glorifica-
tion of gods and goddesses or holy places were added to this text-
kernel later. Thus "Das PurSna Pancalaksaqa" the compilation of
Purana-texts bearing on the five characteristic topics is the outcome
of most strenuous effort of W. Kirfel where the original texts of
tfa* Puratjas have been chronologically put together. The Purana
PaScalaksana consists of four chapters e. g., sarga-pratisarga
(Abschnitt-1), mwa (Abschnitt-2), manvantara (Abschnitt-3) and
wurtanuwit* (Abschnitt-4). In this text 1st Abschnitt, Xe^fe-
Croup 1, (TGl)i is presented as the earliest account of creation
where we come across some hazy and obscure ideas. And tfee
present paper aims at explaining those confusing and obscure idea*

thehghtofrli scriptures like the Vedas, Brahmanas and

a discussion of ^e 1st Abschnitt, TQ1 of the

o ^TT ^ &at the P<>r^n dealing with theof C0smlc Egg (brahmStfa} is the earliest.

313

'*

JSLiTlff^^A^ P^na 17.6-17;
. WM^/aTd IvaP^rfnfmt 27-53 (Calcutta Edil/ *aa oivaFurana (Dharma Saihhita) 51.3-28
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\

^f,

10. Then the self-born Lord desirous of producing beings of

many kinds first of all, created the waters, and placed his seed

in them.

11. The waters are the offspring ofJVara, hence they are

rightly called narah. As they were his first residence (ayana}, there-

fore he is named Narayana*

12. That seed floating in the waters became a golden egg;
from that egg Brahma had his birth, that Brahma who is otherwise

famous as Svayambhu.

13. Fora whole year the divine one resided in that egg,
then he divided that egg into two parts heaven and earth.

14. And in between these two halves the Lord created the

ether. He stablised the earth floating in the water, the ten quar-
ters were differentiated in clear and distinct manner.

15. Prajapati, desirous t>f creating, created the mind, the

speech, love and anger and the sexual delight.

In the Rgveda, the most ancient text of Indo-Aryan literature

very often we come across the accounts of creation. The Nasadlya
Sukta RV, X. 129 depicts the primal state before creation. There

was darkness pervaded by darkness; in the beginning all this was

an undistinguishable mass of water. "Apraketarh salilam" referred to

here and as interpreted by Geldner does not mean water as the

first creation, but it speaks of the chaotic situation prevailing at

the time before the creation started. Out of that undistinguishable

mass of water that one (tad ekarri) already present there, emerged

in the shape of a seed. In the Prajapati hymn RV. X. 121,7 the
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Rgmdic seer speaks of the mighty waters which contained the uni-

versal germ (qrff ^ zp| ^f^^py^ *nr"

The primal being which remained unmanifested in the pri-

mal waters comes out of them as Hiranyagarbha, the golden

embryo. The same idea recurs in Tatttirtja Samhita 5.6.4.2:

5J.53; 7.1.5.1; Taittirfya Brahmana 1.1.3.5; 2.2.9,3 and Satapaiha
Brahmana XL 1.6.1. "anfi err 5^ tftoTT^". In RV. X. 82.1

"^2lqr: frST 1TOT ff sfftY TO" '3 3T3FrwrBT*n$" Geldner says that in

place of water here '*ghrta" appears as the primal matter. In the

beginning the world was just fluid (ghrta) before it took up solid

form and size.

Thus we see in the philosophical hymns of the ^igveda that in

the beginning there were just the primeval waters, and the sole

entity (tad ekam) which is designated as the germ lay covered by
the husk. And this germ was born by the power of tapas. But here
the Purana-texts give a turn to the idea. The self-born Lord crea-
tes the waters, but without proceeding for the creation of the world
of names and forms the Lord effuses his semen in the waters. The
waters have

fertilising power and the semen takes the form of a

egg from which the self-born Lord is born.

^

In RY.X. 129 the sole primal being lies hidden in the husk as
a living geKa and again comes forth from that as the first-born

through the power of tapas. In RV.X, 121 the same primal being
who remains unmanifested in the primal waters, comes out of it as

Hiranyagarbha. Here we find the concept of the cosmic egg.
The Mb entity (tad ekam} lies hidden in the empty shell as the vital
energy tad It is batched, it comes forth by the power of tapas. The
origin of the manifested universe out of the primal unitary being is

jnst like bird coming forth from an egg. As the egg is hatched
by woife***! heat, here also the cosmic egg is made to bring
fofth by mum of heat. But the only difference here is that in case

1C^ {MmS^ & are not two entities, but one;
and the hatched forth young are one and the same.

TC ^ tW aSpeCts f the Priraal bei*g as^ >Ie

f/f
ereated - In simiiar manner in the paaca -

*?
frbom L rd throuSh M- *emen takes the form of

the 8ame self'born Lord is born to sta -t
ln ts
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Purusa-sukta X.90.5 ^T^ f^CI ajSTPra
1

f%^Fft 31% ^V" from the

primal being purusa Viraj Is born and from Viraj is born Purusa.

After the birth of self-born Lord Brahma from the egg he
continued to reside in that egg for a year, then he divided the egg
into two parts heaven and earth.

This concept of the sole entity (tad ekam) residing in the egg
and dividing the egg into two parts goes back to the age of the

Upanisads, In Chandogya Upanisad (3.19) the non-existent (asat}
becomes Existent (sat"), the latter changes into an egg; after a year
by splitting into two it becomes heaven and earth.

Verse 11 of the Purana Pancalakana text which explains the

name Narayana is no doubt an interpolation here. 3 It interrupts
the continuity of the narration. It recurs in Epic and Puranic lite-

rature at various places. Originally it might have had an indepen-
dent existence, but here it has been inserted by a devotee of Nara-

yana who wants to identify the creator with his god, just as later

redactors of Puraiaa texts identify him with Visnu or Siva.

\\

nf3r arerfos^, i

u

sr^rr^f ^fcfr srsrrqcT:

21. From the lightning the creator created the cloud, the

thunderbolt and the rain-bow; in the beginning He created the

birds and the god Parjanya.

22. For successful performance of the sacrifice the creator

created &cas, Yajus and the Sama-hymns, With the help of these

^.cas etc. the Sadhyas offered sacrifice in honour of the gods.

23. From the body of the creator who manifested himself in

the water$(apavasya prajapateh}vtQr& born beings both high and low.

2. Hacker, Paul* *'Two accounts of Cosmogony", Jnanamu-

ktavali (Commemoration Volume in honour of Johannes

Nobel)Jp. 78.

16
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After creating the haven and earth referred to above the Lord
creates the cloud, the thunderbolt, rain-bow, birds and etc. He
also creates the ftcas, Yajus and Sama-hymns. The RV.X.90
(Pumsasukta) speaks of the sacrifice of the thousand-headed Purusa
and from the different parts of this Purusa are born cas, Yajus
and Sama-hymns, horses, cattle, goats and sheep. Of course in th
1st Abschnitt, TGI verses 21-23 of sarga pratisarga we do not get an
exact parallel to the account of creation as given in the Purusa-
sukta. The PaScalaksana text has substituted different objects like
the cloud 3 the rainbow, the birds etc., but in verses 22-23 ab
we can clearly notice the influence of the Rgvedic hymn X.90.
Creation of the mind-born sons :-

ii t^ n

ii ^ n

?TT sr^rr, ^sag- ^fr fesm j

.

\\

16. The self-born Lord created the seven mind-born sor*s~~
Marici Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu and the illustrious
vasistba,

'

Brahmas in th
Brahma are devoted to
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20. From them (the seven sages) originated seven great

divine races with gods included in them. The great sages added

to the glory and honour of these divine races which became active

through the birth of offspring.

The concept of 'seven seers* goes back to the Rgveda. The

Qgvedic seer Trasadasyu Paurukutsya speaks of "seven seers' as our

father (a^T^nW facRScf 3?T*FcT SHT sgq-'zft
RV - IV * 42 '8) In RV.X.

130,7 the Qgvedic seer Yajaa Prajapatya speaks of the "seven seers"

as divine
(s^cra: 5IH ^T-). The seven ancient seers are also asso-

ciated with the gods in RV.X. 109.4. The text Satapatha Brahmana

refers to the seven sages on three different occasions (8.4.3.6, 9.3.1.

21 & 13. 5.4.5) without referring to their individual names. Likewise

the Sankhayana Brahmana (27.6) and Gopatha Brahmana (1.3.12) speak

of the seven sages. The Brhadaranyaka Upanisad though referring

to the seven sages brings a change in their names. As per this

text (2,2.6) they are Gautama, Bharadvaja, Visvamitra, Jamadgni,

/asistha, KaSyapa and Atri.

TO,

n ^ It

The seven mind-born sons produced ofiFsprings but when they

did not multiply, the Lord divided his body into two halves one

half male and the other half female. Through the union of this

male and female parts the Lord, the creator created the different

beings. This idea of the creator dividing his body into male and

female goes back to the age of the Upanisads.

I-& Brhadaranyaka Upanisad (1.4) we are told that the Atman

alone existed in the beginning. He had no delight, because he was

alone, He desired a second. He was as large as a woman and a

man closely embraced (3*srT ^-Wt$t *faftFRft). He thereupon split

himself into two parts male and female. He copulated with her.

Therefore human beings were produced. When the female noticed

that the male was her generator and yet her lover, she trans-

formed herself into a cow to hide from him, whereupon her divine

partner became a bull; the woman then became a mare, while the

male became a horse; she became a she-goat, the other a he-goat,
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finally a ewe, when the other became a ram. It was thus, th a

the goats and sheep and all things that exist in pairs down to ^ie

ants were born.

This Upanisadic idea of primal self dividing his body
two parts, male and female and creating all the biped and

ped beings takes a different turn in the PaScalaksana text. W
the development of the concept of Hindu theology the autho*"5

the Purana-texts did not like to present the idea of the self co-I*^ 1*

ting with his own half. Their abhorence of this concept is

marked when the Self (Atman) is replaced by the Lord. It if

the primal self but the Lord, the creator who divides his body
male and female and by the union of these male and female
all the animate beings are born. Here we notice that the
account though maintaining the Vedic tradition brings in slg***

fi

cant changes in the accounts of creation.

<pc srcre i

Fcnc *gcRJ|26||
In this verse ihepurusa Manu is created by Viraj and Viruj

emanates from Visnu. We clearly notice here the influences of
RV. X. 90.5,

"^XJ'T^ f^^ 3FSIpra
. ^^^ ^ ^'cr:" but the illo-

gical feature of both Puru?a and ViraJ mutually producing ach
other has been eliminated in the Purana Pancalaksaya when the
text speaks of Viraj producing Manu. There is mention of thia
Manu only once in the TGI. And his birth is referred to after the
creation of all other creatures. This verse is also lacking in the
Agm Purana and it calls the Creator Visnu, a name not occurringm the rest of narration. So from all these points there is the Irast
doubt that verse 26 is a later addition.*

Thus in this earliest Text-group we come across
accouat* of creation ma nutshell. And all these accounts of
creation*, e., the Cosmic Egg theory, the origin of all beings from
the great Pum a (as stated in Purusa sukta), the creation of sevenmmd-bom sons and the division of Purusa's body into male and

theories prevailing Ijot the
explaining the origin of things

Vide Hacker* Paul, Op, cit., p. 85.
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beings on earth. In the Puranic age the Sankhya theory of cre-

ation gained ascendancy over other theories. According to this

theory Puru$a and Prakrti are the two foremost principles from

whom Mahat comes into being. From Mahat there arises Akarhkara

and from Ahamkara this world of names and forms has its origin.

The verses 3 and 5 of this TGI are quite suggestive of the fact that

they have been inserted by a redactor who wanted to modernise

the text with the help of a few Sankhya ideas. The first nine

verses of Abschnitt I, TGI contain a statement of the subject, a

fravanaphala and a namaskara, but these topics are curiosly interrup-

ted by the verses 3 and 5 which express cosmogonic ideas that

have no bearing on the main narration starting with v. 10, Hence

it is obvious that these verses are interpolations made by a redac-

tor with Samkhya leaning and it is done keeping in view the

preponderance of this theory in Puranic age. As Hacker rightly

observes,
{e All this leads to the conclusion that the original text of

TGI did not contain any Sankhya ideas. The redactor apparently

did not find a suitable place for his additions- in the main account

for it would be difficult to harmonize the emanation from the

Ahamkara with the myth of the Cosmic Egg, so he inserted the two

verses into the introduction."4
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PAftCALAlSlGALA VRATA
BY

MRS. KALA D. ACHARYA

Puranic religion is full of vows (oratas}. Some of the vratas

like ^Amalakyekadaiit Gaaefacaturtht are observed even today but as

Kane P. V. has pointed out, "Many of the vratas and utsaoas once

observed have already gone out of vogue owing to various

causes. 1

One of such vratas is Pancalangala vrata, It is described at

length in the Matsya-purana.
3 The same vrata is described in

the Bhavisya-purana (Bh. P.) as Halapankti~danam

According to the vrata as mentioned in the Mat. P, on a holy

tithi or eclipse or Yugadi tithi land along with five ploughs

made of hard wood and five golden ploughs and ten bulls, all these

are to be donated.

It is narrated in the Bh. P. that the row of the ploughs to be

given should be that of ten ploughs. Four cows should be yoked

to each plough. The plough should be made of wood. The

ploughs should have strips of gold. They should be decorated

with diamond, The bulls yoked to the ploughs should be young

and strong. They should not be handicapped. They should be

decorated with garments, gold, flowers and sandal-wood pigment,

The bulls should be joined to the yoke. A long whip should

be made. A village or a town or land as much as two thousand

rods should be given for ploughing. Land equal to one thousand

rods may also be given.
4

The gift should be made on the eighth or the fourteenth day

of each half of the month and the days of Ml moon and new

moon. It may be made on the fulMnoon day in the month of

of Dharmafastra Vol. I, Oh. XIII

p. 254.

2. Mat. P., Chap. 283.

3. Bh. P., Utiara Parvan> 165.

4. Ib. 3-6 ab,
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Karttika or VaUakha* It may be given at the sun's movement

towards the north. It should also be given on janmark^a or on the

day of eclipse. Brahmins well-versed in the Vedas should be

invited. Their number should be equal to the number of ploughs.

A pavilion as much as ten hastas should be made 1 In the east

two holes or one hole should be made in the ground. A sacrifice

reciting vyahrtis should be performed there. The sacrifice to

Parjanya, Aditya and Rudra should be made. Dish of cooked

rice, milk and sugar should be used for sacrifice. Holy tree- twigs

for the sacred fire should be that of the Pald/a tree. Ghee and

black sesame should be used. The row of the ploughs with corn

in it should be consecrated. Then the host should take a bath,

He should wear white garments. He should yoke the row of the

ploughs amidst the sounds of trumpets and the conch-shells.

Vedas should be recited. With flowers in his hands the host

should titter the sacred prayer, viz. "As all the gods stay in the

ploughs always and as they are near the shoulder of a bull, I

should always remain a devotee of &va. As other gifts are not

so important as the gift of land and as I have made it, I should

always be faithful to dharma". 5 Then the brahmins should drive

the row of the ploughs and behind the plough the host should

stay and give seeds, jewels, gold and silver in the hands of the

brahmins,
6

till they have crossed twenty rods of land. Then he

should make a circuxnambulation and bestow the gift upon the

brahmin along with daktina. The brahmins should be saluted and

then the host should bid goodbye to them.

It is stated in the Bh. P. that one who makes the said gift

lives in heaven. He does not suffer from poverty, bad luck

or diseases for seven successive births. Then he becomes
a king. Even the spectator of the gift becomes free from his sins, 7

The gift of the row of the ploughs was made by many kings such

as Dillpa, Yayati, {libi and Bharata. As a result of the gift they
still stay in the heaven happily.

8 Krsna has stated that even
women can make the gift. If a row of ploughs is not available

5. Ib. 16-17.

6. Ib. 18-19.

7. Ib, 21-22.

8. Ib. 24.
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then five or four ploughs may be given. Even one plough may
be given according to the ritual. It is finally stated that the givers

of the ploughs live in Sankarapura and those who give the row of

ploughs along with land become kings. Krsna has pointed out

that the gift of a row of ploughs destroys all sins. It gives

happiness. This gift gives the fruit of making all other gifts. The

giver of a row of ploughs is equal to one who has made all the

gifts.

One may wonder whether such vratas using enormous quantity
of gold were actually in practice. But such types of vratas go
under mahadanas* and Inden Ronald has pointed out that "These

gifte were of immense significance because they were used by the

regional Hindu kings to establish (or renew) their universal

imperial sovereignty.
10 Agrawala V. S. has pointed out that

these extraordinary gifts (mahadanani) involving huge quantities

of gold, and jewels could be conceived in an age of exceptional

prosperity such as the Golden Age of Indian history,
11

However, it may be pointed that these mahadanas were

conceived not only in the Gupta period but in later period too.

The gilahara kings ( 949 A. D. 1205 A. D. ) had three

families which were ruling at Purl in north Konkana, near Khare-

pataria in the south Konkana and at Karavlra (i. e. Kolhapura)
in which the family at Karavlra was prosperous. These Silaharas

observed vaidika and pauranic religion and they had' given shelter

to the Jains. It is stated in the plate of ^ilahara king Gandaraditya

9. Ib. 181. 9-12 ab,

10. Inden Ronald, "Ritual Authority and Cyclic Times in

Hindu Kingship", Kingship and Authority in South Asia, ed.

by J. F. Richards, South Asian Studies, University of

Wisconsin, Madison Publication series No. 3, 1978,

p. 38.

11. Agrawala V.S., Sapta-Sagara Mahadana, Puraya 1960.

Varanas!, Vol. I. No. 2.
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(dated saka 1032; 1110 A. D.) that he had made pancalangala vrata

on moon eclipse in Vaisakha.* 2

So it is obvious that :

(a) the mahadanas were actually practised in the period

after Gupta dynasty too.

(b) the kings in India had the major part in practising the

mahadanas*

12. Pandit Bhagavanalala, Indraji "Copper-plate of the

ilahara Dynasty" Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. 13 p. 33.



KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION IN SANSKRIT
AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE*

By

RICK BRIGGS

The article, here reproduced, is for general interest of Sanskrit

Scholars, who are requested to take it into consideration and

suggest their opinion so that a complete and comprehensive method

for the utilization of Sanskrit language anaiisis in developing

Artificial Intelligence in the computer may be evolved.

[ The Editor ]

Abstract

In the past twenty years, much time, effort, and money has

been expended on designing an unambigous representation of

natural languages to make them accessible to computer processing.

These efforts have entered around creating schemata designed to

parallel logical relations with relations expressed by the syntax

and semantics of natural languages, which are clearly cumbersome

and ambiguous in their function as vehicles for the transmission

of logical data. Understandably, there is a widespread belief that

natural languages are unsuitable for the transmission of many
ideas that artificial languages can render with great precision and

mathematical rigor.

But this dichotomy, which has served as a premise underlying

much work in the areas of linguistics and artificial intelligence,

is a false one. There is at least one language, Sanskrit, which

for the duration of almost 1000 years was a living spoken language

with a considerable literature of its own. Besides works of literary

value, there was a long philosophical and grammatical tradition

that has continued to exist with undiminished vigor until the pre-

sent century. Among the accomplishments of the grammarians
can be reckoned a method for paraphrasing Sanskrit in a manner

* From THE AI MAGAZINE Spring, 1985 pp. 32-39.

iA \

^Q thank Mr.jPaftkhiwala for having signalled it and sent

*K us a photostate cfopy of this article.
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that is Identical not only in essence but in Form with current work
in Artificial Intelligence. This article demonstrates that a natural

language can serve as an artificial language also, and that much
work in AI has been reinventing a wheel millenia old.

First, a typical Knowledge Representation Scheme (using

Semantic Nets) will be laid out, followed by an outline of the

method used by the ancient Indian Grammarians to analyze sen-

tences unambiguously. Finally, the clear parallelism between the

two will be demonstrated, and the theoretical implications of this

equivalence will be given .

Semantic Nets

For the sake of comparison, a brief overview of semantic nets

will be given, and examples will be included that will be compa-
red to the Indian approach. After early attempts at machine
translation (which were based to a large extent on simple dictionary

look-up} failed in their effort to teach a computer to understand

natural language, work in Al turned to Knowledge Representation.

Since translation is not simply a map from lexical item to

lexical item, and since ambiguity is inherent in a large number of

utterances, some means is required to encode what the actual

meaning of a sentence is. Clearly, there must be a representation
<* meaning independent of words used. Another problem is the

interference of syntax. In some sentences (for example active/

passive) syntax is, for all intents and purposes, independent of

meaning. Here one would like to eliminate considerations of syn-
tax. In other sentences the syntax contributes to the meaning and
here one wishes to extract it.

I will consider a ^prototypical
5 ' semantic net system similar

to that of Lindsay, Norman, and Rumelhart in the hopes that it

is fairly representative of basic semantic net theory. Taking a
simple example first, one would represent "John gave the ball to
Mary** as m Figure J, Here Eve nodes connected by four labeled
arcs capture the entire meaning of the sentence. This information
can be stored as a series of '

'triples" :

give, agent, John
give, object, ball

give, recipient, Mary
. give, time, past.
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Figure 1.

Note that grammatical information has been transformed into

an arc and a node (past tense). A more complicated example will

illustrate embedded sentences and changes of state :

*
'John told Mary that the train moved out of the station, at

3 o'clock."

As shown in Figure 2. there was a change in state in which

the train moved to some unspecified location from the station. It

went to the former at 3:00 and from the latter at 3:00. Now one

can routinely convert the net to triples as before.

The verb is given central significance in this scheme and is

considered the focus and distinguishing aspect of the sentence*

However, there are other sentence types which differ fundamentally

from the above examples. Figure 3 illustrates a sentence that it

one of *state
s> rather than of "event." Other *s could

sent statements of time, location or more complicated
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A. verb s?say, *give'% has been taken as primitive, but what Is

thefmeamng of "give" itself? Is it only definable in terms of
the structure it generates ? Clearly two verbs can generate tbe
same structure. One can take a set-theoretic approach and'a
particular give as an element of *<

giving events" itself a subset of
AL1XBVBOTS. An example of this approach is given in Figure ^
(**John, m programmer living at Maple St., gives a book to Mary,who -it m *
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3.

If one were to "read** this semantic net, one would have a

very long text of awkward English: "There is a "John** who is an

element of the "Persons" set and who is the person who lives at

ADR1, where ADR1 is a subset of ADDRESS-EVENTS, itself a

subset of "ALL EVENTS', and has location 37 Maple St.', an

element of Addresses; and who is a "worker** of 'occupation
1* .... etc."

The degree to which a semantic net (or any unambiguous.,

nonsyntactic representation) is cumbersome and odd-sounding in

a natural languate is the degree to which that language is "natu-

ral" and deviates from the precise or "Artificial." As we shall see,

there was a language spoken among an ancient scientific commu-

nity that has a deviation of zero.

The hierarchical structure of the above net and the explicit

descriptions of set-relations are essential to really capture the

meaning of the sentence and to facilitate inference. It is believed

by most in the Al and general linguistic community that natural

languages do not make such seemingly trivial hierarchies explicit.

Below is a description of a natural language, Shastric Sanskrit,

where for the past millenia successful attempts have been made to

encode such information.
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ocdr ess events) (becupa I ion events

Shastric Sanskrit
The sentence :

(1) "Caitra goes to the
gacchati caitra)

ft
^ " ei8h >.cantury SauB

an from Maharashtra, Zndia, the following paraphrase
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(2) "There is an activity which leads to a
connection-activitywhich has as Agent no one other than Caitra specified by

singularity, [which] is taking place in the present and whichhas as Object something not different from
'village'."

The author, Nagesha, is one of a group of three or four
prominent theoreticians who stand at the end of a long tradition
of investigation. Its beginnings date to the middle of the first
imllenium B, G. when the morphology and phonological structure
of the language, as well as the framework for its syntactic descrip-tion were codified by PaninL His successors elucidated the brief,
algebraic formulation* that he had used as grammatical rules and
where possible tried to improve upon them. A great deal of fer-
vent grammatical research took place between the fourth century
B. G. and the fourth century A. D. and culminated in the seminal
work, the Vakyapadiya by Bhartrhari. Little was done subsequently
to advance the study of syntax, until the so-called "New Gram-
marian" school appeared in the early part of the sixteenth century
with the publication of Bhattoji Dikshita's Vaiyakarana-bhwamsara
and its commentary by his relative Kaundabhatta, who worked
from Benares. Nagesha (1 730-1810) was responsible for a major
work, the Vaiyakaranasiddhantamanjusa, or Treasury of definitive state-

ments of grammarians, which was condensed later into the earlier

described work. These books have not yet been translated.

The reasoning of these authors is couched in a style of langu-

age that had been developed especially to formulate logical

relations with scientific precision. It is a terse, very condensed

form a Sanskrit, which paradoxically at times becomes so abstruse

that a commentary is necessary to clarify it.

One of the main differences between the Indian approach to

language analysis and that of most of the current linguistic theo-

ries is that the analysis of the sentence was not based on a noun-

phrase model with its attending binary parsing technique but

instead on a conception that viewed the sentence as springing from

the semantic message that the speaker wished to convey. In its

origins, sentence description was phrased in terms of a gewcativa

model. From a number of primitive syntactic categories (wrbal

action, agents, object, etc.) the structure of the sentence was deriv-

ed so that every word of a sentence could be referred b*ck to *

18
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syntactic input categories. Secondarily and at a later period in

history, the model was reversed to establish a method for analytical

descriptions.

In the analysis of the Indian grammarians, every sentence

expresses an action that is conveyed both by the verb and by a set

of 'auxiliaries." The verbal action (kriya-**action" or sadhya-
**that which is to be accomplished/') is represented by the verbal
root of the verb form; the "auxiliary activities" by the nominals

(nouns, adjectives, iadeclinables) and their case endings (one
of six) .

The meaning of the verb is said to be both vyapara (action,

activity, cause), and phala (fruit, result, effect). Syntactically,
its meaning is invariably linked with the meaning of the verb
* 4

to do". Therefore, in order to discover the meaning of any verb
it is sufficient to answer the question : "What does lie do ?'* The
answer would yield a phrase in which the meaning of the direct
object corresponds to the verbal meaning. For example, **iie

goes" would yield the paraphrase : <he performs an act of going";
"he drmks" : "performs an act of drinking," ect. This procedure
allows us to rephrase the sentence in terms of the verb "to do" or
one of its synonyms, and an object formed from the verbal root
which expresses the verbal action as an action noun. It still
leaves us with a verb form ("he does", "he performs"), which
contains unanalyzed semantic information. This information in,

Sanskrit is indicated by the fact that there is an agent who is

engaged in an act of going, or drinking, and that the action Is
taking place in the present time.

Rather that allow the agent to relate to the syntax in tills
complex, unsystematic fashion, the agent is viewed as a onetime
representative, or instantiation of a larger category of "Agency

9%
which is operative in Sanskrit sentences. In turn, -Agency" is a
member of a larger class of 'Auxiliary activities," which will becmsed presently. Thus Gaitra is some Gaitra or instance ofitmS> ** agency i.

hierarchically related to the auxiliary
. The fact that in this specific instance the agent is I

?**"'*
-^ as follows: The number category

regarded asa H o
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and the person category (first, second, or third) as a grammatical
category to be retrieved from a search list, where its place is

determined by the singularity of the agent.

The next step in the process of isolating the verbal meaning
is to rephrase the description in such a way that the agent and
number categories appear as qualities of the verbal action. This

procedure leaves us with an accurate, but quite abstract formula-

tion of the sentence s

(3) "Caitra is going" (gacchati caitra) "An act of going is

taking place in the present of which the agent is no one other than

Gaitra qualified by singularity."

at raikatvaavacchinnacaitraabinnakartrko vartamaanakaaiko

gamanaanukuulo vyaapaarah :
) (Double vowels indicate length.)

If the sentence contains, besides an agent, a direct object, an

indirect object and/or other nominals that are dependent on the

principal action of the verb, then in the Indian system these

nominals are in turn viewed as representations of actions that

contribute to the complete meaning of the sentence. However,

it is not sufficient to state, For instance, that a word with a dative

case represents the -'recipient" of the verbal action, for the

relation between the recipient and the verbal action itself requires

more exact specification if we are to center the sentence description

around the notion of verbal action. To that end, the action

described by the sentence is not regarded as an indivisible unit,

but one that allows further subdivisions. Hence a sentence

such as :

(4) "John gave the ball to Mary" involves the verb "to give,"

which is viewed as a verbal action composed of a Bumber o.

auxiliary activities. Among these would be John

ball in his hand, the movement of the hand holdmg the baU from

John as a starting poin,^"^'J^ "

seizing of the ball by Mary's hand, etc. It

notion that actions themselves cannot be percerved
b-Mtor-

of the action*
observabU,^

the

this instance we can infer that at least tw

place.
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(a) An act of movement starting from the direction of John and

taking place in the direction of Mary's hand. Its Agent is

"the bail" and its result is a union with Mary's hand,

(b) An act of receiving, which consists of an act of grasping

whose agent is Mary's hand.

It is obvious that the act of receiving can be interpreted as

an action involving a union with Mary's hand, an enveloping of

the ball by Mary's hand, etc., so that in theory it might be difficult

to decide where to stop this process of splitting meanings, or what

the semantic primitives are. That the Indians were aware of

the problem is evident from the following passage : **The name

'action' cannot be applied to the solitary point reached by extreme

subdiviaon."

The set of actions described in (a) and (b) can be viewed as

actions that contribute to the meaning of the total sentence, viz.

the fact that the ball is transferred from John to Mary. In this

sense they are "auxiliary actions" (Sanskrit karaka literally "that

which brings about") that may be isolated as complete actions in

their own right for possible further subdivision, but in this

particular context are subordinate to the total action of "giving.**

These "auxiliary activities" when they become thus subordinated

to the main sentence meaning, are represented by case endings
affixed to nominals corresponding to the agents of the original

auxiliary activity. The Sanskrit language has seven case endings

(excluding the vocative), and six of these are definable represent-
ations of specific "auxiliary activities," The seventh, the genitive,

represents a set of auxiliary activities that are not defined, by the

other six. The auxiliary actions are listed as a group of six. Agent,
Object, Instrument,, Recipient, Point of Departure, Locality. They
are the semantic correspondents of the syntactic case endings;
nominative, accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative and locative,
but these are not an exact equivalence since the same syntactic
structure can represent different semantic messages, as will be
discussed below* There is a good deal of overlap between the
karakas and the case endings, and a few of them, such as Point of

Departure, also are used for syntactic information, in this case
"because of*. In many instances the relation is best characterized
as that of the allo-eme variety.
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To illustrate the operation of this model of description, a

sentence involving an act of cooking rice is of ten quoted :

5) "Out of friendship, Maitra cooks rice for Devadatta in a pot,

over a fire."

Here the total process of cooking is rendered by the verb

form "cooks" as well as a number of auxiliary actions :

1 . An Agent represented by the person Maitra

2. An Object by the "rice"

3. An Instrument by the sefire"

4. A Recipient by the person Devadatta

5. A Point of Departure (which includes the causal relation-

ship) by the "friendship" (which is between Maitra and Deva-

datta)

6. The Locality by the "pot"

So the total meaning of the sentence is not complete without

the intercession of six auxiliary actions. The action itself can be

inferred from a change of the condition of the grains of rice3

which started out being hard and ended up being soft.

Again, it would be possible to atomize the meaning expre-

ssed by the phrase : "to cook rice" : It is an operation that is not a

unitary "process", but a combination of processes, such as "to place

a pot on the fire, to add fuel to the fire, to fan", etc. These pro-

cesses , moreover, are not taking place in the abstract, but they are

tied to, or "resting on 3 *
agencies that are associated with the

processes. The word used for "tied to" Is a form of the verbal

roota-m", which means * cto lie on, have recourse to, be situated

on". Hence it is possible and usually necessary to paraphrase a

sentence such as "he gives" as: "an act of giving residing in him."

Hence the paraphrase of sentence (5) will be :

(6)
''There is an activity conducive to a softening which is a

a change residing in something not different from rice, and which

takes place in the present, and resides in an agent not different

from Maitra, who is specified by singularity and has a Recipient

not different from Devadatta, an Instrument not different from

etc.
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It should be pointed out that the^e Sanskrit Grammatical
Scientists actually wrote and talked this way. The domain for this

type of language was the equivalent of today's technical journals.
'In their ancient journals and in verbal communication with each
other they used this specific, unambiguous form of Sanskrit in a

rernaikafaly concise way.

Besides the verbal root, all verbs have certain suffixes that

express the tense and/or mode, the persons or items so engaged,
For examplcj the use of passive voice would necessitate using an

Agent with an instrumental suffix, whereas the nonpassive voice

implies that the agent of the sentence, if represented by a noun or

proiiounj will be marked by a nominative singular suffix.

Word order in Sanskrit has usually no more than stylistic

significance, and the Sanskrit theoreticians paid no more than
scant attention to it. The language is then very suited to an
approach that eliminates syntax and produces basically a list of

semantic messages associated with the karakas.

An example of the operation of this model on an intransitive
sentence is the following.*

\1)
r%Becaube of the wind, a leaf falls from a tree to the ground".

Here the wind is instrumental in bringing about an opera-
tion that results in a leaf being disunited from a tree and being
united with the ground. By virtue of functioning as instrument of
the operation, the term "wind" qualifies as a representative of the
auxiliary activity "Instrument"; by virtue of functioning as the
place from which the operation commences, the "tree" qualifies
to be called "The Point of Departure"; by virtue of the fact that
w the place where the leaf ends up, the "ground" receives the

designation "Locality". la the example, the word "leaf- serves
only to further specify the agentjfthat is already specified by the
n-wiposswe verb in the form of a personal suffix. In the language
it rendered ag a nominative case suffix. In passive sentences
other statements have to be made. One may argue that the above

' ^ fr0m "The wind blows

r,K >m the Object slot. The truth is that this phrase Is tranai-
, whereas the earlier one is intransitive. -Transitivity" can be
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viewed as an additional feature added to the verb. In Sanskrit
this process is often accomplished by a suffix, the causative suffix,

which when added to the verbal root would change the meaning
as follows: <fThe wind causes the leaf to fall from the tree/' and
since English has the word s 'blows" as the equivalent of "causes
to fall" in the case of an Instrument "wind/' the relation Is not

quite transparent. Therefore, the analysis of the sentence presen-
ted earlier, in spite of its manifest awkwardness, enabled the

Indian theoreticians to introduce a clarity into their speculations
on language that was theretofore unavailable. Structures that

appeared radically different at first sight become transparent
transforms of. a basic set of elementary semantic categories.

It is by no means the case that these analyses have been

exhausted, or that their potential has been exploited to the full.

On the contrary, it would seem that detailed analyses of sentences

and discourse units had just received a great impetus from

Nagesha^ when history intervened : The British conquered India

and brought with them new and apparently effectives means for

studing and analyzing languages. The subsequent introduction

of Western methods of language analysis, including such areas of

research as historical and structural linguistics, and lately genera-

tive linguistics., has for a long time acted as an impediment to

further research along the traditional ways, Lately, however,

serious and responsible research into Indian semantics has been

resumed, especially at the University of Poona, India. The surpri-

sing equivalence of the Indian analysis to the techniques used in

applications of Artificial Intelligence will be discussed in the next

section.

Equivalence

A comparison of the theories discussed in the first section

with the Indian theories of sentence analysis in the second section

shows at once a few striking similarities. Both theories tafee

extreme care to define minute details with which a language

describes the relations between events in the natural >*. la

both instances, the analysis itself is a map of the relations between

events in the universe described. In the case of the computer-

oriented analysis, this mapping is a necessary prerequ i

making the speaker's natural language dige.ttbto for the *

processor; in the case of Sanskrit, the motivate *s more
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and probably has to do with an age-old Indo-Aryan preoccupation
to discover the nature of the reality behind the impressions
we human beings receive through the operation of our sense

organs. Be it as it may, it is a matter of surprise to discover that

the outcome of both trends of thinking so removed in time, space,
and culture have arrived at a representation of linguistic events

that is not only theoretically equivalent but close in form as well,

The one superficial difference is that the Indian tradition was on

the whole s unfamiliar with the facility of diagrammatic represen-

tation, and attempted instead to formulate all abstract notions in

grammatical sentences. In the following paragraphs a number of

the parallellisms of the two analyses will be pointed out to illus-

trate the equivalence of the two systems.

Consider the sentence : "John is going." The Sanskrit

paraphrase would be

*'An Act of going is taking place in which the Agent is 'John'

specified by singularity and masculinity.*'

If we now turn to the analysis in semantic nets, the event

portrayed by a set of triples is the following :

1. "'going events, instance, go (this specific going event)**

2. "go, agent, John"

3. *'go, time, present."

The first equivalence to be observed is that the basic frame-
work for inference is the same. John must be a semantic primitive,
or it must have a dictionary entry, or it must be further represen-
ted (i.e. "John, number, 1" etc.) if further processing requires
more detail (e.g. "How many people are going ?"). Similarly, in
the Indian analysis, the detail required in one case is not necessa-

rily required in another case, although it can be produced on
demand (if-needed). The point to be made is that in both systems^
an extensive degree of specification is crucial in understanding
the real meaning of the sentence to the extent that it will allow
inferences to be made about the facts not explicitly stated in tlae
sentence.

The basic crux of the equivalence can be illustrated by a
careful look at sentence (5) noted in Part II.
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-Out of friendship, Maitra cooks rice for Devadatta in a pot

over a fire."

The semantic net is supplied in Figure 5- The triples
cor-

responding to the net are :

cause, eventj friendship

friendship, object 1, Devadatta

friendship, object 2 3
Maitra

cause, result, cook

cook, agent, Maitra
cook, recipient, Devadatta
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cook, instrument, fire

cook, object, rice

cook, on-lee^ pot.

The sentence in the Indian analysis is rendered as follows :

The Agent is represented by Maitra, the Object

by 'rice", the Instrument hy
c

*fire," the Recipient

by "Devadatta," the Point of Departure (or cause)

by "friendship" (between Maitra and Devadatta), the Loca-

lity by "pot."

Since all of these syntactice structures represent actions

auxiliary to the action ""cook," let us write c'cook" next to each

karaka and its sentence representation :

cook* agent, Maitra

cook, object, rice

cook, instrument, fire

cook, recipient, Devadatta

cook, because-of, friendship

friendship, Maitra, Devadatta

cook, locality, pot.

The comparison of the analyses shows that the Sankrit

sentence when rendered into triples matches the analysis arrived

at through the application of computer processing. That is

surprising, because the form of the Sanskrit sentence is radically

different from that of the English. For comparison, the Sanskrit

sentence is given here :

Maitrah : sauhardyat Devadattaya odanam ghate agnina

pacati.

[to: ^$3fRt ^KxlW afafT rS arf^FTT

Here the stem forms of the nouns are : Maitra-sauhardya-
<e
friendship." Devadatta, odana "gruel", ghata-^pot", agni- **fire"

and the verb stem is paca- "cook". The deviations of the stem

forms occuring at the end of each word represent the change dic-

tated by the word's semantic and syntactic position. It should also

be noted that the Indian analysis calls for the specification, of even

a greater amount of grammatical and semantic detail : Maitra,

Devadatta, the pot, and fire would all be said to be qualified by
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"singularity*
1 and "masculinity" and the act of cooking can option-

ally be expanded into a number of successive perceivable activities.

Also note that the phrase "over a fire" on the face of it sounds like

a locative of the same form as "in a pot", However, the context

indicates that the prepositional phrase describes the instrument

through which the heating of the rice takes place and, therefore,

is best regarded as an instrument semantically,

Of course, many versions of semantic nets have been propo-

sed, some of which match the Indian system better than others do

in terms of specific concepts and structure. The important point

is that the same ideas are present in the case of many proposed

semantic net systems it is the Indian analysis which is more

specific.

A third important similarity between the two treatments of

the sentence is its focal point which in both cases is the verb, i ne

Sanskrit here is more specific by rendering the activity as a "going-

event", rather than "going," This procedure introduces a new

necessary level of abstraction, for in order to keep the analysw

properly structured, the focal point ought to be phrased
: "there is

an event taking place which is one of cooking," rather than 'there

is cooking taking place", in order for the computer to distinguish

between the levels of unspecified -doing" (ryapara)
and the resutt

of the doing ( phala ).

A further similarity between the two systems is the striving

for unambiguitv. Buth Indian and AI schools encode in very

clear, often apparently redundant way, m order to make the ana-

lysis accessible to inference. Thus, by using the d tinc^ *

phala and vyapara, individual processes
are separated

mto
^

0l ^
nents which in term are decomposable. For example o

rice- was broken down as "placing a pot on the fire, adding fuel,

fanning, etc." Cooking rice also implies a change of state real .-

ed by the fihal*> which is the heated softened
.^rios

Such speci

fications are necessary to make logical pat'
""

would remain unclear. For example, take

Maitra cooked rice for Devadatta who burned 1*

wliile eatittg it."
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The semantic nets used earlier do not give any information

about the logical connection between the two clauses. In order to

fully understand the sentence, one has to be able to make the in-

ference that the cooking process involves the process of Cheating"
and the process of ''making palatable." The Sanskrit gramma-
rians bridged the logical gap by the employment of the phala\

vyapam distinction. Semantic nets could accomplish the same in a

variety of ways :

1. by mapping "cooking" as a change of state? which would

involve an excessive amount of detail with too much compulsory
inference :

2. by representing the whole statement as a catise (event

result), or

3. by including dictionary information about cooking.

A further comparison between the Indian system and the

theory of semantic nets points to another similarity : The passive

and the active transforms of the same sentence are given the same

analysis in both systems. In the Indian system the notion of the

''intention of the speaker" (tatparya, vivaksa) is adduced as a cause

for distinguishing the two transforms semantically. The passive
construction is said to emphasize the object, the nonpassive

emphasizes the agent. But the explicit triples are not different.

This observation indicates that both systems extract the meaning
from the syntax,

Finally* a point worth noting is the Indian analysis of the

intransitive phrase (7) describing the leaf falling from the tree.

The semantic net analysis resembles the Sanskrit analysis remar-

kably, but the latter has an interesting flavor. Instead of a change
from one location to another, as the semantic net analysis prescri-
bes, the Indian system views the process as a uniting and disuniting
of an agent. -This process is equivalent to the concept of addition
to and deletion fiom sets. A leaft falling to the ground can be
viewed as a leaf disuniting from the set of leaves still attached to

the tree followed by a uniting with (addition to) the set of leaves

already on the ground. This theory is very useful and necessary
to formulate changes or statements of state, such as "The hill is

in the valley.
8 *
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In the Indian system, inference is very complete indeed.

There is, at each instant, a disunion with a preceding point (the

source, the initial state), and a union with the following point,

toward the destination, the final state. This calculus-like concept

faciilitates inference. If it is stated that a process occurred, then

a language processor could answer queries about the state of the

world at any point during the execution of the process.

As has been shown, the main point in which the two lines of

thought have converged is that the decomposition of each prose

sentence into Aara&a-representations of action and focal verbal-

action, yields the same set of triples as those which result from

the decomposition of a semantic net into nodes, arcs, and labels.

It is interesting to speculate as to why the Indians found it worth-

while to pursue studies into unambiguous coding of natural

language into semantic elements. It is tempting to think of them
as computer scientists without the hardware, but a possible

explanation is that a search for clear, unambiguous understanding

is inherent in the human being. Let us not forget that among the

great accomplishments of the Indian thinkers were the invention

of zeroj and of the binary number system a thousand years before

the West re-invented them. Their analysis of language casts

doubt on the humanistic distinction beween natural and artificial

intelligence, and may throw light on how research in AI may

finally solve the natural language understanding aad machine

translation problems.
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BOOK-REVIEWS

Clifford Hospital, The Righteous Demon A Stftdy ofBali, Vancouver

(University of British Columbia Press) 1984, pp. k., 294.

The book is really a piece of art and one is delighted in follow-

ing the development of the figure of Bali from being a mere demon

(asura) to the status of a great king. The author gives the English

translation of all the evidence he produces (a fashion which is

spreading especially among the writers in English). The reader

has in this way the impression that he can judge the validity of the

author's arguments as he himself can check the text the author

uses for his deductions. The question, however, is whether such

an impression is correct or not. Much depends on whether we

have a Bali katha in the proposed texts (i. e. the katha is more im-

portant than the text in which it is contained), or a text containing

a Bali katha. Is it a sound method to isolate a single katha from its

puranic context ? While we may not be in a position to give at

present a final answer to this question, a little more space had to

be given to analyse the context.

Clifford Hospital attempts a 'modified structuralist approach*

to Bali (p. 5) and surely his book proves the soundness of his me-

thod, the results being really superb. Here also, however, I still

doubt whether the references to western approach to similar pro-

blems of demons and devil are illuminating in this case or whether

they are focussing the attention on aspects external to the tradition

he is considering. In fact this 'western
9

touch, with its stressing

on dating, schemes and unification disturbs, even if only occa-

sionally, the natural flowing of the different aspects of the story

(see pp. 43-44, 56-57, 79-80),

The deeds of Bali are grouped by Clifford Hospitalinto

Myth A, B and G (B and C being represented by two and one texts

respectively) and myth A is in its turn analysed iato five
phases

which belong partly to the same milieu and partly to a different

milieu.
,

This division helps to group texts according to a logical

and partially historical scheme of development
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Every text has been therefore examined and divided into 'sig-

nificant basic units' (p. 18) which on their turn are grouped to form

a 'family relationship* (p. 19). This procedure of examination,

natural to the structural analysis of the texts it has been applied

to Purana-s also can be used, with more philological sensi-

tivity, for texts like Pretakalpa of the Garuda Purana that, although

hardly containing any katha, have grown much in the same way as

the katka-s.

Hospital's structural analysis of puranic katha-s is still one of

the best approaches in this direction. We need to explore all the

possibilities of such a method with due modifications. The positive

results obtained until now are an encouragement to proceed further

in these attempts.
G. Bonazzoli

Noel Sheth, S. J, : The Divinity of Krishna, N.Delhi (Munshiram
Manohailal Publishers) 1984, pp. XV, 179.

Although no subtitle is given, the book deals, in fact, only

with the portrait of Krishna in the Visnuparvan section of the

Harivama
s the Fifth Book of the Visnu Purana and the Tenth

Book of the Bhagavata. Daniel H. H. Ingalls in his Foreword
seems to give the reason for such a choice when he states that eeach

(of these works) comes from a different century; and each shows a

distinct attitude towards its subject, attitudes that might be reduced

to the themes hero worship, orthodox piety and mystical love' (p.

XI). Noel Sheth indeed has analysed even the smallest details of

these three pieces of Hindu Scriptures with a deep competence
which is not confined to the Sanskrit text, but takes into conside-

ration also the Sanskrit commentaries and the secondary literature

on the subject. His psychological insights are in several cases

superb. This love for analysis is the richness of the book and
constitutes at the same time its limit. The single analysed episo-

des, indeed, repeat constantly the scheme that the author has pre-
fixed at the beginning and so, while learning everything about the

stories in the three works, we do not get any new idea out of those
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expressed in the Preface and in the Foreword. Krishna h depicted

as a hero in the HarivamSa and becomes the object of mystical

love in the Bhagavata Parana, through a phase of intense piety

described in the Visnu Parana. Prof. Ingalls writes that 'as their

understanding of what it means to be divine became more enligh-

tened and refined, the believers endeavoured to remove the blemi-

shes from their earlier portraits of Krishna thus making his divi-

nity shine forth more brilliantly.' (p. XIV). In the description of

this process the Visau Parana remains somewhat in the shadow

as the stage it represents is not necessary to the development from

Harivathla to Bhagavata Purana,

Words like 'develop
5

,
'mature' have been used in the book

with reference to the different approach of the texts to the person

of Krishna, but f
this evolution in their understanding of Krishna

identity and divinity does not imply a process of divinization'

(p. XIV). It seems then that the process of rising to a deeper reli-

gious significance of Krishna is very different from the process that

took place in the case of Rama as it has been studied and analysed

by Frank Whaling in his Rise of the Religious significance of R2Wi

(Motilal Banarsidas, Delhi, 1980). Both the books, the one by Sheth

and the other by Whaling, have been prefaced by prof. Ingalls,

yet a doubt comes about the different results of the two researches,

whether they should be ascribed to a really different evolution of

tradition about the two gods or they are merely an outcome of the

different attitude of the researchers.

The book of Dr Sheth offers a rich material whose analysis,

deep and competent, will constitute the basis for further researches

in this field for several years.

G.
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Publications of the De Nofoili Research Z-ibrary

Edited by Gerhard Oberhammer, Indological Institute of

Vienna.

These publications are of very [high standard, each one of

them constituting a positive contribution to the scientific research.

The field of interest of this series is India and the cultural-reli-

gious relation between East and West.

1. Vasudevasrama, Tatidharmaprakafa A Treatise on World Rmuncia,-

tioni Critically Edited with Introduction, Annotated Trans-

lation and Appendices by Patrick O livelle

Part OneText, Vienna 1976, pp. 139

Part Two Translation, Vienna 1977, pp. 231

The work edited in these two volumes was composed between

1675 and 1 800 A. D. It is one of the few books on renunciation

written by an orthodox Hindu that have been studied and
translated into English. The reader will be amazed in discovering
the abundance of information one gets from the work. The critical

text ( Part I ), the accurate translation with the numerous
references to other similar treatises quoted in Nibandha-s (Part II)
constitute a mine of cultural and 'religious material the reader

will be happy to go through.

The translation of a/fa/atam of 71.49 as 'eight hundred*

(Part Two, p. 201) must be a slip of pen. It means 8+100=108
only.

2. TransSendenzerfahrung, Vollzugshorizont des Heils Das Problem
in indischen and chrittlicher Tradition, Arbeitsdokumentation.
eines Symposium, herausgegeben von Gerhard Oberhammer,
Wien 1978, pp. 253.

The book contains eleven papers read by the authors at the
second Symposium held in Vienna by the De Nobili Research
Foundation and the Institute of Indology, University of Vienna
from 9th to 14th of February 1977. The papers are all in German
except one in French and they are grouped into two parts, one
containing those paper that are properly referring to indological
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aspects and the other containing those concerned with more
Christian theological problems. Following the theme proposed by
the Symposium the authors, especially in the second part, present
their topic in the light of a cultural-religious dialogue between
India and West, It is a pity that, since the work is in German, a
language usually not known in India, most of those who may be
interested in the results of such a symposium will not be in a
position to take full advantage of it.

3. $abdapramanyam in Sahara and Kumarila Towards a Study of the

Mimawsd Experience of Language by Francis X. D'Sa, S. J.,

Vienna 1980, pp. 218

After an Introduction to the Mimamsa, D'Sa divides his study

into two parts: Sabdapramanyam in Sabara and the Early

Mimamsa; babdaprarnariyam in Kumarila. Under these very

general and almost unassuming titles there is a richness of content

and a newness of approach rarely to be found even in the best

books. The author faces some themes of both the authors, especia-
lly Jabda, artha and sambandha on the one hand and Vedapauru-

feyatva on the other for ^abara, while for Kumariia themes like

Sabdanityata, Akrtivada, Vedapramayya are put to the fore. Resear-

ches of this kind show how deep and advanced the ancient authors
were in the field of philosophical understanding of language

process and how their analysis sounds modern to our ears.

I wonder why the author has decided to quote all the Sans-

krit words with their nominative case-endings and not with their

thematic forms as it is the recognized and accepted international

practice.

4. Philosophical Implications of Dhvani-Experimce ofSymbol Language

in Indian Aesthetics by Anand Amaiadass S.J., Vienna 1984,

pp. 240

Although much has been written on Dhvanyaloka, as Amaia-

dass himself remarks at the beginning of his Preface, his book is not

an insignificant addition to the pre-existent literature. Ainaladass's

perspective is somewhat different from the other authors* of-this
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subject and his contribution on the philosophical understanding

of rfAwwi is very important. The book proves, following Ananda-

vardhana's Dhvanyaloka, how dfaani language, as symboPJanguage,

becomes a hermeneutics that can be applied
to texts like the

Mahabh^rata and others, This philosophical approach of Amala-

dass gives the message of Anandavardhana a useful perspective

even for the modern and transcultural research on language*

5. Grmdlcgm Mischtr
Dichtung end indischm Dsnkensvon (Late)

Paul Hacker aus dem Nachlass herausgegeben von Klaus

Raping, Wien 1985, pp, 148,

We have to thank Klaus Ruping for giving the scholars the

deep insights of late prof Hacker on such important topics as

Indian poetry and Indian thinking, 'philosophy'
and schemes of

thought, This is one of those books that should be translated at

least in English to make its contents available also to the majority

of Indian scholars to whom Hacker's interpretation may give new

insights and from whom mainly the reactions may come for con-

firming or
refuting Hacker's synthesis*

6, Bonazzoli



ACTIVITIES OF THE ALL-INDIA KASHIRAJ TRUST

(January-June 1986)

Garudta Pus-aiaa Work
Collation of the two Bengali manuscripts of the Acarakhanda

is still continuing and that of a third manuscript is awaiting its

completion. Until now we have not been able to procure two

Sarada manuscripts from the Banaras Hindu University Library,
one of which is of the Acarakhanda and the other of the Pretakalpa.

One Devanagarl manuscript of the Pretakalpa from Government
Oriental Manuscript Library of Madras is also collated during
this period. Further search for the manuscripts is being made.

The concordance of the subjects of the Garuda Purana with

the other Puraaas and the epics is in progress,

Manasakha^ida of the Skanda

The critical edition of the further ten chapters (40-50) was

prepared in this period and chapters 31-45 are published in

this issue.

Sivad&armottara Purfcpa

Until now 17 manuscripts of the ^ivadharmottara Purana

have been procured. The basic text (adhrap3fka) for collation has

been chosen and written in the collation sheets. Two manuscripts

in Devanagar! and one in Newari have been collated on the colla-

tion sheets at Eamnagar. As Dr. Giorgio Bonazzoli the editor of

the ^ivadharmottara Purana was abroad for some months colla-

tion sheets have been prepared in Italy also where collation of

the other two manuscripts in Newari has been completed.

In the whole bright fortnight tfvklapakfa.) of the month of

Magha the complete Taitiriya akhl comprising Samhits, Br3kma$a,

Aranyaka and U&atifad was recited from memory in the Vyaseivara

temple of Fort Ramnagar, Th reuitef of the /l&MwasPt, V.

Rajagopal Ghanapalp of Ufam+ T& *n*9 of the recitation WM
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Pt. Narayan Ghanapathi. On the successful completion of the

recitation the usual daksina and certificate were given to the reciter

and the /rota and they were fed.

Visitors to the Pura^a Department .

During this period the following persons visited the Parana
Department and they were acquainted with the works of the

Department.

1. Sri Viren Brahmabhatta of Ahmedabad

2. Dr. Judith Backer, School of Music, University of

Michigan, U.S.A. 2. 2. 86

3. Daniel Coder, Division of Research Programmes,
National Endowment for the Humanities, Washington,
D. C.2, 2. 86

4. Wu M. Summer, Ohio State University, Columbus
2. 2. 86

5. His Holiness Jagadguru Sankaracarya 3rl Jayendra
Sarasvati of Kaacikamakotipftham 21. 4. 86

His Holiness minutely observed the critical editions of the
Puranas and the Puratja Bulletin. He blessed the work.

Saakaracarya Encamps in Fort Ramm&gar
While concluding his Varanasi visit His Holiness Jagadguru

Sanfcaracarya Sri Jayendra Sarasvati, encamped in the Fort on the
evening of 20th April >86 and left the Fort on the evening of 21st.On the morning of 21st His Holiness sanctified every part of theFort by h presence . His Holiness performed his Puja in the rxoon

TembLtfSTf
WWCl1 ^^^ impressive* On this occasion
i y 01 His Highness and all the workers and offi-

along with many devotees of Varanasi attended the
dwtributed ^ -11 the persons who were

C ' A Sanskrit Pandits headed by
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Sabasra. GEs$afoMseka of Lord Visvaisatlia

Three years back the thieves stole gold from the sanctum sancto-

rum of the Lord ViSvanatha. For expiation of this and maintaining
the sanctity of the idol one thousand and eight vessel baths of the

linga and antih<oma were performed by His Highness Kasfainaresh

Maharaja Dr. Vibhuti Narain Singh, Chairman of the Visvanath

Temple Trust, This was performed according to the prescriptions
made in the Agni Purana and ISvarasamhita. The rites were per-
formed on April 14th, 15th & 16th 1986 (Caitra gukla 5 to 7 V. E,

2043). Ft. Laxmi Sankar Gaurishanker S. Shukla who performed
this rite is famous among scholars; he is a trustee of the Trust. On
thursday, at the time of abhiseka Srs Srinath Sahaya, the Law
Secretary, from Laicknow, was present. All the rites were per-
formed In the presence and guidance of His Holiness Jagadguru

Sankaracharya Sri Jayendra Sarasvati of Kanchikamakotipitham
and Sri Ghella Lakshman Sastri, the representative of Sringeri

Sankaracharya, was also present. His Highness Maharaja Dr.

Vibhuti Narain Singh performed all the rites from outside the

sanctum sanctorum according to the advice of the ICashi Vidvat

Parisad and other learned bodies.

MAHARAJA UDIT NARAIN SINGH MANASA
PRAGHAR NIDHI

Matmsa Na.v3.lra

From Vaisakha Pratipad to Navam! tithi (9th May to 19th

May 1986) the recitation (parayana) of the Ramacaritamanasa and

discourses (fravacana) over it by eminent Vyasas was performed in

the Kali temple of the Ghakia town. A huge congregation listened

to the pravacana daily. His Highness Klashinaresh Maharaja Dr

Vibhuti Narain Singh was mostly out on account of a pilgrimage

in South ladia. On his return from the pilgrimage Maharaja

Kumar Anant Narain Singh attended the discourses for two days

(16th & 17th May). On the concluding two days His Highness

Maharaja KLashinaresh attended the discourses. Among the

eminent Vyasas Dr Srinath Vyasa made his discourses for the last

three days (17th to 19th of May). On the conclusion a

Bhandara (free meal) was arranged.



CHAIRMAN'S VISIT TO SOUTH INDIA

His Highness the Chairman accompanied by Maharaj Kumar

Anant Narain Singh and the three Maharaj Kumaris visited

South India from 3 to 11 May 1986. Incidentally, this was his

first visit to South India- His Highness was received at the Meen-

ambakkam Airport, Madras, by representatives oftheSankara

Bhaktajaoa Sabha and eminent Sanskrit scholars and garlanded.

After an overnight stay at Madras His Highness proceeded to

K.anchipuram to meet and pay his respects to His Holiness Jagad-

guru Sankaracharya of Kanchi Kamakoti Peethana, Sri Ghandra-

sekharendra Sarasvati. He drove along the famed Marina Beach

and had *darsana' of the Bay of Bengal.

Kanchipuram
His Highness drove straight to the Kanchi Matham and was

led to the august presence of His Holiness Jagadguru Sankara-

charya and after a preliminary meeting adjourned to the apart-

ment reserved for Mm at the Matham itself. His Highness
continued to stay at the Matham except for the night during the

two days he stayed in Kanchipuram. His Highness took time to

visit the oldest temple dedicated to Goddess Durga in the morning
and the famous temple dedicated to Goddess Kamakshi in the

evening. He had *darsana* of the golden processional chariot of the

deity. Special worship was conducted at the temple for His

Highness on the occasion.

On the morning of 5 May, after his morning worship and
recitals of the scriptures at the Matham, His Highness visited the

temple dedicated to Siva as C|Ekamresvar." His Highness also

visited the Varadaraja Temple dedicated to Lord Visnu, the

largest temple complex in Kanchipuram

On 5 may a function was organized by the Sankara Bhaktajana
Sabha to felicitate His Highness which was attended by His Hoii
ness Sri Jagadguru Sankaracharya the Senior Svamiji andSankaren-
dra Sarasvati the Junior Svamiji, (His Holiness Sri Jayendra Sara-

vati, the first Junior Svamiji was away at Hari4war at the time).
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Eminent Sanskrit scholars and citizens including the Chairman
of the Kanchipuram Municipality, the Home Secretary to the

Government of Tamil Nadu attended the felicitation function
and spoke on the occasion. His Highness released a Souvenir
entitled "Triveni* 'brought out by the Sankara Bhakta Jana Sabha
with the blessings of His Holiness. His Highness spoke of the

relations his family had with the Mathara from the time of his

forefathers and recounted in some detail the visit of his grand-
father His Highness Sir Prabhu Narain Singh Bahadur to Kanchi-

puram and also the visit of His Holiness to Kashi several years ago.
He reiterated the significant role the Pitham has played in the

spiritual uplift of millions of Indians in the South and the

North and spoke of its existence as a source of inspiration to

scholars, saints and spiritual seekers.

His Highness proceeded by car to Madras on 6 May on his

pilgrimage to Ramesvaram, availing of the special arrangements
made for him for the journey at the command of His Holiness.

The officials of the Chinglepet District, the citizens of Kanchi

puram and the authorities of the Kanchi Kamakoti Matham spared
no efforts in making His Highnesses stay and worship at the

temples smooth and comfortable.

Ratxiesvaram

From Madras His Highness travelled in a special bogie to

Ramesvaram, reaching there on the morning of 7 May. His

Highness bathed in the Laksmana Kund and performed his

morning worship and 'parayana'. He proceeded to the sea front

and had his bath in the sea. His Highness performed rituals

ordained to be performed at a 'Tirtha' at the Sankara Matfaam

of the Kamakoti Pitham and performed *Sraddha* according to

the <Sastra-s*. His Highness distributed the customary dafcsina

to the Purohits and 'dan* to the poor. He took the train to

Madras in the afternoon of the same day.

As His Holiness Jagadguru Saakaracharya of the Sringeri

(3rngagiri) Pitham was camping at the Sankara Mathatn at

Bangalore in connection with the Sankara Jayanti celebrations

there, His Highness travelled from Madras to Bangalore to meet
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His Holiness and receive his blessings. The train from Madras

reached Bangalore on the morning of 9 May. His Highness was

received at the Station by representatives of His Holiness and

driven to the Sankara Matham Guest House where arrangements

for his stay were made. His Highness was received by His

Holiness shortly after his reaching the Guest House. In the

afternoon His Highness attended a meeting in connection with

the Sankara Jayanti celebrations at which he was the Chief Guest.

His Highness was felicitated at the meeting and prominent

devotees of His Holiness spoke on the occasion. His Highness

spoke at the function and expressed his profound gratitude to

His Holiness for guiding the upbringing of Maharaj Kumar

Anant Narain Singh in the true Indian tradition and for encour-

aging His Highness to initiate him to the study of Nyaya Darsana.

His Highness also had darsana at the temple dedicated to Goddess

Sarada attached to the Matham.

On 10 May His Highness drove to Sringeri to meet the

Junior Svamiji of Sringeri who was camping at the Peetham itself.

Sringeri

On reaching Sringeri, His Highness was led into the presence

of the Junior Svamiji at the Narasimha Matham. Sankara Jayanti

celebrations were on at Sringeri also and His Highness attended a

function in this connection in the evening. His Highness spoke

at the function in Hindi and thanked the Svamiji for the great

interest shown by His Holiness in the education of his children,

especially Maharaj Kumar and Third Maharaj Kumari in Nyaya
Darsana. After taking leave of His Holiness he drove back to

Bangalore the same evening and reached Bangalore on the morning
of 11 May.

On 1 1 May His Highness had 'darsana' of His Holiness the

Senior Svamiji of Sringeri in the morning and sought His Holiness**

blessings for his onward journey to Haridwar to perform the

the worship of the Ganges on the Aksaya Tritiya. His Highness
and family left Bangalore for Delhi enroute to Haridwar by plane
in the afternoon,
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Haridw

Reaching Haridwar on II
May, His

Highness performed
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Ganga and
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called on His Holiness
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NOTES & NEWS

Attention of scholars is drawn to the following letter of the

President, The Institute jor Advanced Studies of World Reli-

gions, New York, U. S. A., sent to the Chairman of the All-

India Kashiraj Trust, Fort Ramnagar, Varanasi for

circulation,

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES OF WORLD
RELIGIONS

Administrative Office Stony Brook Office

2150 Center Avenue Melville Memorial Library

Fort Lee, New Jersey 07024, State University

U.S.A. of New York at Stony Brook

Telephone : (201) 461-8646 Stony Brook, New York, 1 *
79J,Tj, S. A.

Gable Address : INASWOREL Telephone : (516) 246-8362

Lawrence Research FellowsMp Program
The Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions

(IASWR) announces the establishment of the Lawrence Research

Fellowship Program for research in Asian and comparative reli-

gious studies at the IASWR Library and facilities at Stony Brook,
New York, U. S. A. This Fellowship Program is made possible

through a grant received from the Lawrence Foundation^ Port

Jefferson Station, New York, and is intended to help defray the

travel expenses, lodging, or other costs of visiting foreign scholars

to conduct research at the IASWR for a minimum of four (4)

months in one of the following fields :

1. East Asian religions and cultures

2. South Asian religions and cultures

3. Southeast Asian religions and cultures
4. Tibetan religion and culture

5. Comparative study of, or relating to, Asian systems of

thought

For further information about the Fellowship Program and
the IASWR research facilities please write to :

Dr. Richard A. Gard, President

The Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions
Melville Memorial Library
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